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I
’m so excited. And I 
just can’t hide it. I’m 
about to lose control, 
and I think I like it. While 

I’m not usually one to 
spontaneously burst into 
song – especially terrible 

songs – there’s just such an incredible buzz 
around gaming at the moment that I can’t 
apologise (it’s too late to apologise) for 
getting swept up in the next-gen mania. We 
love our jobs, but it’s times like this that we 
really love our jobs – getting early access 
to an amazing new console and some of 
the best-looking games we’ve ever seen is 
like every Christmas coming at once. And 
guess what? PlayStation is giving out all the 
best presents.

They say the grass is always greener 
on the other side of the fence, but peering 
over into Microsoft’s garden – at the wilting 
flowers and the unkempt bushes – we 
can’t help but think otherwise. MS had a 
shocker of an E3 by all accounts, fooling 
nobody with its PR spin on the Xbox One’s 
anti-consumer features and design before 
quickly doing an about-face and kicking its 
controversial always-online DRM to the kerb. 
But the damage has already been done. PS4 
pre-orders have been placed, allegiances 
have changed and gamers have started to 
really consider what they want and expect 
from a console. 

Whether you’re a die-hard PlayStation 
gamer or one of the many new converts 
to the cause, you’re going to love what we 
have for you. We’ve compiled every single 
PlayStation 4 game in development with 
hands-on verdicts, gameplay details, the 
latest shots… whatever we could get our 
hands on, basically. It’s an incredible line-up 
(with more to come at Gamescom next 
month), so hopefully you’ll leave this issue as 
excited as we are for the next generation. 

Enjoy!

So. Many. Games.
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FINAL FANTASY 
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brand spanking new 
trailers from E3 for 
your eyes to devour.
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our most anticipated 
PS4 games…
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Gameplay footage 
from Ubisoft’s 
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with plenty of social 
elements. Has 
DriveClub already 
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HEARTS III
All that wishing paid 
off in the end. Now 
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Marvel and Star 
Wars, there’s every 
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the best thing ever.

THE DIVISION
An open-world RPG 
with an emphasis 
on co-op and 
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Tom Clancy meets 
Borderlands, which 
is a combination we 
heartily endorse.
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The Phantom Pain 
goes next-gen



BEAUTY & BRAINS
LET’S GET TECHNICAL

Right then. Time to crack open 
the shell and get into the nitty-gritty 
of things. If you are a technophobe 
or allergic to specs, be content in this 
knowledge: the PS4 is a more powerful 
console than the Xbox One. Firstly, the 
console is moving away from the Cell 
architecture used in the PS3 toward 
a more standardised AMD processor 
similar to that found in PCs. This will 
make creating games for the PS4 
even easier for developers, resulting in 
experiences that play and look better 
than ever before.

SO MANY GRAPHICS
For graphics, the PS4 has a custom 

GPU based on an AMD Radeon core, 
with 1152 shaders running at 800MHz. 
What this equates to is approximately 
1.84 terafl ops of graphical processing 
power, a signifi cant amount more than 
the Xbox One’s 1.23. What does that 
mean? Prettier graphics!

MEMORY GAMES
When we come to memory, both 

consoles seem even with 8GB of RAM, 
but the type of RAM and what it is used 
for makes all the difference. PS4 uses 
8GB of cutting-edge GDRR5 RAM while 
the Xbox One has 8GB of the much 
slower DDR3 variety. On top of that, 3GB 
of the Xbox One’s memory is constantly 
dedicated to running the console’s three 
simultaneous operating systems while 
the PS4 only loses a single gigabyte for 
the same function, leaving a whopping 
7GB of RAM open for games. Add it all up 
and the PS4 has a system bandwidth of 
176.0 GB/s, almost three times as much 
as the Xbox One’s paltry 68.3 GB/s. 

PLENTY OF STORAGE
Both the PS4 and Xbox One feature 

500GB hard drives, but Sony’s console 
allows the drive to be removed, changed 
and upgraded. The Xbox One allows 

none of these options, with a fi xed 
drived. Easy win!

A SERIES OF TUBES
The PS4 is built around online 

connectivity, with a number of cool 
software features. PSN allows players to 
access a variety of cloud-based services 
including Music and Video Unlimited, 
Sony’s subscription services. Gaikai 
streaming tech allows customers to try 
out games before buying them, and play 
them quickly after purchasing. And of 
course, Netfl ix, Amazon Instant Video 
and various other third-party streaming 
services will once again be available. 

MORE ESSENTIAL THAN EVER
PS Plus will now be required to play 

games online, similar to Xbox Live. It’s 
a shame, but considering all the free 
games and features that make PS Plus 
one of the best deals around, it’s worth 
it. Plus is such a great proposition as it 
stands that Sony doesn’t have to twist 
our arms too much.

KEEP ON MOVING
Not to be forgotten, the PS4 will 

support the same PlayStation Move 
controller as the PS3. So, you know, 
buying the PS Move was not a total 
waste of money… right? Right? To be 
fair to the little black Wii Remote that 

could, Media Molecule looked to be 
doing some pretty great things with 
the PS Move during the PS4 reveal 
event. If anyone can take a gimmicky 
control method and make it functional, 
fun and involving, it’s the guys behind 
LittleBigPlanet.

MORE SCREENS = MORE FUN
The PS4 supports a number of 

devices which function as second 
screens, including a variety of 
smartphones and tablets as well as the 
trusty PS Vita. All PS4 games will be 
playable when streamed onto the Vita, 
with modifi ed controls for Remote Play. 
Mobiles and tablets will be able to use the 
PlayStation App to interact with games 
in other ways as well as doing stuff like 
buying games and watching streams 
when away from home.

THE BEST NEWS OF ALL
To top off this smorgasbord of 
goodness, the PS4 is going to cost a 
mere £349. Compared to the £429 
of the Xbox One it’s a steal, especially 
considering the superior power and 
features of Sony’s new powerhouse. 
Buying a console at launch is normally 
an expensive proposition, but a £349 
price point is reasonable and affordable 
for most. Good job, Sony. We haven’t 
been this excited in a long time.

It’s as nice on the inside as it is from a distance
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It sounds like a lot, but £350 
doesn’t actually go that far in 

the tech world. Check out these 
comparably-priced gadgets…

IN THE INTEREST 
OF FAIRNESS

It sounds like a lot, but £350 £350 
doesn’t actually go that far in doesn’t actually go that far in 

the tech world. Check out these the tech world. Check out these 
comparably-priced gadgets…comparably-priced gadgets…

IN THE INTEREST 
OF FAIRNESS

1 IPAD MINI 32GB
That’s right, a small iPad/large iPhone with an 
modest amount of storage and a fraction of the 

power of the PS4 costs £350. Good old Apple and its 
competitive pricing.

2 RADEON HD 7970
High-end PC tech doesn’t come cheap, but 
it comes to something when a graphics card 

alone comes in at the same price as a whole console. 
If you think that’s expensive, check out the top-end 
cards – Titan will set you back over £800.

3 ACER ASPIRE A1
Shop around and you can get a fair mid-range 
laptop for £350. 4GB of RAM, an Intel i5 

2.5GHz processor, integrated graphics and more 
can be yours! It might be better than the PS4 when it 
comes to checking spreadsheets, but it can’t compete 
on pure gaming power.

4 SENNHEISER HD650
We like our music to sound nice, but only 
serious audiophiles would consider shelling 

out anything close to £350 for a pair of headphones.
We’d assume they probably sound pretty good, but 
that’s just too much to pay to fi nd out.

5 HONDA IZY HRG415PD
Need a new lawnmower? No, neither do we. 
And even if we did, we certainly wouldn’t throw 

£350 at one, no matter how fancy it may be. Not when 
we can just send Sam around the garden with a pair of 
scissors, anyway.

“THE PS4 IS BUILT AROUND 
ONLINE CONNECTIVITY, 

WITH A NUMBER OF COOL 
SOFTWARE FEATURES”
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WORTH WAITING FOR
We knew it was coming. We knew 

what it could do. We knew what 
the games were. We knew what 
the controller looked like. We knew 
a lot, but we still had no idea what 
the PS4 actually looked like. Well, 
one E3 conference later and the 
world has seen the console that will 
soon be living underneath millions 
of televisions around the globe. 
Surprise – it’s a black box!

IT’S ALL IN THE ANGLES
Initially unremarkable, we’ve 

had some time to really inspect the 
PS4 design and we’ve come to the 
conclusion that we really like it. The 
sleek angles give the box an italic look 
to set it apart and catch the eye, while 
the two-tone surface and line of blue 
light accentuate the simple design. 
It’s also remarkably small, about 
the same size as a slim PS3, which 
is great news. Ultimately, it doesn’t 
really matter what a console looks 
like, but a pretty one is always a plus. 
In that element, PS4 delivers – it’s 
going to look lovely under our dirty 
great TV.

SAY HELLO TO 
YOUR NEW 
BEST FRIEND
We can finally put 
a face to a name 
with our new 
favourite console

We knew it was coming. We knew 
what it could do. We knew what 
the games were. We knew what 
the controller looked like. We knew 
a lot, but we still had no idea what 
the PS4 actually looked like. Well, 
one E3 conference later and the 
world has seen the console that will 
soon be living underneath millions 
of televisions around the globe. 

Initially unremarkable, we’ve 
had some time to really inspect the had some time to really inspect the 
PS4 design and we’ve come to the 
conclusion that we really like it. The 
sleek angles give the box an italic look 
to set it apart and catch the eye, while 
the two-tone surface and line of blue 
light accentuate the simple design. 
It’s also remarkably small, about 
the same size as a slim PS3, which the same size as a slim PS3, which 
is great news. Ultimately, it doesn’t 
really matter what a console looks 
like, but a pretty one is always a plus. 
In that element, PS4 delivers – it’s 
going to look lovely under our dirty 

We can finally put 

favourite console

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
Originally thought to be bundled with 

the console, the PS4 camera has now 
been confi rmed to be a separate purchase, 
which helps explain how the console can 
retail for $100 less than the Xbox One 
despite being more powerful. The device 
includes two 1280x800 pixel cameras, and 
both combined can do some interesting 
things. Depth-sensing of objects in its 
fi eld of vision is possible, similar to Xbox’s 
Kinect. One camera can be used to 
generate a video image while the other 
tracks motion simultaneously.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
The camera will retail for £44 – a 

surprisingly reasonable price. Selling 
the camera separately is a wise move by 
Sony. Not everyone is interested in the 
extra functionality it provides, and selling it 
separately keeps the price of the PS4 down.

the camera separately is a wise move by the camera separately is a wise move by the camera separately is a wise move by the camera separately is a wise move by 
Sony. Not everyone is interested in the Sony. Not everyone is interested in the Sony. Not everyone is interested in the Sony. Not everyone is interested in the 
extra functionality it provides, and selling it extra functionality it provides, and selling it extra functionality it provides, and selling it extra functionality it provides, and selling it 
separately keeps the price of the PS4 down.separately keeps the price of the PS4 down.separately keeps the price of the PS4 down.separately keeps the price of the PS4 down.
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PRESSING ALL THE RIGHT BUTTONS
E3 also gave people their fi rst chance to get hands-on with the 

DualShock 4. First impressions are that it’s slightly heavier than its 
predecessor, which is welcome news for those of us who found the 
PS3 pad a bit too fl imsy. The most radical departure from the standard 
DualShock design since the fi rst one, the DS4 has a number of new 
features. The concave sticks offer more resistance and precision than 
before. The trigger buttons are now much closer to real triggers, with a 
concave curve and a lipped end for the player’s fi nger to rest in. There’s 
also a stereo jack for the included headset (at last!) and a mono 
speaker in the pad itself. Fancy.

HOW VERY TOUCHING
Motion control is back with a built-in gyroscope, and a light bar 

along the top of the pad can display different colours as well as 
communicating with the camera. The D-pad and buttons are similar to 
last time, although the D-pad now sits in a slightly concaved bowl. Fine 
by us – why fi x something that isn’t broken, after all? The signature 
Start and Select buttons have been consigned to the dustbin of 
history, replaced with the new Options and Share. Lastly, the most 
visually obvious change is the touchpad on the front of the controller, 
which also clicks in as an extra button.

Start and Select buttons have been consigned to the dustbin of 
history, replaced with the new Options and Share. Lastly, the most 
visually obvious change is the touchpad on the front of the controller, 
which also clicks in as an extra button.

PRESSING ALL THE RIGHT BUTTONS
E3 also gave people their fi rst chance to get hands-on with the 

DualShock 4. First impressions are that it’s slightly heavier than its 
predecessor, which is welcome news for those of us who found the 
PS3 pad a bit too fl imsy. The most radical departure from the standard 
DualShock design since the fi rst one, the DS4 has a number of new 
features. The concave sticks offer more resistance and precision than 
before. The trigger buttons are now much closer to real triggers, with a 
concave curve and a lipped end for the player’s fi nger to rest in. There’s 
also a stereo jack for the included headset (at last!) and a mono 

Motion control is back with a built-in gyroscope, and a light bar 
along the top of the pad can display different colours as well as 
communicating with the camera. The D-pad and buttons are similar to communicating with the camera. The D-pad and buttons are similar to 
last time, although the D-pad now sits in a slightly concaved bowl. Fine 
by us – why fi x something that isn’t broken, after all? The signature 
Start and Select buttons have been consigned to the dustbin of Start and Select buttons have been consigned to the dustbin of 
history, replaced with the new Options and Share. Lastly, the most 
visually obvious change is the touchpad on the front of the controller, 

“ PS4 DELIVERS – IT’S 
GOING TO LOOK LOVELY 

UNDER OUR DIRTY 
GREAT TV”

www.play-mag.co.uk
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WATCH DOGS
Watch Dogs doesn’t feel 
like science fi ction. There’s 
no near-future catalyst that 

propels humanity down an alternate 
timeline – no war, terrorist attack, or 
miracle technological breakthrough 
to knock us off course. Its vision of the 
future is a natural extension of where we 
are now; of the unconscious supposition 
we all buy into that everything’s better 
when it’s digitally connected. It’s no small 
irony that just as Microsoft and Sony are 
pushing the Kinect and the PlayStation 
Eye into each of our living rooms, Ubisoft 
is releasing its cautionary tale about how 
gadgets like these – watching, listening, 
processing – could be used to hurt us. 
The world that Ubisoft Montreal has 
imagined in Watch Dogs doesn’t feel like 
an ‘if’. It feels like a ‘when’.

Set in a near-future imagining of 
Chicago, Watch Dogs, on paper, falls 
somewhere between the open-world 
violence of Grand Theft Auto and the 
moody redemption story of Christopher 
Nolan’s Batman. Despite its citizens’ 
best efforts, all is not well in this city of 
the future, with its Orwellian automated 
surveillance network pushing crime 
off the streets and into the shadows. 
Fortunately, Watch Dogs’ masked 
vigilante anti-hero, Aiden Pierce, 
knows the best way to bring the city’s 
criminal fraternity back into the light: 
by clobbering it with an extendable 
truncheon and dragging it there, bleeding.

The gameplay hook for Watch Dogs is 
Aiden’s mobile phone. Through it, Aiden 
has access to CtOS, the hugely powerful 
operating system that handles the day-
to-day running of the city. Street lights, 
bridge controls, security cameras, traffi c 
lights – CtOS controls everything. Which, 
by extension, means you do too. So while 
you can go into a dangerous situation all 
guns blazing, the smart player might hack 
nearby CCTV cameras to scout out the 
location fi rst, looking for an unguarded 
back entrance or learning the enemy’s 
movements. Then they might set off a 
car alarm across the street to distract a 
couple of guards and pick them off fi rst, 
sneaking up and taking them down with 
Aiden’s fearsome hand-to-hand combat 
skills. Then they might kill the street lights 
and mop up the remaining enemies as 
they fumble about in darkness. In Watch 

Dogs, tackling a situation head-on is 
just one option. It’s street justice for the 
thinking man.

Aiden himself, however, remains a 
mystery. All we’ve been told is that he’s a 
man on the run who is trying to atone for 
some past sins. He grew up in a bad part 
of Chicago and made some decisions 
that got people he cared about hurt (we 
see him at one point standing sombrely 
over a grave – the surest mark of the 
troubled protagonist). This leads to an 
obsession with surveillance, to unmask 
the sophisticated criminal networks that 
hide behind the anonymity of the digital 
age. As Aiden himself puts it: “You think 
you’re untouchable. I’m here to shatter 
your illusions.” He’s the absolute zeitgeist: 
a superhero for the age of Anonymous 
and LulzSec.

But Aiden’s not as straightforwardly 
heroic as that setup makes out. As 
you progress through the story, it’s up 
to you how to use his god-like powers 
over the city to achieve your goals. 
While the hacking approach in games 
like Deus Ex: Human Revolution runs 
mostly counter to violent play-styles – a 
skill that you develop in lieu of more 
combat-focused specialisations – in 
Watch Dogs, toying with the city’s digitally 
controlled infrastructure can produce 
devastating results.

In one gameplay demo, for example, 
Aiden turns up at a fancy gallery opening 
to draw out its criminal patron, Joseph 
Demarco. Aiden uses his phone to jam 
the electronics at the rope-line, creating 
enough chaos for him to slip past the 
doorman and into the venue. Once 
inside, he’s spotted by one of Demarco’s 
associates, and Aiden intercepts a 
call to his mark urging him to come 
quickly. Armed with the knowledge 
that Demarco’s on his way, Aiden steps 
outside into the street to await his arrival. 
As his target’s vehicle approaches, Aiden 
taps an icon on his mobile to change 
the traffi c lights. Demarco’s vehicle is 
smashed by oncoming traffi c, and skids 
to a halt in the midst of the massive 
accident Aiden has caused.

What follows is a gunfi ght between 
Aiden and DeMarco’s goons, but it’s the 
background details that are chilling. As 
you dash between crumpled vehicles, 
you can clearly hear one of the drivers 

PS4
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Vigilante justice? There’s an app for that

Months To Go
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desperately trying to resuscitate 
another passenger. And failing. There’s 
blood. There’s broken glass. Once Aiden 
drags Demarco from his car, he executes 
him in the street. And while the following 
escape from the police is cool – Aiden 
steals a sports car and ramps it off a 
bridge just as he uses his phone to raise 
it, cutting off his pursuers – there’s no 
doubt that what you just saw, what you 
just did, was monstrous.

That sense of responsibility comes 
without a clearly marked morality system. 
There’s no ‘you’ve lost karma’ message 
that pings up when Aiden kneecaps a 
cop, no sad-face emoticon pinged to his 
phone. However, as you play and take 
on more of the optional side missions, 
the press and the man on the street will 
come to view Aiden as either a force 
for good or for evil. These side missions 
are discovered as Aiden walks around 
the city, using his phone to snoop on 
the people around him via their own, 
unsecured mobiles, computers and so on. 
As he goes, things like a person’s debts or 
criminal record fl ash up, and may lead to 
a side mission. If Aiden chooses to save 
lives rather than ruthlessly pursue his 
goals at all costs, public perception of him 
will change accordingly.

What those goals are, however, we 
can only speculate. So let’s do that. 
Ubisoft has deliberately left us in the dark 

about the game’s overarching narrative, 
focusing instead almost exclusively on 
the gameplay we just talked about. The 
fi rst question has to be about the title: 
who or what are the Watch Dogs? Since 
the game’s announcement at E3 2012, 
a new tagline for the game has quietly 
slipped onto the internet, changing from 
last year’s ‘Everything is connected. 
Connection is power.’ to ‘Hacking is our 
weapon’. Whose weapon? The name 
suggests a group of vigilantes, but is 
Aiden working with them, or for them? 
Something else we’ve noticed: Aiden’s 
‘hacking’ seems to be done exclusively 
via one-touch apps on his phone – we’ve 
not seen him type a single line of code as 
of yet. He’s also – and you’ll pardon the 
stereotype – not very geeky-looking. We 
can picture him pistol-whipping a gang 
of street toughs, but reading through 
archive posts on Slashdot? Not so much. 
So are his abilities something he’s really 
come up with himself? Or have they been 
bestowed on him by someone else?

Putting those questions to one side, 
multiplayer also gets a spit-shine for 
the next generation. As the game’s 
senior producer Dominic Guay puts it, 
there’s more than enough fl ag-capturing 
going on in the world of gaming already 
– Watch Dogs has its own ideas on 
what multiplayer on PS4 should look 
like. For instance, with the right opt-in 

feature switched on, other players 
can jump into your world disguised as 
pedestrians, tailing you through Chicago 
and using their own smartphones to 
hack you – erasing your Cut The Rope 
scores, and possibly worse. If these 
undercover players succeed, Aiden will 
get an alert that his data is being raided, 
and be granted a window of time to 
hunt the hacker down and beat some 
civic responsibility into them – tricky, 
as the smart player will be inoffensively 
bumbling along, trying their best to blend 
in with the throng of AI civilians.

If that all sounds distinctly Assassin’s 
Creed-y, then gold star for you: that 
cat-and-mouse multiplayer isn’t strictly a 
new feature for Watch Dogs, with Ubisoft 
having deployed a similar system in 
Assassin’s Creed Brotherhood (albeit 
with less identity theft and more stabbing 
people in the eyes). But merciless 
griefi ng of oblivious players isn’t limited 
to creeping along behind them like a 
stalker. You can also take on the role 
of the authorities, using a mobile or a 
tablet to direct a police chase. If this were 
something like Black Ops II’s Strike Force 
missions, it might be the sort of thing 
you try once and then never again. But 
Watch Dogs’ in-game focus on Aiden’s 
mobile and the powers it affords him 
makes this sound like a natural extension 
of the world.

What that leaves you with is a 
multiplayer and single-player that are, 
like everything else in the Watch Dogs 
universe, seamlessly connected. If that 
doesn’t appeal to you, or you’re just wary 
of having your new life as a dour-faced 
super-hacker interrupted by hordes of 
squawking 12-year-olds, you can opt to 
leave the multiplayer elements alone. But 
according to Guay, the full Watch Dogs 
experience has been built to be enjoyed 
with others. 

Visually, thematically and technically, 
Watch Dogs looks like a true next-
generation game (although a pared-down 
version will also be available on PS3). 
Its subject matter perfectly echoes 
our real-world fears about the future of 
technology – the death of privacy, our 
culture of surveillance, and the nightmare 
vision of the machines we’ve come to 
depend on being turned against us. 
It’s a game that promises depth, focus 
and maturity; a violent, plausible world 
overcast with moral greys. If Ubisoft 
can deliver on this promise, the next 
generation of PlayStation will be off to a 
very strong start indeed. And if it can’t, 
give it 20 years and maybe you’ll be able 
to play it for real.

Watch Dogs is being developed by Ubisoft 
Montreal. Check out the website for more 
details: www.watchdogs.ubi.com

Months To Go

A chillingly plausible vision of the near future, Watch Dogs takes every fear you have about technology and spins it into a story of violence, justice and revenge.READ ME

As nice as the graphics are, just 
remember that this is still early days. A few 
years later, PS4 games will look even better!
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Months To Go

WATCH DOGS

Hacking opens up lots of options for solving 
the city’s crime problem.

Techno chic: the visual design of future 
Chicago is incredibly slick.

The violence is punchy. Both fi guratively 
and literally.

Saviour or pariah? How ruthless Aiden 
becomes is completely up to you.

What makes this game great?

Beware: you’re being watched
THE ROAD TO WATCH DOGS

APRIL 2007: A dispute between 
Russia and Estonia leads to a string of 
massive cyber-attacks that partially 
disable Estonia’s government and 
banking systems.

JULY 2009: A botnet is used to attack 
government and fi nancial institutions 
in the United States and South Korea. 
The source of the attacks is unknown.

SEPTEMBER 2010: The Stuxnet 
worm, believed to have been 
developed by the US military, attacks 
and disables sites in Iran supposedly 
being used for the development of 
nuclear weapons.

OCTOBER 2010: GCHQ director Iain 
Lobban calls the threat of a cyber-
attack on the UK ‘real and credible’ 
and reveals that UK government 
systems are targeted roughly 1,000 
times per month.

JUNE 2013: A top-secret US 
government directive reveals that 
President Obama has ordered 
national security offi cials to draw 
up a list of potential targets for 
overseas cyber-attacks. The effects 
of these attacks range from ‘subtle’ to 
‘extremely damaging’.

Any game where you jump on top of 
a moving train scores extra cool points from 
us. Don’t try this at home. It’s real dangerous.

Hacking electronic elements of 
the environment  will hopefully offer a ton of 
scope and variety in how to  tackle objectives.
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An open-world take on the franchise’s traditional Tactical Espionage Action and still as mad as a box of badgers thanks to one Hideo Kojima.READ ME

METAL GEAR SOLID V: 
THE PHANTOM PAIN

Despite the fact that the 
overarching Metal Gear 
storyline makes about as much 

sense as a conversation with a goose, 
Kojima and his team are still managing 
to fi nd ways to make it even more 
convoluted and ridiculous. And when you 
consider that this is a franchise that has 
featured a dude made out of bees, an 
impossibly long ladder, several cyborg 
ninjas, countless bipedal war machines 
and a vampire called Vamp, that’s pretty 
good going.

And while the specifi cs of The 
Phantom Pain’s narrative might have 
been made no clearer by the game’s 
stunning showing at E3, we do at least 
know that Kojima wasn’t fi bbing when he 
said his next game would be dealing with 
taboo subjects. Detainment camps, child 
soldiers, torture, lost limbs… it’s a bleak 
and harrowing viewpoint of the world of 
warfare the likes of which gaming hasn’t 
really offered before, but we can honestly 
say that we didn’t think Snake would be 
the fi rst guy to go there.

But this isn’t Solid Snake. Nor is it 
Liquid Snake, or Solidus, or Old Snake. 
It’s Punished Snake, a battle-scarred 
version of Big Boss who emerges from a 
coma at the start of the game. Shrapnel 
lodged in his temple resembles a horn – 
a neat visual embellishment on Snake’s 
own admission that he’s ‘already a 
demon’ – and he’s rocking a prosthetic 
arm, yet he still looks surprisingly nimble 

when he’s diving and rolling around the 
place. Rumours abound that he might 
not actually be Big Boss at all, mind. And 
with the series’ history of misdirection, 
the suggestion that none of what we’ve 
seen should be taken at face value is a 
valid one indeed. One such conspiracy 
theory suggests Punished Snake 
could actually be Metal Gear Solid’s 
original cyborg ninja Gray Fox, with 
many convincing (and several not-so-
convincing) arguments and observations 
to back up the claim. All is not what it 
seems – Kojima’s involved, after all – but 
exactly what purpose all the smoke and 
mirrors serve won’t be clear until the 
game is on the shelves.

A missing arm, a little horn and a new 
voice courtesy of Kiefer Sutherland aren’t 
the only changes facing Snake, either. 
An open world presents all kinds of new 
problems and opportunities, offering 
myriad solutions to every situation that 
may arise based on your equipment, 
play style and ability. It’s still primarily 
a stealth game, but even that is made 
far more dynamic and exciting – last-
ditch dives to avoid being spotted by 
guards bring an element of speed and 
excitement to stealth, for instance, while 
we also got to see several examples of 
Snake hiding in plain sight, once in the 
back of a truck and again on the side of a 
horse. It’s as ridiculous as it sounds, but 
no more so than a fl imsy old cardboard 
box being the ultimate stealth tool.

Perhaps the most impressive shift, 
though, is the way cutscenes and 
gameplay now fl ow seamlessly into one 
another. It has often been quite jarring 
in Metal Gear to be pulled out of the 
action to watch a conversation meander 
around a point for an hour, but there’s 
a far more dynamic fl ow to it all this 
time out – it wouldn’t be Metal Gear if 
it didn’t pretend to be a fi lm for large 
chunks of its running time, but here we 
can expect plenty of those great gaming 
moments where your character hangs 
around motionless because you don’t 
realise that a cutscene is over.

The cast of typically crazy new 
characters – from half-naked mute 
sniper Quiet to troubled youth Eli, widely 
believed to be a young Liquid Snake – is 
the only hint so far at a slightly lighter 
mood and tone (in line with previous 
games). But, with harrowing scenes of 
torture, injury and rummaging around 
in human innards for explosives all 
crammed into the nine-minute trailer, 
perhaps this will just be an altogether 
darker Metal Gear experience. Truth be 
told, we just don’t know. While we can 
trust Kojima to deliver an awesome 
experience, prior form means we won’t 
be able to trust anything we ‘know’ about 
The Phantom Pain until we’ve played it 
through for ourselves. 

PS4
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Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain is in 
development at Kojima Productions. Confuse 
yourself further at www.konami.jp/mgs5/en

Kojima’s still bossing it

GAME
CONFIRMED

Metal Gear Online is 
returning, too

SNAKES AND LADDERS

IN ADDITION TO prologue 
chapter Ground Zeroes (which 
may either be a standalone 
precursor to The Phantom 
Pain or just the fi rst level… 
nobody seems to be sure) 
and the main game, The 
Phantom Pain will include 
a third component in the 
newly reinvented Metal Gear 
Online. In production at the 
US division of Kojima’s studio, 
the online multiplayer element 
should once again prove an 
interesting diversion, especially 
since it won’t be up against 
nearly as much competition in 
the early days of PlayStation 
4 as MGS4’s online mode 
was. Little is known about 
the new features, but anyone 
who played the version that 
shipped with Guns Of The 
Patriots will tell you that there’s 
already a solid framework to 
build on right there.

Smoking to pass 
time? That’s a nice little 
nod to Deadly Premonition.
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The most ridiculous cast of characters 
ever assembled for a Metal Gear game, and 
that’s really saying something.

Kojima has knocked down the walls to 
make The Phantom Pain a freeform stealth 
experience like nothing else in the series.

The build Konami has been showing off is a 
PC version built for slightly above current-gen 
spec. The PS4 version will look even better.

Production values are typically high. 
Few things show off new hardware as 
well as a new Metal Gear game…

What makes this game great?

And then it was Red 
Dead Redemption. There are far 
worse things to mimic, to be fair…

The face, the hair, the 
snake… if this kid doesn’t grow 
up to be Liquid, we’ll eat a car.

It wouldn’t be Metal Gear without 
some utterly ludicrous bad guys, like Sheriff 
Skeletor here. Nice hat, buddy.
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Final Fantasy XV is one of fi ve Final Fantasy games currently in development for PlayStation formats. Elsewhere, there’s an MMO, two HD remakes and the fi nale to the XIII saga.READ ME

FINAL FANTASY XV
Touring the Square Enix 
booth at E3 has, in recent 
years, felt a little like looking 

for your lost wallet and, as great as 
some of its games have been, it’s the 
no-shows that have stolen the show. 
We’ve found ourselves doing several 
laps looking for Final Fantasy Versus 
XIII, checking behind some inexplicable 
Mini Ninjas sequel or another for Type-0 
and rummaging through overpriced 
mobile games to make sure that’s not 
where we mislaid Kingdom Hearts III. 
But they never turned up, not before. 
This year though, Square Enix found 
our wallet, picked us up another one 
just to be on the safe side and fi lled 
both with dreams, sunshine and 
rainbows. We didn’t ask how – we were 
too busy running in circles screaming 
“OMAGAWDKINGDOMHEARTSTHREE” 
to even consider the logistics.

On top of the impractical weapons, 
clown shoes, Winnie The Pooh cameos 
and delicious fan service buffet of 

Kingdom Hearts III, Square Enix had a far 
more universally exciting announcement 
waiting in the wings. Yes, Final Fantasy XV 
is coming to PlayStation 4, a completely 
overhauled version of MIA spin-off Versus 
XIII that has left all who have seen its 
fl uid gameplay, beautiful art design and 
Lightning-fast (pun intended) combat 
stunned. Check it out for yourself on the 
DVD – it’s really quite something. It’s not, 
as many thought it would be, based on 
the Agni’s Philosophy tech demo that 
has been doing the rounds for a year 
but, judging by the art design and tech 
on display, it’s almost certainly using the 
same super-impressive Luminous Engine.

While much of XV’s world is similar 
in feel and technology to FFXII’s Ivalice 
or FFIX’s Gaia – pretty much your 
typical medieval fantasy settings – the 
futuristic city of Lucis sticks out like a 
sore thumb. It’s here that the world’s 
last crystal is protected by a mob-like 
noble family, with young heir Noctis in 
the game’s starring role. It’s an oddly 

privileged role for a Final Fantasy 
protagonist, with Square so often putting 
underdogs and rags-to-riches stories in 
the spotlight – it’ll be a diffi cult story for 
the team to make compelling if Noctis 
ends up falling into the ‘whiny emo rich 
kid’ category, though the potential for 
the world in confl ict to alter both his 
world view and personality could prove 
pretty interesting.

Hailing from the home of the last 
remaining crystal, Noctis has a few 
tricks up his sleeve that his enemies 
don’t. He’s able to harness the power 
of the ancient treasure to conjure up a 
variety of different (awesome) weapons 
and warp around the battlefi eld at an 
incredible rate. In terms of equipment, 
this freedom of choice allows him to 
switch gear on the fl y not unlike DMC’s 
Dante and, while we’re not expecting 
anything quite so technical, we won’t 
bemoan the option to switch weapons 
based on enemy vulnerabilities and 
defences. Teleportation has even more 

uses, though – evasion, positioning and 
speed all help out in combat, though the 
skill also enables rapid and impressive 
navigation of the world, even allowing for 
combat to play out on walls, in the sky 
or pretty much anywhere else. Oh, and 
forget about screen-shattering fi xed-area 
enemy encounters too – enemies are 
fought in real time in the same world 
you explore. It’s dangerously slick, and 
each aspect of the game transitions 
effortlessly into the next.

With four other Final Fantasy games 
due out before this, it’s safe to assume 
that this fi rst glimpse of the butterfl y that 
emerged from Versus XIII’s cocoon is 
just that. Still, we’re hoping to see more 
at the Tokyo Game Show in September 
and, given that work on Versus XIII began 
some eight years ago, maybe we won’t 
have too long to wait for this gorgeous 
JRPG evolution after all.

PS4
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Final Fantasy XV is being laboured over by 
genre masters Square Enix. Find out more at 
www.eu.square-enix.com

Where we’re going, we don’t need rogues GAME
CONFIRMED
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What makes this game great?
That acrobatic, action-packed combat that fl ows 
from ground to sky to walls and back again? 
That’s all in-game and unscripted. Oh yes.

Like Lightning Returns, there’s a far 
greater emphasis on action rather 
than FF’s usual menu-driven combat.

Seriously, just look at it. FFXV shows no 
signs of its PS3 lineage as Versus XIII – it’s 
absolutely stunning.

It’s a spruced-up Versus XIII, which looked awesome 
on PS3 until it disappeared without a trace a few 
years back. Guess now we know why, at least.

Is PSP spin-off Type-0 
gone for good?

ZERO CHANCE

IT’S NOT OFTEN 
that a major franchise 
entry skips us entirely, 
especially with something 
so defi nitively PlayStation 
as Final Fantasy. But 
with Japan’s insane 
PSP install base putting 
the rest of the world to 
shame (thanks, Monster 
Hunter), releasing an 
awesome spin-off in the 
West was only going to 
lose money at this stage 
in the PSP’s life. Whether 
or not Type-0 will ever see 
light of day is still up in the 
air, but with Square Enix 
already concentrating on 
a bunch of Final Fantasy 
games on top of the rest 
of its catalogue, it seems 
somewhat unlikely…

Between his Warp 
ability and weapons, Noctis 
appears to be able to get pretty 
much anywhere he wants.

Many enemies 
and Eidolons are familiar, 
yet they take on new life 
in this incredible engine.

The fl ow of the 
combat really reminded 
us of Kingdom Hearts. 
This is a good thing.

Noctis’s allies include token 
beefcake Gladiolus, blond gunslinger 
Prompto and bespectacled tactician Ignis.
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MIRROR’S 
EDGE 2

We feel kind of sorry for DICE. 
Ever since its 2008 oddity 
Mirror’s Edge became a cult 

favourite, we dread to think how many 
times representatives of the Swedish 
team have had to fi eld the same question 
– “Where’s Mirror’s Edge 2?” – and by 
our last visit a few months back, it was 
clear that it had become something of a 
meme within the studio. Years of sheepish 
laughter and noncommittal responses 
later, most of us had simply stopped 
asking. There was no point. It was never 
going to happen. It couldn’t, surely? No, 
it’s never going to… oh wait, there it is.

So yeah, Mirror’s Edge 2 is a real thing 
now. It’s clearly still incredibly early in 
development, but that’s not necessarily 
a bad thing – DICE has said that it has 
wanted to go back to Faith’s world for 
years and was just waiting on the right 
pitch, the right angle before doing so. And, 
with the advent of a new generation of 
hardware, it seems like somebody at DICE 
had such a eureka moment just in time. 

With the team so heavily invested in 
Battlefi eld and, as recently announced, 
also picking up the awesome Star Wars: 
Battlefront series though, you do have 
to wonder whether Mirror’s Edge 2 will 
ever be given a chance to escape the 
back burner and enjoy the studio’s full 
attention. In an industry where even 
games like Tomb Raider and Resident 
Evil 6 can be considered commercial 
failures despite selling fi ve or six million 
copies, the tens of millions behind the pair 
of similarly named shooters are going to 
look a hell of a lot more attractive than 
Mirror’s Edge’s modest (but way higher 
than we expected) two million.

Regardless, it seems to be a labour of 
love for the DICE team and just the news 
that it is coming one day is enough for 
now. One main criticism of the original – 
namely the many cramped interior areas 
that fl ew in the face of the game’s main 

hook – has already been laid to rest with 
the announcement of a completely open 
world to explore. Let’s just hope the rest 
of the common complaints are shot down 
equally as swiftly – spend some time on 
some proper cut-scenes rather than that 
poorly animated visual novel nonsense, 
hire somebody that can actually write a 
half-decent story and tighten up those 
controls and we’re in business. Oh, and 
no guns this time, please. We don’t know 
how the team behind one of the best 
shooters on the market managed to get 
guns wrong in the fi rst place, but it’s as 
good a reason as any to call for a total 
amnesty in the name of keeping the 
sequel interesting.

One thing we did notice in the 
(incredibly brief) fi rst look was a distinct 
lack of red. Just look at that skyline. In 
the original game, that would have been 
awash with crimson pipes and scarlet 
fl ourishes that painted an idiot-proof 
path to victory. Now, it seems, things 
won’t be so simple – you’ll need to gauge 
whether or not death-defying leaps are 
possible without such crude and intrusive 
visual aids, cutting your own path across 
rooftops and through buildings in an 
open city that couldn’t have been created 
without the power of PlayStation 4.

Rumours abound that this could be 
a prequel, exploring Faith’s origins as a 
Runner and setting up her world a little 
better than the original’s dire story ever 
did. That’d be pretty sweet, but in truth 
it’s unlikely that even DICE knows what 
it’ll be doing in terms of story specifi cs 
just yet. Still, if next-generation power can 
help iron out the kinks that stopped the 
original going from good to great, we’re 
surely in for an adrenaline-pumping fi rst-
person experience like no other.

PS4
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GAME
CONFIRMED

Mirror’s Edge 2 is slowly coming together in a 
secret basement in DICE’s lush offices in Sweden. 
Keep an eye on www.dice.se for updates.

Our Faith has been rewarded

The stylish fi rst-person platformer is back, hopefully this time with a better narrative and a campaign that lasts longer than 18 minutes.READ ME

Months To Go
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The game’s elegant, 
minimalist design looks even 
better on PlayStation 4.

Open-world platforming 
stands to offer far greater 
freedom of exploration.

We’ve played around 2,732,611 games about 
shooting people in the face. Original ideas like 
this make a pleasant change.

That said, Faith will apparently be more 
powerful this time out. Hopefully that won’t 
mess with the feel and fl ow too much…

What makes this game great?

So… where do 
you fancy going today? 

Months To Go

MIRROR’S EDGE 2
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What makes this game great?
No more greys and browns to moan about – this 
Killzone entry is in colour!

Corridors are so 2010. It’s time to 
break out…

New technology. New narrative. 
New ambition. New everything, basically.

Tailor-made for both newcomers and series 
veterans in equal measure.

The PS4 design is 
used as inspiration for all of 
the buildings. Probably.
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Shadow Fall, despite its launch title status and willingness to do things differently, is not offi cially Killzone 4. Assassin’s Creed fans may appreciate a numbering system that does its best to throw users off.READ ME

KILLZONE: 
SHADOW FALL

The PS4 is a godsend for 
Guerrilla Games. Killzone 
has long been lambasted for 

offering an endless palette of browns, 
greys and slightly browner greys; a 
special achievement in a genre that often 
favours the use of monochrome. With 
Sony’s new tech on the way and Helghan 
life threatening to cease, now is the 
perfect time for a change of palette.

Fortunately, Shadow Fall’s dousing of 
colour makes total sense. Set 30 years 
after the events of Killzone 3, Helghan’s 
destruction has forced its auburn-eyed 
inhabitants to join their ISA rivals on 
Vekta. Parallels with German history 
continue, as each side is separated by 
a Berlin Wall replica that is supposed to 
halt confl ict and allow the preservation 
of life. As history has proven, though, it 
takes more than a few bricks and a bit of 
cement to keep fi erce enemies apart.

While Killzone’s combat has always 
fl aunted a characteristic girth, Shadow 
Fall aims to promote a sense of warfare 
that is more subtle and nuanced. 
Tension between the Helghast and ISA is 
no longer solely decided by who has the 
greater fi repower, as Guerrilla prioritises 
brains as well as recognisable brawn. 
Sony’s latest presentation highlights 
a shooter that has emerged from the 
constriction of corridor encounters and 
embraced the Vektan outback. Although 
not quite open-world, larger scaled 
maps enable players to tackle objectives 
in any order and without a linear route 
towards success.

Despite the evolution of structure, 
Shadow Fall will retain the franchise’s 
trademark weighty bounce and 
relentless diffi culty. This being a PS4 
launch title, Guerrilla aims to satisfy 
both newcomers and series afi cionados. 
Punishing, cover-based combat remains, 
but players are joined by a non-human 
companion that should relieve pressure 
in a host of different situations. 

The OWL is a multipurpose tool 
designed specifi cally to keep ISA soldiers 
alive. This device can attack enemies, 
distract attention and form a shield that 

only allows outgoing bullets to travel 
through its barrier of energy. It also 
performs a vital duty when traversing 
greater distances, allowing players to 
propel their body across the map with 
a zip-line system that opens up new 
kinds of attacking strategy. This robotic 
Hedwig is an important implementation 
when considering Shadow Fall’s fl exible 
mission design, providing the ISA with 
tactical decisions that overcome the 
constant need to enter head-on collisions 
with the adversary.

Such an approach allows Guerrilla to 
expand its horizons beyond larger level 
design. The Cold War atmosphere means 
stealth becomes increasingly important, 
as completing tasks without alerting 
Helghast patrols keeps the fragile 
relationship ticking over. 

In one section, we’re tasked with 
reaching a recently downed Vektan 
ship to retrieve vital data and search for 
survivors. An illusion of peace can be 
maintained if any objective is approached 
intelligently and without alerting hostile 
forces. This allows progression through 
the level to feature fewer gunfi ghts that 
are likely to splatter ISA-branded helmets 
across swaying green grass which would 
make Crytek weep out of appreciation. 

The successful completion of certain 
tasks may ensure the level’s main 
premise becomes a whole lot easier. 
Communication towers need to be 
sabotaged, alarm systems disabled, 
and of course, Helghast patrols will need 
a swift blade to the jugular if you are 
to advance unscathed. Pre-planning 
can end the excursion quickly, while 
one misstep will see enemy numbers 
descend upon the player’s position like 
pubescent teenagers hankering for a 
whiff of Justin Bieber.

Those who wish to completely 
avoid confrontation will no doubt 
be disappointed. Despite the slight 
change in emphasis, early Shadow 
Fall showings ensure that the game 
maintains Killzone’s noticeable punch. 
Helghast forces may be depleted, but 
they remain ferocious and extremely 

adaptable during the heat of battle. 
Scolar Visari would be proud of his 
followers as they fl ush players out of 
cover with grenades, perform on-the-
spot fl anking manoeuvres and fi ght for 
positional advantage by moving towards 
benefi cial terrain.

One thing we did notice upon picking 
up the DualShock 4 was that there’s 
still a faint whiff of input lag, as seen in 
older Killzone titles. Whether intentional 
(to add a sense of weight to the game) 
or just an unfortunate by-product of an 
engine playing so many technological 
tricks at once, it’s something that’s hard 
to miss in this age of twitch shooters. 
We’re sure we’ll be able to adapt given 
time, just as long as Guerrilla gives us 
suffi cient reason to keep playing.

The brand needs something deeper 
than gruff-voiced men locking horns 
on Desolate Planet A, too. Guerrilla has 
obviously listened to player feedback 
there, creating a world that is more 
interesting and inviting, one actually 
worth fi ghting for. With ISA and Helghast 
hordes locked into the same patch 
of land, the turf war and jostling for 
position takes on greater signifi cance. 
If the team can add real character to 
Vekta’s lush vistas, many complaints 
that have crippled previous games may 
naturally be addressed. If the player can 
be made to care for Vekta in any way, it 
will be a huge step forward for the series.

All the evidence suggests Guerrilla is 
taking advantage of a huge opportunity 
with Killzone: Shadow Fall. The PS4’s 
arrival allows the Sony–exclusive 
series to spruce up its visuals, build a 
new narrative and employ the use of 
gunfi ghts across a greater scale. Early 
demos of the launch title have acted as a 
virtual checklist when dealing with past 
criticisms, highlighting that the team is 
listening to the community. 
The Helghast may struggle for life, 
but Killzone is alive and kicking more 
intently than ever before.

PS4
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Guerrilla Games continues development on 
the Killzone franchise. Zip over to 
www.killzone.com for more information.

An ironic title for Guerrilla’s most colourful game yet

GAME
LAUNCH

Don’t go 
chasing waterfalls. 
You will just die.
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The world has ended… again. Team up with some mates and do your best to survive in a ruined New York.READ ME

TOM CLANCY’S THE DIVISION
When the real apocalypse 
comes, the survivors of 
doomsday won’t look back 

on us favourably. As they cower in the 
burned out videogame aisle of what 
was once an HMV, giant mutant beetles 
chittering hungrily outside, they’ll blow 
the dust off games like Tom Clancy’s 
The Division and read its box blurb in 
disbelief. ‘An online, open-world, squad-
based RPG set in the ruins of New York 
City? One of the most exciting games of 
E3? What was wrong with these people?’ 
they’ll ask, dumbfounded – before 
remembering, all too late, that human 
voices attract the beetles.

Still, on a cheerier note, at least the 
apocalypse as presented in The Division 
does something fresh with the extinction-
level event we’re all so blithely hurtling 
towards. Instead of zombies or nuclear 
war, society’s collapse is caused by a 
superbug that spreads on US bank notes 

during the pre-Christmas sale known as 
‘Black Friday’. The virus spreads quickly 
and quietly, and by the time people realise 
what’s happened, it’s already far too late. 
The hospitals are overwhelmed. The 
shelves are bare. The power goes out. The 
world ends.

The detail with which Massive has built 
its apocalypse is grimly impressive. The 
streets of New York, for instance, aren’t 
chaotic. The cars are, for the most part, 
still parked neatly along the sidewalk. 
There are rubbish bags piled high outside 
apartment blocks and businesses. There 
are ambulances and medical tents, 
and public service announcements on 
billboards encouraging people to stock up 
on water and medical supplies. There was 
no mass exodus – everyone just kept calm 
and carried on until it was too late.

Despite the grisly subject matter, 
The Division is one of the best-looking 
games we’ve seen for PS4. Graphically, 

it’s a big improvement on anything out 
this generation, but it’s the little design 
touches that really make the ruined 
cityscape pop. Your in-game menu, 
for example, does a Dead Space and 
appears as a kind of hologram that 
fl ickers into the world around your 
character, which you, the player, read 
over their shoulder. During a fi refi ght in 
which one character is moving behind 
the cover of an abandoned cop car, he 
puts his hand out to close a partially open 
door. When he opens fi re on an enemy 
hiding behind a different car, the bullets 
chip into the glass of the rear windshield, 
tearing it rather than shattering it. It’s 
diffi cult to describe how such a small 
detail can look so cool. Quick, go check it 
out on the DVD. We’ll be right here.

Gameplay-wise, The Division looks 
a lot like Ghost Recon: Future Soldier – 
as it might, being a Tom Clancy game 
published by Ubisoft. You control your 

character in the third-person, and 
the shooting that occurs when you 
encounter groups of AI survivors and 
other players uses the same aiming and 
cover system in which you sprint to walls 
or abandoned cars and then pop up to 
take pot-shots at enemies.

Those roving bands of other players 
are the game’s USP. As you roam the 
world with your team of survivors, you’ll 
stumble into ambushes and fi refi ghts in 
pre-defi ned multiplayer areas and have to 
use your team members’ complimentary 
skill sets to out-manoeuvre and out-spec 
enemies. So, one player might have taken 
an upgrade path that grants them team-
healing abilities, while another might have 
access to gadgets like automated turrets 
and special mines that seek out and kill 
enemies in cover. Figuring out how best 
to compliment each other is key to your 
survival, and Ubisoft is promising plenty of 
gear and skill combinations.
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The Big Apple rots beautifully in Ubisoft’s post-apocalyptic RPG GAME
CONFIRMED

It’s easy to 
get lost in New York City. 
Good job you’ve got a 
holo-map to hand.
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What makes this game great?
There’s the promise of a rich back story to suit 
the beautiful yet ruined city.

All-new engine: the end of the world 
never looked so good.

No mutants allowed: The Division’s 
apocalypse is scarily plausible.

PvP multiplayer scraps look intense. A well-
balanced team will be key.

Bullets rip 
glass apart bit by bit 
rather than shattering it 
entirely. It looks amazing.

This is a Tom 
Clancy game, so expect 
some futuristic military 
tech like this drone.

You’ve 
survived the virus, but 
you’ll still need to fi ght 
for your life.

With emphasis 
on gritty realism and 
survival, don’t expect to 
see run-and-gun tactics.

How many of these scavenging 
parties you’ll have to fi ght against at a 
given time, however, is still unclear. At 
the very end of the demo, the camera 
pulls out to give us a pseudo-satellite 
view of New York City, and we see 
there are maybe a couple of dozen 
clans operating in this particular game. 
Presumably, there’ll have to be a cap – 
there are only about eight million people 
living in New York right now, so piling 
four million players into the world might 
detract from the city-in-ruins vibe that 
Massive has invested such obvious care 
into crafting. We also don’t know how 
the game will work if you’re the sort of 
backwards-facing misanthrope who 
doesn’t have three PSN friends to go 
adventuring with. We do know that Ubi 

has confi rmed that solo players won’t 
get backup from AI, but whether or 
not this means that you’ll end up with 
four buddies ganging up on one plucky 
survivor, we don’t know. 

The fi nal question mark gets stamped 
in bold, size 72 font after the word ‘story’. 
Ubisoft is promising a rich RPG fi rst and 
a shooter second, but how deep you’ll 
be able to delve into the world of ruined 
New York, we don’t yet know. But, if 
Massive can deliver an experience with 
a personality to match The Division’s 
chilling good looks and tight concept, 
this might be the end of the end of the 
world as we know it.

Tom Clancy’s The Division is being developed 
by Massive. Check the website for more details: 
www.tomclancy-thedivision.ubi.com

The end of the world according 
to The Division…

COUNTDOWN TO APOCALYPSE

DAY 1: With the number of infections 
spiralling upwards, hospitals are unable 
to meet the staggering demand for 
medical treatment.

DAY 2: The CDC establishes quarantine 
zones and transport systems will be shut 
down. Food, water and fuel rationing all 
come into effect.

DAY 3: Fuel supplies run out. 
International trade is suspended, leading 
to economic collapse.

DAY 4: Essential utilities such as water 
and electricity run out.

DAY 5: Panic, looting and violence are 
widespread. Survivors of the infection 
turn on each other out of desperation. 
The Division begins.
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What makes this game great?
The worlds and landscapes look beautiful 
and varied, especially in the concept art.

The Public Areas. If you 
like co-op, you’ll love this.

The developer has Halo’s space opera 
pedigree – Bungie’s a safe pair of hands.

The attacking alien species are 
distinct and handsomely crafted.

A rundown of the three 
alien races players will 
be fi ghting against

THE ENEMIES OF MAN

THE FALLEN: These multi-
limbed aliens, with their 
white armour and blood-red 
cloaks, are a proud and 
ancient race. Not too proud 
to stab you in the back with 
their swords, mind.

THE VEX: Time-travelling 
robots that gather together 
in massive structures called 
Citadels. Their pitiless, 
cyclopean eyes are the 
true, grim future of the 
PlayStation Eye.

THE CABAL: Chunky, 
lumbering aliens that have 
taken up residence on Mars. 
They like living anywhere 
with sand, despite it getting 
in everything.

Guns are cool. 
Guns that are on fi re are 
even cooler, ironically.

We can’t 
wait to fi ddle with the 
customisation options.
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DESTINY
Destiny sailed through E3 on 
a wave of promises. Bungie 
has made a lot of bold claims 

before and, after taking to the stage at 
the end of Sony’s PlayStation conference, 
called Destiny the world’s fi rst ‘shared-
world shooter’. An almost-but-not-quite 
MMO, played out across multiple worlds 
in fi rst-person, it takes your standard 
four-player co-op and adds in multiple 
teams of players for grand pitched battles 
against enemies. Sounds good, right? And 
it still could be. But what was shown of the 
actual gameplay was a little too familiar.

The setting is Earth: the distant future. 
After mankind gets knocked for six by an 
unknown alien aggressor, the human race 
is wiped out but for a handful of survivors 
who are saved at the last moment by a 
big spaceship called ‘The Traveller’. The 
Traveller now sits on top of the last human 
city, guarding it in some unspecifi ed way 
from multiple species of aliens hell-bent 
on wiping us out completely. This sits 
badly with the inhabitants of Futureville, 
so the fate of humanity is entrusted to 
a cast of warriors called ‘Guardians’, of 
which you are one. How exactly you’re to 
go about staving off humanity’s extinction 
is still in a steel box at the bottom of a well 
in Bungie’s top secret moon base, but we 
can confi rm it involves guns. Lots of guns.

Our source for this is the gameplay 
footage shown at E3, in which two co-op 

players raid an industrial complex inside a 
giant wall in the desert. The characters are 
each a different class – one’s a Hunter, the 
other a Warlock, although how they differ 
in specifi cs isn’t explained – but work 
together in typical co-op fashion once the 
resident aliens wake up grouchy and set 
about murdering them.

And this was the part that left us 
cold. Once the aliens spring their 
ambush, it’s co-op shooter business 
as usual. Enemies appear with health 
bars over their heads, everyone runs 
about in circles shooting until one or 
the other is dead. If you’re overpowered, 
you keel over and wait for a revive 
from your partner. Once you defeat 
the boss character at the fi nal stage, 
he drops some loot (in this case, a 
bright blue machine gun with some 
special properties) and you move on. 
The weapons – which are, of course, 
upgradeable to do more damage, have 
better accuracy, and so forth – even 
come with colour-coded rarity levels: 
purple for ‘Superior’, yellow-green for 
‘Exotic’. Because of our iron constitutions, 
we didn’t nod off at all during Sony’s 2am 
livestream, and it’s a good thing too. If 
we’d been jolted awake in the middle of 
this, we’d have thought we were watching 
a new Borderlands sequel.

Once our heroes emerge into the 
sunlight again, we’re introduced to one 

of Destiny’s new features: its ‘public 
spaces’. These are bits of the game 
world where teams of other players can 
join you in one-off tasks – in this case, 
battling a big robot spider called a Devil 
Walker. As the two players we’ve been 
following jump into the fray, another 
team arrive on jetbikes, and a third turn 
up on foot. Everyone starts pummelling 
the Devil Walker with their respective 
gear, stripping off armour plating and 
exposing weak points until it collapses 
and explodes. It’s an interesting use of 
the next-gen’s focus on social play, but 
really, it just looks like co-op play, but 
bigger. Bungie has said that this type of 
boss battle is just one of the many ways 
these public spaces are used, so again, 
we have to ask: why show us this one?

Granted, ten minutes of on-stage 
gameplay is a bad way to show off 
a game that’s selling itself on its 
interconnected nature – if the servers 
are full of players at your press demo, 
something has gone terribly wrong. But, 
with the developers being deliberately 
cagey about such obvious bullet points 
as how many players Destiny will support 
at one time in a public space, how big 
the world is, how much freedom you’ll 
have to explore – basically, everything 
you want to know – then all there’s left to 
report on is the gameplay footage. And 
that was just a bit samey.

Bungie’s concept art and trailers 
promise a lot. Forests, mountains, 
tundra… it’s lush. What we got in the 
demo was rusty buildings and desert, 
similar to what you’ve already romped 
around in this generation in Fallout: 
New Vegas, Rage, Borderlands, Red 
Faction: Armageddon and so on. A 
further disappointment came from 
the announcement that this particular 
mission was set in ‘old Russia’, and yet 
the was nothing identifi ably Russian 
about it – no Cyrillic writing anywhere, 
no Ladas on the wrecked motorway, no 
Russian tram pylons in the wreckage. As 
with XCOM: Enemy Unknown’s nominally 
globe-spanning missions, all we have to 
go on that this is Russia is the developer’s 
word. This could be anywhere: Liverpool 
or post-apocalyptic Rome.

That we’re still excited about Destiny 
is a tribute to Bungie’s pedigree. The 
promises the studio is making are huge. 
Not only are its executives slinging around 
soundbytes like ‘shared-world shooter’ 
and ‘bigger than Halo’, but they’ve also left 
the cages open on that concept art, which 
shows a game with far bigger ambitions 
than what we’ve seen. We want this to 
be brilliant, so show us something to get 
really excited about.
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GAME
CONFIRMED

Turns out it’s actually pretty crowded out in space

Months To Go

DESTINY

Destiny can be played single-player, if you’re a curmudgeonly hermit. But at it’s core, Bungie is building a co-operative, open world shooter that plays well with others.READ ME

Destiny is being developed by Bungie. 
Check out www.destinythegame.com for 
more details.

The vibrant 
palette helps Destiny 
look and feel unique.
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THE CREW
‘Car porn’ is such an overused 
term for satisfying racing 
games, but if The Crew is to 

be judged under this moniker, it aims to 
provide nothing less than a petrol-fuelled 
gang bang. Revealed at E3, this ambitious 
project combines solo play and four-
player co-op into a US map bursting with 
opportunity. Over 5, 000km2 of intricately 
replicated land is covered, including major 
locations such as New York, Miami and 
Los Angeles. Ubisoft claims that one urban 
environment is larger than GTA IV’s Liberty 
City, suggesting that the game will offer 
unprecedented scale for a racer.

As in any MMO, exploration is the key 
to success. Cities may bustle with traffic 
and police presence, but players are not 
restricted to darting through city blocks. 
Mountains, desert wasteland, wooded 
areas and other terrain link the map 
together in seamless fashion, providing a 
drivable adaptation of the US that is bereft 
of loading times. Ubisoft aims to create 
a universe in which limitations do not 
apply – if you’re being teased by a distant 
landmark, why not drive to it?

But this dynamic toy box would be 
useless if it weren’t crammed with time-
sapping activities to complete. If single-
player challenges fail to hold your attention, 
The Crew’s persistent online world enables 
players to appear in each other’s game 
without needing to join a lobby. Your 
journey across the Brooklyn Bridge could 
be wrecked by a drunken lunatic reversing 
down the wrong lane, or your cruise along 
Venice Beach could be rudely interrupted 
by a crazy trying to splatter tourists across 
the sand. Fortunately, Ubisoft has ensured 
that game-wreckers won’t trouble any 
individual undertaking a mission.

Interaction with other racers is pivotal to 
overcoming many of the game’s objectives. 
This may have you hunting targets like a 
pack of mechanical dogs, covering specific 
distances in an allotted amount of time 
or generally cutting across outlined roads 
for a quicker journey. Although Ubisoft 
has been quick to promote teamwork, a 
competitive edge runs throughout every 
task allocated to your group of buds. With 
two minutes to take down a rival vehicle, 
any individual who scores the final hit will 
be rewarded with greater accolades. 

Team members who sacrifice personal 
achievement for the success of the 
team – perhaps by nudging pursuing 

police cars off the road – could become 
priceless to any factions that wish to be 
taken seriously. Designated rammers 
may want to tailor their car with collision in 
mind, while speedsters should bulk up the 
nitro to ensure at least one member of the 
quartet can outrun any quarry, no matter 
how skilfully they may weave between 
traffic. The arcade handling appears a little 
floaty and tailored towards destruction 
at the current time, a design choice that 
is bizarre considering any real-world 
vehicles included cannot be shown to take 
significant damage.

In-depth customisation will be 
implemented to ensure your luxury sports 
car, buggy, pickup or classic motor is 
fine-tuned for every task. Alongside paint 
jobs and appearance enhancers, a total 
of 19 parts can be removed, replaced, 
upgraded and fitted to create a custom-
built powerhouse that munches through 
asphalt or off-road terrain.

Stripping vehicles of unwanted pieces 
looks glorious, mimicking big-budget 
TV adverts that thrust individual car 
components together in order to produce 
a sleek whole. Upgrades and XP are 
rewarded alongside each successful 
mission, further specialising vehicles to 
each particular task. Players may unlock 
iron-plated armour for their juggernaut 
or extra sprinting juice to escape police, 
allowing any preferred style of play to 
shine through. A companion app will 
also be available for iPad users, allowing 
customisation fiends to race new cars 
minutes after creating them on their 
mobile device.

Even at this early stage, The Crew 
is looking mightily impressive. Many 
announced next-gen games have a 
tendency to flaunt prettier looks without 
trying something new, but this title 
genuinely appears to be advancing a 
genre that has reached burnout (forgive 
the pun). Developed by Ivory Tower and 
Ubisoft Reflections, the title will benefit 
from individuals who have worked on 
series including Destruction Derby, Driver, 
Stuntman, V-Rally and Test Drive. The Crew 
may nab a little something from each, but 
its ability to form an original whole ensures 
that this is currently shaping up to be one 
of 2014’s hottest properties.
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GAME
CONFIRMED

The Crew is being developed by Ivory Tower 
and Ubisoft Reflections. Drive on over to 
www.thecrew-game.ubi.com for more info.

The virtual road trip of a lifetime

The Crew combines arcade-style racing with an MMO open-world representation of the USA in one of 2014’s most ambitious new IPs. READ ME

Real-life car 
models won’t take major 
damage, unfortunately.

The map is 
pretty much the biggest 
we’ve seen in a racer.

Who needs bumper-
to-bumper action when you 
can just sit in traffi c?

Months To Go
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Seamless integration of solo 
and multiplayer action.

Arcade racing in an MMO 
world? Yes please.

Vast customisation options allow tailor-made 
vehicles to excel.

A giant recreation of the USA means you can prowl Vegas 
for your identical hand twin without having to pay a dime.

What makes this game great?

Rocking the 
wrong grip? You’ll soon get 
‘tyred’ of the game. Sorry.

‘Race to the 
nearest tree’. Proper 
next-gen gameplay.

A soundtrack to your trip around the USA
SWEET HOME ALABAMA

EMPIRE STATE OF MIND, Jay-Z

VIVA LAS VEGAS, Elvis Presley

MIAMI, Will Smith

A HORSE WITH NO NAME, America

LOSE YOURSELF, Eminem

Months To Go

THE CREW
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Shinji Mikami returns to the genre that made him famous and aims to scare the pants off us. READ ME

THE EVIL WITHIN
Survival horror used to be a 
big deal, and it’s all because of 
Shinji Mikami. This is the man 

who invented Resident Evil and served 
as producer or director on every main 
title in the series until leaving Capcom 
shortly after the seminal Resident Evil 4. 
Inspired by the classic NES game Sweet 
Home, Mikami took the mansion setting, 
creepy atmospherics and terrifyingly 
monstrous enemies and updated them 
for the PlayStation generation. We all 
know the results – a horror classic that 
created a new genre and emphasised 
exploration, survival and avoiding 
combat as much as possible. 

Somewhere along the line things took 
a wrong turn, and most ‘survival horror’ 
games these days are glorifi ed third-
person shooters. Resident Evil 4 updated 
the classic template for a new generation 
of consoles while maintaining the tense 
survival aspect of past games, but titles 
following it have veered ever more into 
action movie territory. After founding his 
own studio, Tango Gameworks, Mikami 
has teamed up with Bethesda, and is 
attempting to reclaim the survival horror 
genre with The Evil Within. 

Players control detective Sebastian, 
an investigator with a slightly acerbic 
personality and an eye for nifty 
waistcoats. The fi rst thing that is 
apparent is just that – you control 
Sebastian, and that’s it. There isn’t a 
partner following you around, potentially 
controlled by another person; Sebastian 
is going it alone, news that is sure to be 
fondly received by those put off by the 
co-op focus of recent Resident Evil titles 
and other horror titles like Dead Space 3. 

We recently saw a 20-minute demo of 
The Evil Within, although sadly we weren’t 
able to play any of it for ourselves. The 
demo opens with Sebastian responding 
to an emergency at a mental hospital. 
Abandoned police cars litter the streets 
outside and, mysteriously, the weapons 
are all missing. Sebastian orders his 
partner to watch the door and boldly 
strides into the asylum. 

It doesn’t take long for things to go 
south, as the walls are splattered with 
blood and gore. “That smell,” exclaims 
Sebastian. “Ugh… it smells like blood!” 
You don’t say. Good to see Mikami’s 
penchant for hammy dialogue (‘master 
of unlocking’, anyone?) hasn’t diminished 
in his time away from the genre. 

Sebastian fi nds a dying survivor, who 
manages to force out the words “it was 
him” before a sudden attack from behind 
renders our detective hero unconscious. 
You come to hanging upside down from 
a meat hook, surrounded by corpses in 
a scene reminiscent of the opening of 
Tomb Raider earlier this year. A masked 
butcher walks past, grabs a body 
and begins hacking it to pieces. The 
player swings Sebastian to grab a knife 
embedded in another hanging corpse 
before cutting themselves free and 
making a hasty escape. 

What follows is a tense, linear chase 
sequence as Sebastian is repeatedly 
spotted by his masked pursuer and 
must hide and make a stealthy getaway. 
As Sebastian hides in a locker with the 
sound of his pulse fi lling his ears and 
his captor tears apart the room outside 
looking for him, you can’t help but feel 
the tension and panic that Mikami is 

aiming for. Sebastian dashes into a 
corridor and the chase resumes, the 
butcher swinging wildly with a chainsaw 
and managing to catch Sebastian in 
the leg. He limps and stumbles away, 
needing to run faster than he is now 
physically capable of. This is horror 101: 
the scary guy behind you is gaining and 
you can’t run away fast enough. 

Through luck and circumstance 
Sebastian makes it outside, only to fi nd 
the world he left mere hours ago is now 
a desolate, post-apocalyptic landscape. 
Something is clearly up. The scene ends 
and we shift to a later portion of the game, 
taking place in an old timber house. 

“The game tends to be divided into 
two separate sections,” explains US 
producer Jason Bergman. “There are 
horror areas and exploration areas. The 
exploration areas emphasise the survival 
aspect of going around to every possible 
area and trying to gather as much health 
and items as possible. Those are much 
more open. The horror areas are very, 
very confi ned and a little more linear.”

The escape through the asylum was 
a horror area, then, but the cabin has 
much more of a focus on exploration. 
Sebastian searches the house for ammo 
and health packs before venturing down 
to the basement, where we get our fi rst 
glimpse of what may be the game’s 
standard enemies. Shambling zombie-
types with grotesque deformities and 
masochistic body modifi cations might 
seem pretty terrifying, but they all go 
down with a bullet to the face. That said, 
The Evil Within is attempting to evoke 
the spirit of old survival horror and, as 
such, ammo is scarce. Smart players will 

be able to knock these creepy bastards 
over and set them on fi re with handy 
matches to save ammo and create traps 
for others to stumble into. 

Sebastian lays a few such traps by 
the windows, but enemies are swarming 
into the house and he’s struggling to 
keep them at bay. The scene brings 
to mind the house defence sequence 
in Resident Evil 4, one of the most 
memorable setpieces from a game full of 
them. Sebastian is almost overwhelmed 
and fl ees back downstairs, but what 
was before a dank cellar is now a grey, 
concrete corridor leading to who-knows-
where. What is going on? Is the world 
morphing around you, or has Sebastian 
gone properly wrong? We didn’t fi nd out, 
as the demo teases a fi ght against a huge 
slimy monster before suddenly ending. 

The Evil Within is coming to current 
and next-gen consoles next year, so 
there is plenty of time to fi nd out more, 
but what we’ve seen so far seems to 
be in keeping with Mikami’s original 
view of what survival horror should be. 
The only concern is that, by aping the 
past so heavily, the game might fail 
to create its own identity. Genuinely 
scary modern horror games do exist, 
such as the wonderful Amnesia, 
proving that it is possible to create 
terrifying experiences without relying 
on established genre tropes. Hopefully 
The Evil Within will blaze a new trail into 
the unknown rather than copying past 
successes. The little we have seen so 
far certainly looks hopeful. 
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The Evil Within is being developed by Tango 
Gameworks. Check the website for more 
details: www.theevilwithin.com

Come for the blood-soaked hallways, 
stay for the psychopathic killers GAME

CONFIRMED

Considering Mikami has 
made all the good Resi games as well as 
Vanquish and God Hand, we have faith 
that the guy knows what he is doing.
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We can’t wait to see how 
The Evil Within will toy with players’ 
heads. All is clearly not as it seems, 
with the environment changing 
before your eyes and hellish 
monsters assaulting your senses.

He also made Vanquish, God Hand and 
Viewtiful Joe – he knows what he is doing.

Survival horror greatness from the man 
who pretty much invented the genre.

Terrifying hide-and-seek sequences with 
unstoppable stalkers.

The world changes around you. What is 
going on? Is Sebastian insane?

What makes this game great?
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We still don’t know anything about the 
story behind all these scary goings-on, as Bethesda is 
staying understandably tight-lipped.

The news that you’ll be playing the game 
alone is welcome. Nothing ruins tension more than 
someone backing you up every step of the way.
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From Bethesda’s point of view, why 
did you want to get into the Shinji 
Mikami business?
Hines: In general we are always looking to 
work with people whose work we respect 
and whose creativity we respect. People 
we share common ideals with from a 
game development standpoint, doing 
stuff that’s new and different or pushing 
the boundaries, being willing to take 
chances and folk who are very passionate 
about what they do. We knew Shinji and 
his work, and the idea of him creating 
a pure survival horror game and doing 
something that was very immersive and 
involved player choice, taking the genre 
back to its roots – that was the stuff that 
we at Bethesda identify with.

What do you think of the state of 
survival horror in 2013, just coming 
into it now?
Hines: Well, I think the fact that we’re 
saying ‘we’re taking the genre back to 
pure survival horror’ probably speaks 
a good bit in that, I guess we wouldn’t 
be taking it back if we didn’t think it was 
necessary. I think we recognise Shinji’s 
goal in terms of the kind of experience 
he wants to create and how it cuts in 
different directions than in other survival 
horror games in terms of going a bit 
more action: lots of guns, lots of ammo, 

lots of enemies to mow down. That’s not 
where Shinji got his start – I certainly 
think it’s fair to call him the father of 
survival horror. If you look at some of his 
best-known work like Resident Evil and 
Resident Evil 4, what he and his team 
did with those games has a lot more in 
common with The Evil Within than some 
of the other stuff does. That’s not to say 
those games are good, bad or indifferent, 
it’s just a fact that they don’t focus as 
much on fi nding a balance between 
action and everything else you’re doing. 
Surviving, running away from stuff, 
solving puzzles, all of those different 
elements, the weight that they hold 
within the game is not on the same level, I 
think that’s fair to say. 

Do you think action was an attempt to 
make those games more commercially 
viable, and is it possible to still sell a 
horror game in 2013/14?
Hines: We had this conversation with 
a lot of folks last year under different 
circumstances, which was ‘why are you 
doing new IP when nobody else is doing 
new IP, when everyone else is doing 
sequels and shooters, and it’s all about 
the multiplayer?’ Yeah, we still think people 
want to play that stuff. We still are into what 
pure survival horror represents, and that’s 
what this game is about.

In terms of Bethesda’s relationship 
with Tango, how much of a 
collaboration is it between the two 
parties? Is Tango pretty much left to 
its own devices?
Hines: Well, collaboration is a weird word, 
because it gives the sense that he’s sitting 
down and we’re deciding together what it 
is. I would say that in a lot of respects, we’re 
a good sounding board for him to bounce 
his ideas off. And not necessarily just ideas 
– although there is a lot of that – or stories, 
characters, creatures or whatever, but it’s 
more just, ‘let’s get it in the game and see 
how it plays in the game’.

Shinji and Tango have the ability to send 
over a build – not just for Jason and me 
to play, but guys from MachineGames 
to play, guys from Bethesda to play, 
guys from id, from Arkane, [they all] get 
a chance to play his stuff and send their 
notes on it. ‘I didn’t understand this’ or ‘I 
really loved this’, that sort of thing. That’s 
not exclusive to Tango, that’s how we work 
as a publisher.

When we hit certain points along 
development, whether it be Dishonored or 
whatever, folks from the other studios get 
the chance to playtest it and provide some 
feedback – ‘I loved this’, ‘I didn’t understand 
this’, ‘what are you going for here’; I think 
that’s a very healthy part of the process. 
We recognise it adds value – it’s not a list 
of, ‘okay, these are the top fi ve things you 
have to change about your game’. Here’s 
the feedback, here’s what everyone is 
saying. We collect it all into a digestible pile 
and they’re able to take a look at it and 
prioritise. 

How do you think The Evil Within 
compares to Resident Evil, stylistically 
and gameplay-wise?

Bergman: I think it calls back to the fi rst 
Resident Evil. Resi 4 was the transition 
away from pure survival horror, as Mikami 
thinks of it. It was half and half. There 
was a lot of action and there was a lot of 
exploration and resource management, 
and there were a lot of QTEs. He tried it, 
he did it, and he’s done with that – and 
now he wants to take it back to the roots 
of the genre. Which isn’t to say Resident 
Evil 4 isn’t a brilliant game, because it is. 
But he felt like that was a transition away 
from what he really wanted. 

You mentioned the game is structured 
around a divide between exploration 
and scripted horror sequences. How 
does it play out in any given chapter?
Bergman: It all depends on the specifi c 
level. It’s divided into chapters, and each 
chapter is organised in such a way that 
everything has to make you scared. 
It’s not going to be all exploration, it’s 
not going to be all horror – they’re 
called Mikami zones, the horror zones 
– everything is paced very deliberately. 
When it comes to designing a chapter, 
Mikami sits down and he plots it all out. 
That’s how it’s done.

What are your general impressions of 
the Xbox One and PS4 reveals so far?
Bergman: The hardware’s awesome. 
Hines: Speaking on the hardware side, 
they’re great consoles to develop for. We are 
thrilled at how much more closely aligned 
they are in terms of what they’re trying to 
do, the jump from one to another, and how 
they’re doing things is a lot closer than they 
have been in previous generations. They’ve 
been great to work with and develop for. As 
for the rest of it? We make games, and so 
we’re focused on our thing.

We chat to Pete Hines and Jason Bergman 
from Bethesda about their upcoming return to 

the scares that made Shinji Mikami famous

THE EVIL THAT MEN DO
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A new Need For Speed from a new studio, which begs one important question – what on Earth is Criterion up to, then?READ ME

NEED FOR SPEED: RIVALS
Good news, everyone: if you’re 
into slinging exotic sports 
cars around cities, next-gen’s 

got your back. The one half of PSN that 
isn’t busy blowing holes in the enemies 
of freedom will instead become one 
of those massive car-fancying events 
that uncles go to on bank holidays to 
leer at wheel arches and whisper sweet 
nothings into radiator grills. It’s guns and 
cars, cars and guns. And Knack.

So what’s Need For Speed: Rivals 
bringing to this virtual Goodwood that 
Driveclub, Gran Turismo 6 and The 
Crew aren’t? Well, as the title suggests, 
the hook for this latest installment is in 
the rivalry between the teams of racers 
with improbably expensive sports 
cars and the brave men and women 
of the fi ctional Redview County Police 
Department. For the former, it’s business 
as usual: drive fast, destroy city property 
and callously run other drivers off the 
road, safe in the knowledge that the gods 
of video gaming will miraculously protect 
you and your ride from damage. But, as 
in 2010’s Need For Speed: Hot Pursuit, 
you’ll also be able to race as cops, using 
teamwork and gadgetry to bring your 
quarry to justice.

As is the trend with the spangled 
new stable of next-gen E3 titles (horses 
can be spangled, we checked) Need 
For Speed: Rivals is introducing some 
new tech to weave single-player and 
multiplayer together, just as Criterion did 
with its updated Autolog system in NFS: 
Most Wanted. In Rivals, this new system 
is called ‘AllDrive’, which is basically a way 
for other human players to muscle in on 

your single-player experience for specifi c 
races and challenges. So, if you and fi ve 
other AI-controlled racers are fl eeing 
from six AI cop cars, we can now Agent 
Smith ourselves into the body of one of 
the pursuing police offi cers and do our 
best to run you down. No cumbersome 
lobbies or visible matchmaking – with 
multiplayer switched on, other players 
will drop in and out of your game without 
you having to do anything at all.

The way these cops-vs-racers 
events work is different for both sides. 
If you’re a racer, your goal is to rack up 
points by evading the cops, and also 
by completing races, tricks and other 
events we haven’t been shown yet. 
These points can then be traded in for 
new cars or upgrades for your current 
ride, and the longer you stay on the 
road, the more you collect.

As a cop, your goal is to grief these 
players by arresting them and nicking all 
their hard-won points. Racers can only 
trade in their points for prizes at certain 
locations in the game world, so if you 
catch a group of them mid-race, they’ll 
have to evade you or risk losing them. 
There’s no middle ground, no ‘Sorry 
offi cer, my wife’s having a baby’ get-out 
clauses: if a racer is busted by the cops, 
they lose all the points they haven’t 
traded in up until that point. Gone. All 
of them.

To make this easier on the cops, 
they’re given access to a fl eet of 
high-speed pursuit vehicles to rival the 
Lamborghinis and Ferraris that are the 
racers’ standard fare. They also get 
gadgets. One that looks particularly cool 

is a ranged EMP device, which lets you fry 
the electronics of an escaping joyrider, 
bringing them to a grinding halt. But, 
fi ring it needs the cop player to keep a 
bead on the target for several seconds 
while in pursuit, requiring a steady hand. 
If that all sounds a bit new-fangled and 
technological for you, you can also just 
lay out a line of spikes in the road to 
wreck their tyres, or call in a roadblock for 
them to spectacularly George Michael 
themselves into.

As you’d expect from the Frostbite 
3 engine, the game itself is a stunner. 
As you race past blurring scenery, 
the rainwater on the road refl ects the 
patterns of grey clouds overhead and, 
as rain sets in, the refl ective paint on the 
cars dulls in the gloom. Drifting round 
a corner at speed throws up a spray 
of water from the tarmac. Criterion’s 
Need For Speed: Most Wanted wasn’t at 
all hard on the eyes, but Rivals is good 
looking to the point where we could 
easily see ourselves careering off the 
road, suddenly and fatally mesmerised 
by a particularly nice-looking tree.

In spite of the series’ move from 
Criterion to the newly rebranded Ghost 
Games (formerly EA Gothenburg) Rivals 
looks like it’s shaping up well. There’s 
nothing we’ve seen that’ll blow your mind 
if you’re a fan of Hot Pursuit or Most 
Wanted (at its core, it’s still a bunch of 
cars going round and round too quickly), 
but its next-gen promise is solid: more of 
all that stuff you like, but better.

PS4

ETA Q4 2013 DEV GHOST GAMES PUB ELECTRONIC ARTS

NFS: Rivals is being developed by Ghost 
Games. Check the website for more details: 
www.needforspeed.com/en_UK/rivals

Evening, officer. Lovely night for a drive… GAME
CONFIRMED

Rivals is honestly one of 
the best-looking games we have 
ever played. It’s gorgeous.

The rivals racing to beat NFS across 
the next-gen fi nish line

ON YOUR MARKS

3. GRAN TURISMO 6
So far only confi rmed for the PS3, but 
Kazunori Yamauchi – creator of this most 
sacred of serious-face driving sims – has 
been quoted as saying a PS4 version is 
something he ‘has in mind’.

1. DRIVECLUB
Sony’s own fl agship racer and one of the 
centrepieces at the PS4 reveal in February. 
Its director, Matt Southern, talks about car 
interiors the way most people talk about their 
child’s fi rst steps. It’s kind of scary.

2. THE CREW
An open-world playground of general 
vehicular tomfoolery. Strap in with three 
teammates and plough your way across 
the United States, taking out as many other 
crews as possible on the way.
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The weather effects make even British 
gloom look crisp and exciting.

AllDrive. Multiplayer racing now blends 
seamlessly with single-player.

Gadgets! Fry other players with EMP, 
NFS:Rivals’ equivalent of a Blue Shell.

Playing as the cops promotes strategies 
deeper than just ‘shunt that guy into a tree’.

What makes this game great?

Your car isn’t likely to 
stay that shiny for long, especially 
after you piss off the cops.

It’s all about the 
detail. Rain droplets, mechanical 
imperfections… it’s just crazy. 
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What makes this game great?
A companion app for iOS and Android devices 
will be able to stream a real-time map in order to 
free up on-screen real estate. Remind us, what 
was Wii U’s main gimmick again?

The seamless fl ow from land-based 
missions and exploration to naval 
adventuring is amazing – Assassin’s 
Creed fi nally feels like a proper world.

It’s not Assassin’s Creed III. That’s a 
pretty big plus right there. The setting, 
structure and characters are all way more 
interesting here, because pirates.

No more gangs of assassins to send out to do your 
dirty work for you. Kenway will pretty much do 
everything solo, so don’t expect the game to play 
itself this time…

Both PS3 and PS4 versions will be 
identical in terms of content and gameplay, but 
anyone who plans to pick up the new console on 
or around launch would be a fool not to plump 
for the visually superior version of ACIV. On top 
of the basic rendering improvements, weather 
effects, water and lighting are all stunning in full 
1080p. Although it will be locked at 30fps, we’re 
fi ne with that – if anything, it’ll lend the game a 
more cinematic quality than 60fps anyway.

Ship combat 
is incredibly dynamic, 
beginning with you 
using a spyglass to get 
a measure on the ship 
you wish to attack. 
Cannons can then be 
loaded with whatever 
kind of shot you need 
for your chosen purpose 
– regular to attempt 
sinkings, chain to 
break sails and reduce 
mobility or grape to thin 
crew numbers, among 
other options – and 
disabled vessels can 
be approached and 
boarded. Come out on 
top in the epic confl ict 
that ensues and defeat 
its captain and the ship 
(and indeed some of 
its crew) could well be 
yours for the taking.

Multiplayer has somehow gone from being a laughable inclusion to a staple of the 
series. We still can’t really say we get the appeal, but the stats don’t lie – people really seem to 
love it. The pirate setting lends itself perfectly to this kind of competitive play too, and while 
it’s unclear how much (if any) of the seafaring stuff will come across to multiplayer, there are 
more than enough awesome playgrounds dotted around the Caribbean that it wouldn’t be too 
sorely missed. We’d love to see a team-based ship-on-ship mode, mind. That’d be awesome.
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A much-needed change of pace and template for Ubisoft’s fl agship franchise sees it end up on the pirate-fi lled high seas, with a rolling Caribbean to explore and untold treasures to discover.READ ME

ASSASSIN’S 
CREED IV: 
BLACK FLAG

It’s pretty telling that while 
Ezio hung around for three 
full games and a number of 

spin-offs, Connor only got to enjoy one 
moment in the spotlight before Ubisoft 
reached in with the cane and yanked him 
off-stage. Although not terrible, Assassin’s 
Creed III was a bit of a mess – too many 
ideas and ambition beyond the means 
of an annual franchise saw bugs, pacing 
issues and huge globs of tedium get in the 
way of the few really good bits that were in 
there. Troublingly, ACIII’s E3 showing last 
year was equally stunning as Black Flag 
this year, meaning we can’t help but fear 
that we could be having the wool pulled 
over our eyes for a second time. The crash 
bug during the game’s Sony conference 
reveal certainly doesn’t do much to quell 
such fears, either.

Still, we’re quietly confi dent that Black 
Flag will be an altogether tighter and more 

enjoyable experience, not least because 
every single major feature on the list of 
bullet points is a change for the better. 
Combat is refi ned, exploration and stealth 
improved, and the world itself feels like a 
giant sandbox as opposed to the usual 
collection of hub levels that make up 
an AC experience. Oh, and Desmond is 
gone too, which can only be a good thing. 
Control has also been tightened up, after 
inexplicably coming loose in ACIII off 
the back of some really strong games. 
And with greater freedom to explore 
and an almost RPG-like depth to the 
development of both new protagonist 
Edward Kenway and his ship, the Jackdaw, 
we’re holding out hope that the franchise’s 
next-gen debut will be able to steer it back 
towards the right course.

PS4

ETA 1 NOVEMBER DEV UBISOFT MONTREAL PUB UBISOFT

Assassin’s Creed IV is being worked on by most 
Ubisoft studios, but there’s just the one official 
website: www.assassinscreed.ubi.com 

Timbers will be shivered GAME
CONFIRMED

Combat 
has changed, albeit 
not quite as much 
as Ubisoft was keen 
to suggest it would. 
You can tell just by 
looking at it that many 
of the more complex 
actions and attacks 
are still the result of 
a single button press, 
although it also clearly 
does a far better job of 
presenting situations 
that stop you from 
standing on the spot 
and mashing the 
‘counter’ button to 
win. Given that this has 
always been the main 
problem with AC’s 
combat system, any 
improvement there 
is always going to 
be welcome.

The change of scenery is 
also something from which Black 
Flag will benefi t. Gone are the days of 
wandering the same town or forest 
until the game sees fi t to send you an 
invite to the next location – with full 
freedom to explore, you can weigh 
anchor whenever you feel like taking 
in the bustling towns, overgrown 
jungles, ancient ruins, rolling seas 
and underwater relics that make up 
the game’s gigantic map. 
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PRIMAL CARNAGE: GENESIS
DEVELOPER: LUKEWARM MEDIA
PUBLISHER: LUKEWARM MEDIA
ETA: 2014

The PC original is a team-
based multiplayer game where 
one side plays as various dinosaur 
species while the other gets heavily 
armed humans. It seems as though 
the PS4 version might take on a 
slightly different form, from what 
we can gather, though hopefully the 
entertaining multiplayer will still 
make the cut.

THE WITCHER III: WILD HUNT
DEVELOPER: CD PROJEKT RED
PUBLISHER: TBC
ETA: 2014

Incredible in scope, 
beautiful to look at and as open-
ended as any game you’d care to 
mention, it’s easy to see why The 
Witcher III picked up so many ‘Best 
Of E3’ awards. Combining the best 
elements of Bethesda’s open-world 
classics and BioWare’s way with 
morality and consequence, this is 
going to be huge. In every sense. 

SECRET PONCHOS
DEVELOPER: SWITCHBLADE MONKEYS
PUBLISHER: SWITCHBLADE MONKEYS
ETA: Q4 2013

Bringing together aspects 
of competitive shooters, MOBA 
sensibilities and real-time-strategy 
gameplay, Secret Ponchos is quite 
the ambitious little indie title. 
Customise and equip your cowboy, 
then head online to get involved in 
both solo and group multiplayer 
shoot-outs. Pretty awesome.

DRIVECLUB
DEVELOPER: EVOLUTION STUDIOS
PUBLISHER: SONY
ETA: LAUNCH

The social aspect of 
Evolution’s racer is impressive, but 
some of our guys on the show floor 
weren’t so taken with the handling 
model. It’s light and far more arcade-
like than the photorealistic cars 
suggest, though we’re sure we’ll have 
it mastered and be loving it within a 
matter of hours with the finished game.

CYBERPUNK 2077
DEVELOPER: CD PROJEKT RED
PUBLISHER: TBC
ETA: 2014

The second CD Projekt 
Red game in the works is further 
off, sure, but that doesn’t stop us 
being just as pumped for it anyway. 
Based on the pen-and-paper RPG 
that’s still popular today, it has an 
awesome backdrop against which 
the developer is bound to tell a 
twisting, mature story.

WOLFENSTEIN: THE NEW ORDER
DEVELOPER: MACHINEGAMES
PUBLISHER: BETHESDA SOFTWORKS
ETA: Q4 2013

You have to assume going 
into a game about giant Nazi mechs 
and an alternate history steeped 
in things that are cool rather than 
feasible that it’s going to be a bit 
daft. And it is, but we love it for it. 
An unapologetically old-school 
shooter, Wolfenstein’s latest guise 
is an utter riot. 

PLAYSTATION 4 
ROUNDUP
A dazzling array of next-gen show-stoppers

WARFRAME
DEVELOPER: DIGITAL EXTREMES
PUBLISHER: DIGITAL EXTREMES
ETA: LAUNCH

Another slice of free-to-play action, 
this time a team-based third-person shooter 
with loot-drop elements. It kinda reminded us 
of Borderlands, which can only be a good thing. 
Let’s just hope it doesn’t end up being the same 
kind of ‘pay-to-win’ free game that so many of 
them end up as, because this has real potential.

Months To Go
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SNIPER ELITE III
DEVELOPER: REBELLION
PUBLISHER: 505 GAMES
ETA: 2014

There’s a lot to be said 
for Rebellion’s sniper sims, not 
least that when you crank up 
the diffi culty, there’s not a more 
realistic long-range shooter to 
be found on console. After the 
gruesome slow-motion killcams of 
the last game, we’d rather not think 
about what that’s going to look like 
on PlayStation 4…

DIABLO III
DEVELOPER: BLIZZARD
PUBLISHER: ACTIVISION
ETA: LAUNCH

There were some concerns 
that Blizzard’s PC loot-grind RPG 
wouldn’t translate from mouse 
to controller particularly well. 
But with a brilliantly thought-out 
new control scheme and modifi ed 
menus, we’re happy to report that 
it plays just as well. This is going to 
rob us of hundreds of hours.

DEEP DOWN
DEVELOPER: CAPCOM
PUBLISHER: CAPCOM
ETA: 2014

While Capcom has come 
out and said that this isn’t related 
to Dragon’s Dogma, it is at least 
a real game – Yoshinori Ono has 
been showing off on Twitter to that 
effect. Don’t expect it to be playable 
until this time next year, though. 
But if it’s anywhere near as good as 
it looks, it’ll be well worth the wait.

THE ELDER 
SCROLLS: 
ONLINE
DEVELOPER: ZENIMAX MEDIA
PUBLISHER: BETHESDA 
SOFTWORKS
ETA: Q2 2014

We weren’t overly 
impressed when this was fi rst 
announced for PC but every time 
we’ve seen it since, it’s seemed 
to become more and more like 
a traditional Elder Scrolls game. 
Whether or not fans of getting 
lost alone in their fantasy worlds 
will take to the MMO aspect is 
another matter altogether, mind.

MAD MAX
DEVELOPER: AVALANCHE 
STUDIOS
PUBLISHER: WARNER BROS
ETA: 2014

So that’s what 
the Just Cause team has 
been up to! It’s a pretty 
cool property to dredge up, 
although the internet seems 
to have exploded after 
fi nding out that it wouldn’t 
be set in Australia. It does 
beg the question, why not 
just make it a new IP if you’re 
going to deviate from the 
source material so much?

DAYZ
DEVELOPER: BOHEMIA 
INTERACTIVE
PUBLISHER: TBC
ETA: 2014

Following in the 
footsteps of greats like Day Of 
Defeat, DOTA and Counter-
Strike, DayZ started out as 
a mod for a PC game but is 
destined to become something 
much bigger. A standalone 
version is in the works right 
now, and Sony has already 
been in talks with its creator to 
secure the hardcore survival 
game for the new hardware. 

Months To Go
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NBA 2K14
DEVELOPER: VISUAL CONCEPTS   PUBLISHER: 2K SPORTS   ETA: Q4 2013

Sports games are usually some of the fi rst to show off what a 
new console can do graphically, and this is no exception. And with EA’s 
offering back on the court this year, competition will be fi erce to see 
who can put out the better basketball game.

Months To Go

DC UNIVERSE ONLINE
DEVELOPER: SONY ONLINE 
ENTERTAINMENT
PUBLISHER: SONY
ETA: LAUNCH

That we’re still popping 
back to Gotham and Metropolis 
every once in a while so long after 
launch is testament to just how 
much fun DC Universe is, especially 
with friends. The usual MMO format 
is tweaked brilliantly for console 
audiences and better yet, it’ll still be 
free to play when it rolls out on PS4.

LORDS OF THE FALLEN
DEVELOPER: CITY INTERACTIVE
PUBLISHER: CITY INTERACTIVE
ETA: 2014

The Witcher III might be 
staking its claim for the next-gen 
RPG crown, but former Witcher 
producer Tomasz Gop has other 
ideas. He’s working with City 
Interactive on this, a stunning 
action-RPG of his own that 
reminds us a little of Dark Souls. 
Which, as shouldn’t need clarifying, 
is awesome. 

MADDEN NFL 25
DEVELOPER: EA SPORTS
PUBLISHER: ELECTRONIC ARTS
ETA: Q2 2014

EA is so confi dent in its 
new American football game, it 
seems, that it has decided to jump 
straight from 13 to 25 – that’s a 
pretty big leap. While it’s unlikely 
to convert anyone who doesn’t like 
the sport, the stunning animation 
is certainly all kinds of impressive. 
NHL next, please.

ROCKETBIRDS 2: EVOLUTION
DEVELOPER: RATLOOP
PUBLISHER: RATLOOP
ETA: LAUNCH

This indie sequel looks to 
follow much the same template as 
the fi rst game – select your feathered 
hero and go in guns blazing across 
a selection of stylish 2D levels. It’s 
looking like PS4 will have a great 
downloadable selection from day 
one, so more interesting indie titles 
like this are always welcome.

HOHOKUM
DEVELOPER: HONEYSLUG
PUBLISHER: SONY
ETA: 2014

The team behind madcap Vita 
freebie Frobisher Says strikes again, 
this time with a curious and colourful 
‘experience’ game not too far removed 
from the likes of Journey and Noby 
Noby Boy. The beautiful world is yours 
to push a giant snake around, helping 
people, solving puzzles and just 
drinking in the unique atmosphere. 

RAY’S THE DEAD
DEVELOPER: RAGTAG STUDIO
PUBLISHER: RAGTAG STUDIO
ETA: Q4 2013

Playing as a recently 
undeadifi ed (yeah, that’s a word 
now) zombie with a light bulb 
lodged in his head, you command 
other brain-chompers to turn more 
victims until you control an entire 
zombie army. It’s like Overlord 
basically, only without the awful 
sense of humour.

NBA LIVE 14
DEVELOPER: EA SPORTS
PUBLISHER: 
ELECTRONIC ARTS
ETA: Q4 2013

EA’s new Ignite 
engine sure looks the 
business, but we mustn’t 
forget that each new 
generation tends to be 
ushered in by a selection of 
impressive ‘target visuals’ 
and ‘in-engine footage’. 
We’ll reserve judgement 
until we see the game 
itself, but it’s good to see 
that 2K has competition 
on the court again.
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HUMAN ELEMENT
DEVELOPER: Robotoki
PUBLISHER: TBC
ETA: 2015

Ex-COD man Robert Bowling 
fl ew the nest a while back now, but 
his wildly ambitious debut still isn’t 
even close to completion. The clue’s 
in the name with this one – expect 
less Killstreaks and more emotional 
attachment as he and his team explores 
something a little deeper than just 
shooting men in the face.

STAR WARS: BATTLEFRONT
DEVELOPER: DICE
PUBLISHER: Electronic Arts
ETA: 2014

One of the biggest E3 
announcements in terms of importance, 
it’s also probably one of the furthest out – 
DICE is already neck deep in several other 
projects, meaning we probably won’t see 
this team-based Star Wars shooter return 
until next year at the earliest.

BLACKLIGHT: RETRIBUTION
DEVELOPER: Zombie Studios
PUBLISHER: Zombie Studios
ETA: Launch

A free-to-play squad shooter 
that has already made a name for itself on 
PC, Blacklight is set to be right there on 
the PlayStation Store when PS4 launches. 
We can’t see ourselves playing it much 
if PlanetSide 2 is right there next to it, 
though those who aren’t so keen on the 
sci-fi  angle might be more at home here.

BASEMENT CRAWL
DEVELOPER: Bloober Team
PUBLISHER: Bloober Team
ETA: Q1 2014

The only thing we actually 
know about Basement Crawl is that it 
stars a creepy clown on a unicycle. That, 
combined with the title, means that we 
aren’t particularly keen on the idea of 
playing it, largely because it’s likely to 
keep us awake at night for months. 

PLANTS VERSUS ZOMBIES: 
GARDEN WARFARE
DEVELOPER: PopCap Games
PUBLISHER: Electronic Arts
ETA: 2014

When EA bought PopCap, we 
joked in the offi ce about the puzzle game 
experts being put to task making shooters. 
Then, at E3, that actually turned out to be 
true. Oh. Garden Warfare’s co-op craziness 
is actually pretty amusing, although we’d 
rather play the original tower-defence time 
sink any day of the week.

More PS4 games on the way
AND THE REST…

SKYLANDERS SWAP FORCE 
DEVELOPER: VICARIOUS VISIONS
PUBLISHER: ACTIVISION
ETA: Q4 2013

The genius of Skylanders is 
that your character progress is stored 
directly to the toys themselves. If 
you’re thinking of upgrading to PS4 
– whether from PS3, Xbox 360 or Wii 
– you can rest easy in the knowledge 
that all your hard work levelling up 
the ever-growing cast of Skylanders 
will not be lost. The new toys (with 
interchangeable parts) look great, too. 

TRIALS FUSION
DEVELOPER: REDLYNX
PUBLISHER: UBISOFT
ETA: Q4 2013

Yes, yes and thrice yes. 
Everyone’s favourite throw-your-pad-
in-anger time attack game is back, 
this time taking a few lessons from 
Joe Danger. Trials courses tend to be 
hard enough when you’re not trying 
to do tricks and stunts all over the 
place, mind, so this could cause the 
death of many a controller.

JUST DANCE 2014
DEVELOPER: UBISOFT
PUBLISHER: UBISOFT
ETA: Q4 2013

To be honest, we were sort of 
hoping the generational shift would 
cause Just Dance to go away. But 
so long as it’s still making obscene 
amounts of money for Ubisoft, 
that seems rather unlikely. The 
possibilities of the Share button 
petrify us with this one. We’re never 
drinking again. You know, just in case. 

INFAMOUS: 
SECOND SON
DEVELOPER: SUCKER 
PUNCH
PUBLISHER: SONY
ETA: Q1 2014

Some of the effects 
in Sucker Punch’s new game 
are simply breathtaking 
and even though it may not 
be too far removed from 
previous games or the likes 
of Prototype, that new level 
of polish makes it feel like an 
entirely new experience. We 
hope the characters grow on 
us, though…

TOM CLANCY’S 
RAINBOW 6: 
PATRIOTS
DEVELOPER: UBISOFT
PUBLISHER: UBISOFT
ETA: 2014

We pretty much 
knew when this dropped off 
the radar about a year ago 
that it had switched tracks 
to next-gen. That’s now been 
confi rmed and with a handful 
of amazing-looking Ubisoft 
games on the way fi rst, this 
has plenty more time in 
development to be given the 
love it deserves.
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OUTLAST
DEVELOPER: RED BARRELS
PUBLISHER: RED BARRELS
ETA: Q4 2013

PlayStation 4 seems to be 
all about the horror games, with 
this handycam-shot nightmare 
up there with the best we’ve seen 
so far. Most of the game is viewed 
through a camcorder lens, with 
night-vision modes and the usual 
line of atmospheric creepiness and 
sudden frights. As close to Blair 
Witch as gaming has come.

GALAK-Z
DEVELOPER: 17-BIT
PUBLISHER: 17-BIT
ETA: Q1 2014

While it might look like 
a traditional and simple space 
shooter, don’t be fooled – this 
is one of the most clever and 
progressive examples we’ve ever 
seen. Rather than blindly rushing 
your ship, enemies will co-ordinate 
and behave tactically to try to ruin 
your day. It’s way scarier than you 
might expect.

DYING LIGHT
DEVELOPER: TECHLAND
PUBLISHER: WARNER BROS
ETA: Q2 2014

Dead Island was a surprise 
success for Techland, which is why 
it got a knee-jerk sequel in Riptide. 
This, however, will be a slightly 
grittier and more survival-focused 
version of the zombie apocalypse, 
which is why it doesn’t carry the 
familiar name. It should tide us over 
until Left 4 Dead 3, if nothing else.

CONTRAST
DEVELOPER: COMPULSION GAMES
PUBLISHER: COMPULSION GAMES
ETA: Q4 2013

An elegant and ingenious 
platform game where the heroine 
can dive into and out of shadows. 
There’s some brilliant design at 
work from the bits we’ve seen, both 
stylistically and on a gameplay 
level – fans of Limbo and the 
forthcoming Rain would do well to 
keep an eye on this one. 

SHADOW WARRIOR
DEVELOPER: FLYING WILD HOG
PUBLISHER: DEVOLVER DIGITAL
ETA: Q4 2013

The classic FPS gets a next-
gen overhaul and, while many of you 
might be too young to remember 
the original, all you really need to 
know is that it’s an over-the-top, 
hyper-stupid arcade shooter in 
the vein of Bulletstorm and Duke 
Nukem. No system seller, but we’ll 
happily play it.

THE PINBALL ARCADE
DEVELOPER: FARSIGHT STUDIOS
PUBLISHER: FARSIGHT STUDIOS
ETA: 2014

Okay, so you probably 
aren’t planning on buying a next-
generation console just to play a 
pinball game. We never thought 
we’d be doing that on PlayStation 3 
either, yet Zen Pinball 2 still takes 
up a scary amount of our free time. 
Here’s hoping that this is every bit 
as good.

LEGO MARVEL SUPER HEROES
DEVELOPER: TT GAMES   PUBLISHER: WARNER BROS   ETA: Q4 2013

Given that the Lego games tend to appear on every platform 
going, it’s no great surprise that this one is PS4-bound. It’s not just 
our love of comics making us say this either, but this could be the best 
yet – each hero and villain has unique powers, giving you even more 
reason to keep playing and unlock the lot.

KINGDOM HEARTS III
DEVELOPER: SQUARE ENIX   PUBLISHER: DISNEY   ETA: 2015

Man, we really should wish upon stars more often. Not only 
did Square Enix come good with Final Fantasy news, it also saw fi t to 
announce a new crossover fan-service extravaganza. And now that 
Disney owns both Star Wars and Marvel, this is in good stead to be The 
Greatest Thing Ever. We believe.

Months To Go
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PLANETSIDE 2
DEVELOPER: Sony Online Entertainment
PUBLISHER: Sony
ETA: Launch

The huge-scale free-to-play 
shooter is coming to PlayStation 4 
and might even be ready to go from 
launch – you wouldn’t even need to buy 
a game with your console! The scope of 
this game is ridiculous and puts most 
16-player online games to shame. It’s like 
a less brown Dust 514, basically.

WARHAMMER 40,000: 
ETERNAL CRUSADE
DEVELOPER: Behaviour
PUBLISHER: TBC
ETA: 2015

MMOs are famously tricky 
to get right and make popular, so this 
Games Workshop title will have its work 
cut out dealing with early titles like 
FFXIV and DC Universe. Still, there’s 
some talk that it could go down the 
shooter route and wind up closer to 
Dust 514 or PlanetSide 2, which could 
be pretty cool.

THE WITNESS
DEVELOPER: Thekla
PUBLISHER: Thekla
ETA: Q4 2013

Jonathan Blow has been 
one of the main indie champions of 
PlayStation 4 since the console was 
fi rst revealed, with his new puzzle game 
The Witness being the one to lead the 
indie charge. Sleek, clean visuals and 
some ingenious brain-teasers make 
this one to watch if you believe games 
without guns can still be fun. Which they 
can, obviously.

PEGGLE 2
DEVELOPER: POPCAP GAMES
PUBLISHER: ELECTRONIC ARTS
ETA: 2014

We’re still trying to work 
out whether Peggle 2 was actually 
announced at E3 or whether an EA 
employee was just playing the original 
backstage and forgot to mute it. Either 
way, we’re pretty sure we saw the logo, so 
we’ll go with the fi rst one. No details yet, 
but more of the same is a safe bet.

PROJECT: HEART AND SOUL
DEVELOPER: Reach Game Studios 
PUBLISHER: TBC
ETA: 2015

A relatively unknown 
Australian studio has set itself rather a 
lofty goal – to rework and reinvent the 
open-world RPG genre. We’re pretty 
sure Bethesda is already on top of this, 
but we’ll give the gutsy underdog the 
benefi t of the doubt until it gives us a 
reason to do otherwise…

TINY BRAINS
DEVELOPER: SPEARHEAD GAMES
PUBLISHER: SPEARHEAD GAMES
ETA: Q4 2013

If you thought Portal 2’s 
brain-twisting co-op puzzles were 
brutal, wait until you see this. Four 
lab-test critters who have developed 
superpowers must combine their 
crazy abilities to solve a gruelling 
set of puzzles. Best of all though, 
these change dynamically to adapt 
to players leaving or joining puzzles 
in progress. Clever stuff.

DON’T STARVE
Developer: Klei Entertainment
Publisher: Klei Entertainment
ETA: Q4 2013

The march of the indies 
continues, with Sony signing up the 
team that gave us Shank to bring 
PC favourite Don’t Starve to PS4. 
As the name suggests, it’s a survival 
game where the world is out to get 
you, but supplies are incredibly 
limited. Can you survive, or will you 
go hungry and waste away?

TRANSISTOR
DEVELOPER: SUPERGIANT GAMES
PUBLISHER: SUPERGIANT GAMES
ETA: Q1 2014

Another indie title, this 
time from the creators of beloved 
action-RPG Bastion. That game’s 
narrator returns – this time voicing 
a talking sword – as do some 
similar mechanics, though the 
clean, zoomed-out visual style and 
variety of gameplay stand to put 
Transistor’s predecessor to shame.

ODDWORLD: NEW ‘N’ TASTY
DEVELOPER: JUST ADD WATER   
PUBLISHER: ODDWORLD INHABITANTS   ETA: Q4 2014

A beautiful HD remake of the classic PlayStation puzzle 
platform game. Abe must rescue his fellow Mudokons from the meat 
plant using only simple puzzle-solving, rudimentary conversation 
and… um, farting. The original is still a joy to play, so we can’t wait to 
get our hands on this spruced-up rework.

Months To Go
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THIEF
DEVELOPER: EIDOS 
MONTREAL
PUBLISHER: SQUARE ENIX
ETA: Q2 2014

Dishonored proved 
that there’s still a huge 
market for good stealth 
games, so this timely 
return from one of the 
genre pioneers is welcome 
indeed. It’s a joy to play, the 
atmosphere and tension 
built from trying not to be 
caught easily rivalling the 
best sneaking experiences 
on PS3, only now with all 
the graphics ever. Hurrah.
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EA SPORTS UFC
DEVELOPER: EA SPORTS
PUBLISHER: ELECTRONIC ARTS
ETA: Q1 2014

Even the best MMA games 
have had something of a problem 
with feeling mechanical and failing to 
match the fl ow and unpredictability 
that makes each fi ght exciting. Next-
gen hardware promises to change 
that. Every blow will leave a mark, 
and every hit you land will change the 
dynamic of the fi ght. We really hope 
EA nails this – we love a good scrap.

OCTODAD: DADLIEST CATCH
DEVELOPER: YOUNG HORSES
PUBLISHER: YOUNG HORSES
ETA: Q4 2013

The surprise of the show 
for us was seeing indie oddity 
Octodad wheeled out at the main 
Sony conference. Brought a tear to 
our eyes, it did. We’re not sure how 
the intentionally obtuse controls 
will translate to a controller (the 
original PC game uses mouse/
keyboard) but we’re just happy this 
exists, to be honest. 

KNACK
DEVELOPER: SONY
PUBLISHER: SONY
ETA: LAUNCH

This family action title is 
far more impressive than we gave 
it credit for – grow to monumental 
sizes or shrink right down and you’ll 
see the same environments in 
totally different ways. We’ve already 
decided that this is going to be our 
fi rst PS4 Platinum…

DRAGON AGE: INQUISITION
DEVELOPER: BIOWARE
PUBLISHER: ELECTRONIC ARTS
ETA: 2014

Outside of a little concept 
art and that impressive trailer, we’ve 
still yet to see anything concrete on 
BioWare’s return to fantasy. Can the 
franchise still work without some of 
the developer’s main creative talent? 
Well, it can’t be any worse than Dragon 
Age II, so that’s something at least.

SUPER MOTHERLOAD
DEVELOPER: XGEN STUDIOS
PUBLISHER: XGEN STUDIOS
ETA: Q4 2013

A four-player fusion of Mr 
Driller, Terraria and Spelunky set 
on Mars? Yep, that’s pretty much 
all the boxes ticked. Perhaps the 
most interesting feature, though, 
is a second-screen feature using 
Vita, effectively upping the player 
count to eight for an utterly original 
gameplay experience.

CARMAGEDDON: REINCARNATION
DEVELOPER: STAINLESS GAMES PUBLISHER: STAINLESS GAMES ETA: 2014

Truth be told, we’ve not seen a lot of Carmageddon’s reboot since 
it successfully (and comfortably) hit its Kickstarter target. Still, it’ll be 
winging its way to PSN as soon as the small, passionate team is fi nished 
with it – we’re not expecting miracles by any stretch but if it’s anything like 
the originals, it’ll be good for a laugh.

THE ORDER: 1886
DEVELOPER: READY AT DAWN/
SONY SANTA MONICA
PUBLISHER: SONY
ETA: Q4 2013

By fusing a Victorian 
setting with modern tech and 
medieval ideals, this pseudo-
steampunk third-person action 
game certainly manages to carve 
itself a novel little niche. It sounds 
as though Sony has plans to build 
this into a franchise, so hopefully 
the team behind the portable God 
Of War games can make that an 
appealing prospect.

FINAL FANTASY 
XIV: A REALM 
REBORN
DEVELOPER: SQUARE ENIX
PUBLISHER: SQUARE ENIX
ETA: Q2 2013

Square’s rebuilt MMO 
launches on PS3 next month, 
but it’ll be joined by a prettier 
PS4 version, hopefully in time for 
launch. Those who are on the beta 
will know just how absorbing and 
deep this is. Even if you’re not into 
MMOs, there’s enough classic 
Final Fantasy fl avour here to keep 
you engrossed all the same. 
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MERCENARY KINGS
DEVELOPER: TRIBUTE GAMES
PUBLISHER: TRIBUTE GAMES
ETA: Q4 2013

This is to retro shooters 
what Spelunky is to old-school 
platform games – a fusion of old 
and new and one that’s totally 
awesome. It’s an open-world Metal 
Slug effectively, where new gear 
and challenges can be found as you 
explore the sprawling 2D world. 
Count us in. 

WAR THUNDER: GROUND FORCES
DEVELOPER: GAIJIN 
ENTERTAINMENT
PUBLISHER: GAIJIN ENTERTAINMENT 
ETA: 2014

The combat MMO is in open 
beta on PC right now, but it’s unclear 
exactly how much this console-specific 
title and its PC namesake actually have 
in common. Still, it’s another big game 
in the PS4’s free-to-play arsenal. Try it 
for nowt – if you like it, great and if not, 
just play something else instead. Safe.

DOKI-DOKI UNIVERSE
DEVELOPER: HUMANATURE 
STUDIOS
PUBLISHER: SONY

ETA: Q4 2013
From the ToeJam & Earl creator? 
Okay, you’ve got our attention. We’re 
still not entirely sure what it is, though. 
You talk to people, help them out 
and ping messages to other players’ 
games a little like in Dark Souls. 
Incredibly strange, but that hand-
scribbled style has us sold on it.

DAYLIGHT
DEVELOPER: ZOMBIE STUDIOS
PUBLISHER: TBC
ETA: Q4 2013

A procedurally generated 
horror game is a brilliant idea – as 
scary as any scripted game is, it’s 
never going to make you jump twice 
with the same trick. Here, though, 
you never know what to expect, 
waking up in a randomly generated 
run-down hospital with only your 
phone for light. Creepy stuff.

FIFA 14
DEVELOPER: EA SPORTS
PUBLISHER: ELECTRONIC 
ARTS
ETA: LAUNCH

So it looks as though 
EA will have the pitch to itself 
this year after all, as PES will 
be missing the fi rst season 
on PS4 to ensure its debut 
is up to scratch. A number 
of fundamental changes to 
the FIFA engine promise a far 
more realistic and exciting 
experience – an end to cheap 
goals can only be a good thing.
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Need To Know
The Last Of Us 
makes money
The Last Of Us made more money 
in its opening week than Superman 
fi lm Man Of Steel; further proof 
of the growth of videogames as a 
mainstream entertainment medium. It 
also helps that The Last Of Us is really, 
really good.Install

SONY WON E3 by a country mile with 
its lack of restrictive DRM policies, great 
showing of games and the combination 
of powerful hardware with a low price. The 
cheers when Jack Tretton announced 
there would be no new restrictions on 
used games on PlayStation 4 were unlike 
anything seen before at an E3 conference, 
and must have sounded terrifying to 
Microsoft executives. 

Despite that, Microsoft was adamant 
that the Xbox One would not be changed, 
with policies built into the hardware and 
set in stone. That lasted about three 
days. Late on 19 June, news broke that 
Microsoft would be reversing several of the 
controversial policies that had caused such 
a backlash from fans in the fi rst place. 

Barring an initial activation, the Xbox 
One no longer requires a daily internet 
connection to play games, and discs can 
be shared and lent to friends as per normal. 
Gamers were understandably pleased, 
but this backtracking comes at a price. 
Microsoft’s promised family sharing and 

universal game library features will now no 
longer be available. 

It’s a remarkable U-turn, the likes of which 
we’ve never seen before in the industry, 
and it’s all thanks to Sony. Gamers were 
understandably up in arms after news of the 
Xbox One’s restrictions on game ownership 
was made public. Two huge Twitter 
campaigns urged Sony not to follow suit, and 
gained such a following that top executives 
had no choice but to recognise them.

Rumours had spread across the internet 
since the Xbox One reveal that Sony was 
contemplating similar restrictions for the 
PS4. Instead, Sony delivered the knockout 
blow at E3. Was that always the plan? Or was 
it due to the fans making their voices heard?

Either way, Sony’s big announcement 
and subsequent lead in pre-orders was the 
main factor in Microsoft reversing its policies. 
The Xbox One was far behind the PS4 in 
public opinion and Microsoft needed to do 
something drastic. The rest is now history.

It’s no doubt that the Xbox One U-turn 
is a good thing for gamers, and we have 

ourselves and Sony to thank. Gamers 
across the world made their voices heard 
online, and Sony listened. Microsoft may 
have been able to ignore the voices of 
gamers if its main competitor was following 
similar policies, but with Sony giving us 
what we want, Microsoft had no choice 
to but to tuck its tail between its legs and 
say sorry. 

It’s good news for everyone, as the 
console war is now down to the important 
things: games, price, power and features. 
Sure, this is a PlayStation mag, but even 
from an unbiased viewpoint, the choice 
seems obvious to us. The PS4 is more 
powerful, with a peak theoretical power 
of 1.84 terafl ops compared to the Xbox 
One’s 1.23. It has a memory bandwidth 
of 176GB/s, far more than the Xbox’s 
68.3GB/s. The Share button functionality 
is promising, and Sony is doing great things 
with its Gaikai cloud technology. We’ve got 
some great exclusives on the way and to 
top it all off, the PS4 is £75 cheaper. It’s a 
good time to be a PlayStation fan!

Where fact + opinion ÷ PlayStation = the truth
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MICROSOFT PULLS 
AN XBOX 180

THE WITNESS
The next game from Braid developer Jonathan 
Blow is a 3D puzzle adventure set on an 
uninhabited island, reminiscent of PC classic 
Myst. It looks absolutely beautiful and will debut 
on PS4. Seeing this at the initial PS4 reveal event 
was a nice treat for indie fans.

TRANSISTOR
Supergiant Games is responsible for Bastion, a 
wonderful game that unfortunately never came 
to PS3. To make up for it, follow-up Transistor is 
coming to PS4. A sci-fi  action RPG with stunning 
stylised graphics and a beautiful soundtrack, this 
is one game we can’t wait for.

MERCENARY KINGS
Some of the guys behind the wonderful Scott 
Pilgrim game are back with Mercenary Kings, a 
tribute to all things Contra and Metal Slug. Run, 
shoot, blow things up, do it again. Some of the 
best sprites we’ve ever seen and a huge open 
world make this one to look forward to. 

DON’T STARVE
The aim of Don’t Starve is to… not starve, 
and this indie effort has had rave reviews and 
big success on PC. Players control intrepid 
gentleman scientist Wilson, trapped in a 
mysterious wilderness. Can you survive? 
Probably not.

FIVE GREAT INDIE GAMES COMING TO PS4 Sony continues to show tons of 
support to indie developers…

Would you buy a DRM-
free Xbox One? Tell 

us at facebook.com/
PlayMagUK
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ALL ABOUT HISTORY UNCOVERS 
THE TRUTH ABOUT SOME OF 
GAMING’S GREATEST SETTINGS
Does Ezio’s jaunt around Renaissance Italy stick 
fi rmly to the history books? Is Call Of Duty 2 a fair 
refl ection of the events of World War II? And is 
Read Dead Redemption an accurate depiction of 
what the Wild West was really like?

Of course not. Games take liberties with their 
source material all the time, oblivious to the fact 
that sometimes, the truth is stranger and more 
interesting than fi ction. If any of these historical 
gaming settings have sucked you in, new 
magazine All About History is the perfect place to 
learn what really happened.

A new 100-page monthly mag from the creative 
team behind How It Works and All About Space, All 
About History is rammed with incredible features 
that span millennia of human history – in-depth 
articles reveal what it would have been like to live in 
a bygone age, while eyewitness reports on major 
events offer the kind of insight you simply can’t get 
elsewhere. It’s as close as you can get to the past 
without a time machine, and we’re pretty sure you 
don’t have one of those.

Issue one of All About History is on sale now, 
available in all good newsagents as well as in 
digital form for smartphones and tablets. 

Final Fantasy XII HD?
Square Enix has claimed that if the 
upcoming HD ports of Final Fantasy X 
and X-2 do well, more games could be 
in the running for an HD version. First to 
receive the treatment would apparently 
be the controversial FFXII, loved by some 
and despised by others. For our money, 
we really liked it.

MORE NEWS CHUNKS FROM E3
More zombies on PS4
DayZ creator Dean ‘Rocket’ Hall 
is considering consoles for his 
upcoming standalone version of 
the famous zombie survival game, 
and has claimed the PS4 to be his 
favourite choice. “Sony lets you 
self-publish and they don’t make 
you pay for updates,” said Hall.

Hotline Miami 2 
announced
A sequel to the game you should all be 
playing on your PS3s and Vitas right 
now has been announced to the joy of 
Play. Hotline Miami was a phenomenal 
success, and hopefully its console port 
has earned it some new fans. We can’t wait 
for the sequel!
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OCTODAD: DADLIEST CATCH
Oh, you didn’t know? Octodad: Dadliest Catch will 
be the best game on PS4. Guaranteed. Control an 
octopus masquerading as a loving human father as 
he tries to go about his life without getting discovered. 
It’s a lot harder than it sounds, and also the best thing 
in the world. Play the first one on PC in preparation. 

It’s a remarkable U-turn, 
the likes of which 

we’ve never seen before in the 
industry, and it’s all 
thanks to Sony

ALL ABOUT HISTORY UNCOVERS 
THE TRUTH ABOUT SOME OF 
GAMING’S GREATEST SETTINGS

do well, more games could be 
in the running for an HD version. First to 
receive the treatment would apparently 
be the controversial FFXII, loved by some FFXII, loved by some FFXII
and despised by others. For our money, 
we really liked it.

It’s a remarkable U-turn, 
the likes of which 

we’ve never seen before in the 

How accurate is 
Assassin’s Creed?



TOP 5

AND FOUR GAMES THAT DO NOT HAVE CHAINSAWS IN THEM

INSTALL

SKYLANDERS
As much as we’d like to go to town on Spyro and 
his really expensive mates with some heavy-duty 
bladed hardware, it’s not happening. 

ASSASSIN’S CREED 
Because it’s set in the Middle Ages. They didn’t 
have chainsaws back then! See, Play is both 
entertaining and educational. You’re welcome. 

BUZZ!
It’s a quiz game. Why would there be chainsaws 
in a quiz game? Unless there is a question about a 
chainsaws. Which is possible. If so, we apologise. 

FIGHT NIGHT CHAMPION
Boxing might be a bit unfair if one competitor 
was rocking a chainsaw. Of course, if both had 
them, that would be a different story entirely… 
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Chainsaws are not only handy for cutting down trees and stray foliage; they 
also double up as a method of self-defence when things get hairy. Turns out 
that happens in a lot in videogames, and there have been plenty of times when 
we’ve been happy to have a trusty gas-powered cutting implement at our side. 
Here are a few of our favourites…

5 RESIDENT EVIL 4
You might not be the one using 
the chainsaw in Resi 4, but it’s 

still plenty memorable. If you’ve played 
it, you’ll know exactly what we mean. 
That dude with the bag on his head – if 
he gets too close, it’s bad times ahead 
for Leon S Kennedy. Resi has always 
had some nasty deaths, but this takes 
the cake. You are dead!

3 DOOM 3: BFG EDITION
Doom has had a long love affair 
with chainsaws, and Doom 3’s 

incarnation did not disappoint. Arriving at 
the point of the game where you transition 
from scared survivor to ass-kicking 
avenger, it feels mighty fi ne to get up close 
and personal with some demon guts via 
your new best friend. Hell ain’t got nothing 
on noisy gardening equipment. 

1 LOLLIPOP 
CHAINSAW
You’d expect a game with 

‘chainsaw’ in the damn name to 
revolve heavily around chainsaws, 
and you’d be correct. Cheerleader 
and zombie hunter Juliet Starling 
kicks undead ass with her sparkly 
double chainsaw of death, sending 
limbs and heads fl ying with her 
energetic dance moves. Yeah, it’s a 
weird game. The zombie apocalypse 
has never been so fabulous. 

2 EVIL DEAD
There have been a few Evil Dead games over the years – our 
favourite probably being Hail To The King on PSone. Ash is just 

perfect as a videogame character. This is a guy so badass that he cut 
off his evil hand and replaced it with… oh yeah, a chainsaw. Is anything 
better than playing as the guy who invented chainsaw arms?

CHAINSAWS IN GAMING
Is your favourite chainsaw 

missing? Tell us 
at twitter.com/
PlayMag_UK

4 GRAND 
THEFT 
AUTO: 

VICE CITY 
Vice City is one big 
love letter to the 
Eighties. Remember 
that scene in 
Scarface where 
the remains of a 
chainsaw murder 
are found in a 
bathroom? Vice City 
contains not only 
the bathroom, but 
the chainsaw too, 
for Tommy Vercetti 
to wield as he sees 
fi t. This normally 
involves running 
down the road with 
it, cackling like an 
utter lunatic. 
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Plants Vs Zombies Garden Warfare! 
Why? Because you shoot peas, silly! 
PAUL BOGGAN

The Order: 1886. Heavily armoured 
knights in a steampunk Victorian 
London. Just take my fi rstborn now. 
JAMES ARCHBOLD

Since the beginning, Watch Dogs has 
looked amazing and the gameplay 
footage shown has ramped up my 
expectations further. Will be interesting 
to see the difference between the PS3 
and PS4 versions. STUART BLYTHE

Battlefi eld 4 or Destiny. Just seeing 
the screenshots makes me excited. 
DAKOTA GIRDLER

Has to be Mirror’s Edge 2. It’s open-
world, still has Faith, runs on the 
Frostbite engine and still seems to have 
a kick-ass soundtrack. I have faith in this 
game. ADAM ENDACOTT

Driveclub...It’s like Fight Club if all the 
actors were cars. MARK SIMPSON

I cant wait for Metal Gear and FFXV. 
The Division impressed me a lot more 
than Destiny (which did look good). 
TOM HIGHTON

Mirror’s Edge 2! Been waiting for that 
for years. MICHAEL RUSSELL

Metal Gear Solid 5 and Final Fantasy XV. 
KIRSTEN DE TOLLENAERE

facebook.com/PlayMagUK

I’m really excited for Destiny. It looks 
like Borderlands crossed with Halo, 
and that sounds like the world’s BEST 
GAME. I’ve always loved Bungie and 
I’m confi dent Destiny is gonna turn out 
pretty awesome. THISISME

Titanfall looked awesome. Hope 
it comes to PS4 at some point. 
HORATIO RAZZMATAZZ

The Crew looked really impressive, 
but it’s got to be InFamous: Second 
Son for me. I loved the fi rst ones 
and this looks even better. Already 
pre-ordered a PS4, can’t wait to get it! 
SIR WINSTON

Who cares? Where the 
hell is The Last Guardian? 
AMERICANDRAGON69

youtube.com/PlayMagUK
YouTube

Star Wars Battlefront, developed 
by DICE on next-gen hardware 
could be the best game EVER. 
@P13MAN_00

Destiny looks superb… like Borderlands 
meets a better version of Brink. Canne 
wait mon! @MR_MOOBS

Destiny looked amazing… but I’d go 
with FFXV – that one was the most 
surprising. @IRGEI

There’s so much coming, not sure I 
can choose just one game… I’m gonna 
be so poor soon. @PADDYBEE

Kingdom Hearts III. I can’t even afford 
to buy it, I’m just happy that it’s going 
to exist. @CHRISTYOTOOLE

Got to be The Division. Looked very 
interesting and gameplay demo 
looked solid. Could be great new IP. 
@ENTERTAINIAST

The Witcher 3. I adored the second 
game and the sheer promised scope 
of the sequel has me truly excited. 
@THEPIGMARCHER

Watch Dogs and Destiny easily 
for me! Both beautiful games with 
great gameplay. Also Octodad looks 
hilarious. @GINJURED

Got to be The Division. It looked 
amazing, and all that in an open-world 
MMO!? Can’t wait to get my hands on 
it! @HANKBIZZLE

twitter.com/PlayMag_UK

Want to share your thoughts? Shout into our digital ears 
at facebook.com/PlayMagazineUK, youtube.com/

PlayMagUK and @PlayMag_UK, where we hang out when 
we’re not doing work (which is most of the time).

Play Online

www.play-mag.co.uk

Play readers have 

their say

WHAT NEW 
GAME ARE 
YOU MOST 
EXCITED FOR?



SAYS
E3 IS DONE and dusted and, as usual, people 
are debating which company ‘won’ the event 
with the most impressive showing. Except 
this year, it’s not so much of a debate as it is a 

universal agreement. All eyes were on Sony and Microsoft, 
unveiling their new consoles as they head into the next 
generation. We all know what happened by now: Microsoft 
had a decent showing of games but a high price point and 
questionable DRM policies. All eyes were on Sony to see 
how it would react, and boy, did it deliver. 

When Sony announced that the PS4 would have no 
new restrictions on used games, the crowd erupted like I 
have never seen. This was a pro-wrestling pop at a games 
conference, for goodness’ sake! (Imagine Kaz Hirai hitting 
Major Nelson with a Stone Cold Stunner, if you will.) With 
the later announcement that the console would be a full 
$100 cheaper than the Xbox One, Sony had well and truly 
won the favour of gamers around the world. 

Has there ever been an E3 with such a unanimous 
‘winner’? Polls show that public opinion is hugely 
in Sony’s favour, with gamers fi ghting back against 
Microsoft’s draconian ownership policies and forced 
internet connections, policies it has since retracted.

What it all boils down to is that I am more excited about 
the near future of games than I have been in a long time. 
I’ve already pre-ordered a PS4, which will actually be the 
fi rst ever console I buy on launch day. I’ve always held off 
before, wary of the hardware problems that seem to arise in 
the fi rst batch of consoles, but Sony is doing so much right 
that I want to vote with my wallet.

The launch of the PS3 was a disaster, Sony getting 
wildly overconfi dent from the success of the PS2 and 
taking its customers for granted. It’s great to see how 
much it has learned from its mistakes, turning a corner 
and putting the core market fi rst in its strategies. 

The reveal of the physical console was fi ne and it looks 
good, but I’m not really fussed as to what the black box 
sitting under my TV looks like. I care about what it can do, 
and the PS4 can do a lot. 

As someone who plays too many games, I tend to end 
up buying every console eventually, but I can honestly say 
that Microsoft has turned me off the Xbox One with its 
restrictive policies and focus on sports, TV, more sports 
and Call Of Duty. Microsoft intends the Xbox One to be an 
all-encompassing entertainment set-top box. That’s fi ne, 
but it’s not what I want. What I want is a games machine, 
and for that, Sony and the PS4 are clearly the only option. 
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Do you think Sony has 
won the next-gen war? 

Tell us at facebook.
com/PlayMagUK

With the 
announcement that the 

console would be a full $100 
cheaper than the Xbox One, 
Sony had well and truly won 
the favour of gamers 
around the world

FLAWLESS VICTORY
Sony has made an incredible start with its next-gen 
campaign. Has it already won?

www.imagineshop.co.uk



INSTANT EXPERT

BEYOND: 
TWO SOULS

QUESTION: 
WILL IT MAKE 

SENSE?

We liked Heavy Rain here at Play. We 
liked it a lot, and we gave it a great 
score. However, it’s impossible to 
ignore the large fl aws that marred 
an otherwise great game. Bugs were 
rampant, from passers-by walking 
through main characters to sound 
cutting out at random. Considering 
the game is extremely linear, and the 
amount of variables would be smaller 
than other, more open titles, such bugs 
were inexcusable. 

What dragged Heavy Rain down the 
most, though, were the enormous plot 
holes that riddled its story. Spoilers will 
follow, so if you haven’t played Heavy 
Rain yet then get with the times. 

The biggest unanswered question is 
why Ethan blacks out before waking up 
with an origami fi gure in his hand. Want 
to fi nd out why? Tough, as they never 
explain it. How about the reveal that 
Shelby is the origami killer? What would 
be a neat twist is lessened by the fact 
that you’ve been playing as the guy up 
until now and that involved being able to 
hear his thoughts. Sigh.

David Cage can write compelling stories 
with interesting characters, but he 
seems to have trouble creating complex 
plots without falling over himself, 
causing some inconsistencies in the 
process. It’s clear that the presentation 
of Beyond will be second to none, and 
hopefully the story will hold up under 
serious scrutiny. If not, it does have 
Willem Dafoe in, and that does make up 
for a lot. Each of Cage’s games has been 
better written than the last, so it makes 
sense to assume the trend will continue. 
October should be fun…

Answer: Who cares? It has Willem 
Dafoe in it.

WE HOPE 
YOU LIKE TALKING

According to Page (not 
Cage, Page), the script of 

Beyond is around 2,000 pages 
long. That’s pretty long. Quantic 
Dream’s games are known for 

their mature, thoughtful stories, 
so this isn’t particularly 

surprising news. It’s like a 
book that you 

can play… 

THE 
LAST GASP?

With PS4 on the horizon, 
Beyond could be the last 
must-have PlayStation 3 

exclusive before next-gen takes 
over. If so, it will hopefully be a 
great swansong for a console 

that has provided us with 
plenty of good times 

over the years. 

WILLEM DAFOE 
Forget about the other 
two, because Beyond is 

also going to have Willem 
bloody Dafoe! He plays Nathan 

Dawkins, a government scientist 
who acts as a surrogate father to 
Jodie during the game. Whether 

you can unlock a Green 
Goblin outfi t for him is 

still unconfi rmed. 
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DEVELOPER Quantic Dream 
PUBLISHER Sony Computer Entertainment 

ETA 8 October

PARANORMAL 
ACTIVITY

Beyond is centred on the 
question of what happens after 

death. Players control Jodie 
between the ages of 8 and 23 (not 
in real time – that would probably 
get a bit boring) as she discovers 

and masters latent psychic 
powers, with a ghostly 
friend who is always 

present. 

DAVID CAGE
Everyone’s favourite 

ambitious French game 
developer David Cage (not his 

real name), responsible for PS3 
mega-hit Heavy Rain, will be 

returning later this year with his 
new game Beyond: Two Souls. 

It’s a bit like Heavy Rain, 
and also sort of not. 

Intriguing! 

WHO 
YOU GONNA CALL? 
SOCIAL SERVICES

Aiden is a supernatural entity 
who has been linked to Jodie 
since a young age. Only Jodie 

can communicate with him, so 
little else is known. We imagine 

that discovering more of the 
mystery behind Aiden will 

become a key part of 
the plot. 

DRAGON’S 
LAIR 2013

As far as gameplay goes, 
Beyond seems to be following 
a similar path to Heavy Rain. 

Cinematic cutscenes, controlled 
with a mixture of quick-time 

events, contextual button 
presses and player choices 
seem to be the order of the 

day. Hey, it worked 
last time.

ELLEN PAGE
Awesome tiny actress Ellen 
Page will be playing main 

character Jodie, lending the 
game some star power. Between 

fi lms like Juno and Inception, 
Page has become a household 

name, and seeing her 
computerised face on the 

box should fuel 
some sales. 
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FIRST WITH THE BIGGEST GAMES
 GTA V  Hitman: Absolution  Tomb Raider  Mass Effect 4
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Follow 
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a day!
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THIS IS HARDCORE

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
Dear my beautiful Play, We all know that 
LEGO Batman 2: DC Heroes is the greatest 
game of the generation (it’s bloody 
incredible!), but as the generation comes 
to an end, it has got me thinking what is the 
most infl uential game of the past few years? 
Uncharted 2 pretty much kick-started the 
‘running away from the screen’ and BROKEN 
LEDGE! style of gameplay, but then again 
Call Of Duty 4 gave birth to the rise in online 
gaming, especially within the FPS genre. 
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Things you may have missed on NowGamer.com’s YouTube page

Re:Play
You are the controller! But only on these pages

Surprise! It’s the letters page. 
This month we’ve got plenty of 
E3 fallout as well as thoughts 
on the difficulty of modern 
games and influential games 
of the current generation. 

CONTACT US
EMAIL 

play@imagine-
publishing.co.uk

FACEBOOK 
www.facebook.

com/PlayMagUK

TWITTER 
@PlayMag_UK

 YOUTUBE 
www.youtube.

com/PlayMagUK

POST 
Play

Imagine Publishing 
Richmond House
33 Richmond Hill 

Bournemouth
Dorset

BH2 6EZ

Hi, Play team! I’ve been employed at a games 
store and I’ve noticed a pattern emerging: 
not many people want their games to be too 
diffi cult. A lot of my customers have returned 
games they deemed ‘just too hard’. From Dark 
Souls to Need For Speed: Most Wanted, the 
games brought back are certainly varied. 
Having played a fair few games from the 
days of the fi rst PlayStation, I can’t help but 
wonder: have gamers gone soft? I remember 
destroying many a controller out of sheer rage 
because I couldn’t continue past a diffi cult 

boss/stage/section. But I never gave up. Surely 
other gamers know that hard work pays off?
Bradley

As real HARDCORE GAMERS, we agree 100 per 
cent Bradley. Dark Souls is Sam’s favourite game 
of this generation, and a lot of that is down to 
its brutal but fair diffi culty. There are few things 
more enjoyable than tackling a game on its 
hardest diffi culty and emerging the victor. Games 
are getting easier, it’s true, but there are still 
plenty of challenges out there.

GTA V GAMEPLAY DEMO ANALYSIS
THE EXPERTS LEND THEIR WISDOM

DEADLY PREMONITION REVIEW
OUR REVIEW OF THE CULT CLASSIC!

DEAD ISLAND: RIPTIDE
WHO NEEDS WEAPONS? NOT US!

loads of games on PSN are far too expensive, 
often selling for £50 or so. It’s just too much, 
and I’m hoping Sony have more reasonable 
prices on PS4. Thoughts?
Mike

It’s true, a lot of PS3 games on PSN are far 
too expensive at the moment. It’s a concern 
we share – in a fully digital market that cuts 
out the middleman, what is to stop publishers 
charging loads for games? Hopefully it won’t 
happen, and as more people move to digital 
we might even see prices drop in response. 

THE BIG ISSUE

Those two are probably my shouts, but I was 
just wondering what you fellows think is the 
most infl uential game of the generation? 
Lots of love,
James Ward

It’s a tough question, as plenty of games 
have been infl uential in their own way. If we 
have to choose, though, it’s probably Call Of 
Duty 4: Modern Warfare. The game had huge 
implications in the direction the industry has 
taken since, and Call Of Duty and shooters in 
a modern setting are huge business. It’s not 
necessarily been a trend for the better, but 
you can’t argue with just how huge Modern 
Warfare was. 

IT DOESN’T GROW ON TREES
Dear Play, It’s a good time to be a PlayStation 
fan! After E3 I’ve already pre-ordered a PS4 
and I can’t wait to fi nally get it. With the 
new generation I’m planning on going fully 
digital as I have way too many game boxes 
cluttering up my space. The problem is, 

  Don’t be put off Dark 
Souls by its diffi culty. With 
dedication, you’ll get there.

  Modern warfare: A 
memorable scene from a 
game chock full of them. 

  Hopefully prices on 
PSN will be reasonable 
going into the next-gen.



Hello Play!
I’m sure you’ll be fl ooded with letters about E3 but I’d like to throw my two 
cents in. First off, Sony’s conference was undoubtedly the best of them all. 
Although it started off slow, the atmosphere when they confi rmed the PS4 
would not be always online, have no DRM and would be $100 cheaper than 
the Xbox One was immense. Although Microsoft’s conference wasn’t bad 
and it showed a lot of games, they didn’t address many people’s concerns 
over the Xbox One’s requirements. I was wondering if Microsoft would 
change any of the Xbox One’s policies following their harsh reception by 
both critics and consumers alike. If they did this they would lose face, but 
surely that is more desirable than failing.
Peter Martin

It’s clear that Sony are in the good books of most gamers following its 
excellent E3 showing. We obviously cover PlayStation stuff here on Play, but 
even from an unbiased standpoint, Sony utterly destroyed Microsoft this 
year. The future of gaming is extremely exciting right now, and we can’t wait 
to get our grubby hands around a DualShock 4 and plough head fi rst into the 
next generation.

WRITE IN AND WIN! If you’re 
chosen as Star Letter, you win a 
game. This month, the prize is a copy 
of Injustice: Gods Among Us! If 
you like the concept of Batman and 
Superman punching each other in 
the face, this is the game for you!
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@MRWRIGHTY987 Best 
character in JoJo’s Bizarre 
Adventure?
We are quite fond of Joseph. 

@GINJURED Where do babies 
come from?
Hmm. Erm… ask your parents.

@FIANDRAWR Do you ever 
feel that feel of that feel when 
the feel you feel are the feels 
you feel?
Yes. Let’s go with yes. Is that 
correct? Did we win?

@MIGHTYMARVEL Do you 
think PS3 games are starting 
give off a PS2 game vibe 
given the imminent arrival of 
the PS4?
We aren’t exactly sure what you 
mean. PS3 games tend to give 
off PS3 game vibes. Except HD 
remakes of PS2 games. Those 
are PS2 vibes, for sure.

@PAUL_BOWLER What was 
your favourite adventure in 
Skyrim and why?
There was one time we fi lled 
our entire house with cabbages. 
That was pretty cool.

@ROB_FROM_CALI How long 
do you guess it will be before 
major publishers pull out of 
Xbox One support due to the 
lack of sales?
That might be a bit premature. 
The Xbox One might have had a 
pretty bad E3, but it’s probably 
going to stick around for a fair 
while yet…

www.twitter.com/PlayMag_UK

You ask us things on Twitter, we 
answer because we are contractually 
obliged to… 

STAR      LETTER
  It’s… it’s so 

beautiful. Can we 
just freeze ourselves 
until it’s released?

YouTube
Peep the latest trailers and 

hottest gaming clips at 
youtube.com/

NowGamerTube
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Considering how many heroes 
and villains still regularly roam 
the streets of DC Universe 

Online, we’re pretty surprised we 
haven’t seen more MMOs make the 
leap to console. The argument for years 
was that they were too input-heavy to 
work and too technically demanding to 
even run, though with several appearing 
on PlayStation 2, it was pretty clear 
that both of these could be fi led under 
‘excuse’. PlayStation 4’s parity with PC 
architecture has attracted a few more 
big names but, even before then, there’s 
the small matter of a totally redesigned 
online Final Fantasy to consider. Believe 
us when we say that we’ve considered it 
for hundreds of hours already, and that 
considering it is damn good fun.

While the early stages are not too 
far removed from any MMO you may 
care to mention, the usual grind of fetch 
quests and mob-slaying doesn’t last 
too long. While you’ll start out pouring 
experience into one of the eight starting 
classes – Marauder, Gladiator, Conjurer, 
Pugilist, Thaumaturge, Lancer, Archer 
and Arcanist, the only class not available 
in the beta – it isn’t long before you hit 
level 10 and the game opens up to an 

incredible degree. Basically, from this 
point on, the weapon you equip will 
determine your character’s job, with 
progression and skills unique to each. 
In addition, there’s a nod to a few older 
Final Fantasy and Dragon Quest games 
in that certain skills from other classes 
can be carried over into your current 
role, with more slots opening up as 
you level. Our Marauder – a feline tank 
willing to take a beating for the team 
in the name of keeping everyone else 
safe – was able to put a little time into 
the Pugilist, Gladiator and Conjurer 
trees, picking up useful skills like Second 
Wind (for self-healing), Flash (for pulling 
aggro) and Protect (for a team-wide 
defense buff) to massively improve 
collective survivability.

What this effectively means is 
that you never need more than one 
character unless you want to fi ddle 
with the slight variances in the stats of 
races or play on different servers – any 
character can be taken to level 50 in 
every single job with enough dedication. 
Better yet, it’s easy to pick a second and 
even third ‘main’ class and level several 
in tandem. It’s more time consuming, 
but this versatility makes it far easier 

to fi nd groups, who are often looking 
for specifi c roles to fi ll out the four-
person teams needed for instances and 
dungeon raids.

FFXIV’s way of dealing with instances 
is also worthy of discussion. Full Active 
Time Encounters (or FATEs) litter the 
map, encouraging passing players to work 
together to bring down powerful enemies, 
wipe out marauding foes en masse or 
collect resources in a set time limit. Every 
participating player earns a share of the 
spoils and you can join the fray even if 
you’re below or above its recommended 
level – lower level players have their efforts 
and rewards weighted slightly lower, while 
powerful characters can choose to Level 
Sync to bring their stats, gear and skills 
down in line with others for the duration of 
the ad-hoc mission. 

While these organically push players 
towards the social side of the game, the 
story missions are a little more forceful. 
At around level 15, the main quests are 
almost exclusively dungeon raids that 
require a party of four. This can mean 
quite a bit of waiting around – the fi rst 
dungeon is nearest the starting city 
for Marauders, meaning there’s no 
shortage of available tanks – but with 

dungeon loot far superior to anything 
else you’ll buy or scavenge, players are 
always looking to replay these time and 
time again. They’re almost unanimously 
excellent too, each offering subtle twists 
on party play that really encourage co-
operation. Strong groups will fi nd these 
enormously entertaining and rewarding, 
but ill-prepared teams or those that lack 
diversity will struggle – the monsters 
here can be insanely tough. We even 
squared off against Ifrit in one later 
instance, an impressive and challenging 
boss fi ght that really felt like classic Final 
Fantasy, only with everyone in control of 
their own party member. 

Considering that it’s still only in beta, 
we’re incredibly impressed with not 
just the degree to which the lacklustre 
original FFXIV has been improved, but 
how deep and thoroughly entertaining 
the game is. Loads of crafting and 
gathering classes give players plenty to 
do if they don’t want to grind monsters 
forever, and there’s a strong economy 
to the game at this early stage – miners 
provide ores and crystals for smiths, 
who in turn produce awesome gear for 
battlers, who sell their loot to wealthy 
gatherers. The cycle works brilliantly 
already, so we can’t wait to see how the 
game grows when it exits beta and goes 
into full release late next month.

Final Fantasy XIV: A Realm Reborn is 
currently in the works at Square Enix. Check 
out www.fi nalfantasyxiv.com for details 
while the game installs.

PS3

  Special classes can use the 
skills of earlier jobs, making them 
pretty versatile in battle.

RELEASE DATE: AUGUST

HANDS-ON!

Square Enix’s under-performing 
MMORPG is taken back to the drawing 
board, emerging far tighter and 
deeper than any other MMO currently 
available on consoles.

The original MMO gets overhauled for a high-
profi le re-release, and it’s a better game for it. 

Switch class at any time just by swapping weapons. 
Skills and stats can carry over from other jobs, too.

The world is massive, so it’ll be a while before you 
meet up with players who started in a different city.

Organic group play joins more traditional forms to 
make this an incredibly social experience.

WHAT MAKES THIS GAME GREAT? READ ME

A successful reroll, by all accounts

Final Fantasy XIV: 
A Realm Reborn
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You know when people say 
that stranger things have 
happened? Well, we just saw 

the president of the United States 
running around in his pants, repelling 
alien invaders with the power of 
dubstep before sending them packing 
with a well-placed ice blast and a black 
hole finisher. And then flying away. It’s 
pretty safe to say that stranger things 
have not happened. 

It’s been heading this way for a 
while, to be honest – the second game 
took plenty of liberties that the fairly 
grounded original would never have 
dared, then the third one just went 
nuts. But it seems like even that was 
Volition holding back, since Saints 
Row IV can quite comfortably claim 
to be the stupidest game ever made. 
It’s clear that the team champions 
empowering fun above all else, and this 
shines through every bit as much in 
the earlier, more traditional stages of 
the game as it does when the president 
suddenly inherits just about every 
superpower ever.

It doesn’t start off quite so silly, 
though. Well, not in a Marvel/DC way, 

at least. We’re handed the controller 
at the beginning of the game’s second 
mission, with Mr. President strolling 
confidently through the White House 
as his peers and fans shower him with 
requests. There’s an element of choice 
here, though it seems like it’s being 
played for laughs rather than to have a 
lasting impact on the game world – you 
have to choose between signing off on 
a bill to cure cancer or one to eradicate 
world hunger, which kind of dwarves the 
following decisions about whether to 
punch a cabinet nuisance and whether 
or not to go partying with B-list celebs. 
But when his press conference is rudely 
interrupted by an alien invasion, it’s time 
to hightail it to the Oval Office and grab 
a gun or 20. Shooting feels the same 
as in the third game – which is to say 
it works just fine and headshots are 
simple, effective and satisfying – but the 
extended arsenal makes it even more 
exciting. Cue countless alien deaths, 
a mounted turret section and a boss 
QTE… so far, so standard.

Then we flash forward to a later 
section of the game – all hell has broken 
loose. To make up for the teeming 

extraterrestrials, your presidential hero 
has seemingly had a Neo, ‘I know kung 
fu’ moment and can use pretty much 
any superpower you might choose to 
name. You’ve got The Flash’s speed, 
Hulk’s strength and leaping, Batman’s 
gliding, Thing’s resilience and clobbering 
capabilities, Iceman’s chilling touch, 
Human Torch’s blazing aura, Jean Grey’s 
telekinesis… the list goes on. While 
some prove more useful than others, 
it’s a glorious loadout all the same and, 
as in Saints Row: The Third, all of your 
abilities can be enhanced and altered as 
you level up. Although there’s plenty to 
do in the city in terms of side missions 
and collectibles, it’s almost impossible 
to shake the temptation just to muck 
about with this incredible tool set. 

Cops aren’t the only ones who will 
try to spoil your fun when you start to 
push your luck, either – alien forces will 
also be attracted to any kind of fracas 
and these three-way fights can often 
spiral totally out of control. Just as the 
police go from bike cops to riot squads 
to military support as your antics get 
out of hand, aliens too have a hierarchy. 
Kill enough grunts and more powerful 

reinforcements are likely to arrive if you 
stick around, culminating in huge hardy 
boss invaders who will force you to use 
all of your weapons and powers in clever 
combinations. Oh, and the hulking alien 
leader speaks with an incredibly polite 
English accent as well, a wonderful 
contrast with the American twang on all 
the profanity that gets thrown around. 

People seemed to be a little 
concerned about this launching so 
close to GTA V but, in truth, the two 
could come out just days apart and it 
wouldn’t make much of a difference. 
Volition’s game has evolved far beyond 
the Rockstar impressions of the original 
Saints Row, and it’s all the better for 
it – GTA isn’t exactly the sort of brand 
that is easily toppled, so by positioning 
this more in line with lesser franchises 
like Prototype and inFamous, it should 
find it that much easier to stand out and 
impress. Some may turn their noses up 
at the potty mouths, low-brow humour 
and downright daft attitude of Saints 
Row IV. There’s no message here, no 
political or social commentary. In fact, 
Volition has little to say that doesn’t 
begin with ‘wouldn’t it be awesome if…’ 
and everything it does is for the purpose 
of creating pure entertainment. Now 
that’s a design ethos we can get behind.

Saints Row IV is being developed by Volition, 
saved from the THQ apocalypse by Deep 
Silver. Find out more about this most unlikely 
presidential candidate at www.dsvolition.com

PS3

  We can’t work out whether 
the aliens looking rubbish is 
supposed to be a joke or not…Release date: 23 august

If you like stupid games, chances are 
Saints Row IV will be your favourite 
thing ever – it’s utterly ridiculous and 
brilliant fun. It’s got a Dubstep Gun, for 
heaven’s sake…

Leap, glide and sprint through a redesigned 
Steelport with an arsenal of superpowers.

Abuse your presidential power however and 
whenever you see fit.

Genki’s crazy mini-games return, even more 
insane and morally questionable than ever.

Punch aliens in the balls. Wait, do aliens even have 
balls? One way to find out…

what makes this game gReat? Read me

Presidential erection? Dongress? Hung parliament? This is too easy…
Saints Row IV
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  It’s a bit like an episode of 
The West Wing. Only with, like, 
infi nity more dick jokes. Classy.

  After the initial setup, Saints 
Row IV just kind of lets you get 
on with whatever you want to do.

DUBSTEP GUN
After a short charge time as the music builds, 
the Dubstep Gun peppers its targets with 
enough wub-wub to vapourise vehicles and 
send enemies into uncontrollable fi ts of 
strobe dancing. It looks and sounds awesome 
(especially the initial drop) and, while it might 
get old later, it’s amusing enough that we’ll 
always come back to it occasionally. 

TELEKINESIS
The staple ingredient of Psi-Ops and a key 
component of Dead Space too, El Presidente 
can fl ing pretty much anything around with the 
power of his mind. It’s the most versatile and 
user-friendly of the powers we’ve used so far – 
why not just pick up a tank and lob it in the sea 
rather than trying to take it on head-to-head?

BLACK HOLE GUN
Deploying a temporary singularity might not 
sound like a smart strategic move, but place 
it far enough away to be safe and you’ll get to 
laugh as everything nearby is ripped from the 
ground and sucked into nothingness. Combine 
it with other powers and it can be devastating.

SUPER SPEED
Once you hit top speed, nothing can stand in 
your way. Cars buckle and bounce off you like 
toys, people are sent fl ying and pretty much 
nothing can stop you. You can even run up and 
along buildings, plus the run can be chained 
into a number of amazing melee takedowns.

INVISIBLE PISTOLS
In a ‘just because we can’ display of scientifi c 
prowess, the president is equipped with a pair 
of invisible magnums. Well, you can still see the 
bullets. This makes them practically pointless, 
but there’s still something pretty swag about 
running around with transparent fi rearms.

Check out some of Saints Row IV’s 
craziest tools of destruction…

THE SCIENCE 
OF SILLINESS

  A cast of familiar faces appears 
as you’ve never seen them before. 
Expect the unexpected.

  Live out your Flash fantasies 
with Mr. President’s super speed. 
Our tired eyes can barely keep up.

LUNACY!

LUNACY!
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PREVIEW
NOW IN 3D!

Arc System Works is 
responsible for two of our 
favourite fi ghting games 

on PS3, the wonderful Persona 4 
Arena and the excellent BlazBlue 
series. And both have gameplay 
based on the franchise that made 
the studio famous: Guilty Gear. 

It’s been almost a decade since 
we last saw a brand new Guilty Gear 
title, thanks in part to some legal 
issues involving the rights to the 
series. That’s all been straightened 
out and fi nally, Arc is back with 
what many hardcore fi ghting fans 
consider to be the real pinnacle of 
the genre.

Arc is known for its beautiful 
2D graphics. After watching the 
opening seconds of the Guilty 

Guilty Gear Xrd -SIGN- is being 
developed by Arc System Works. 
Check the website for more details:
www.ggxrd.com

PS4

Guilty Gear is back! 
Sorry, BlazBlue…  

The new visual style 
is slick as all hell

Daisuke Ishiwatari is 
still doing the music

GUILTY GEAR IS 
BACK. Oh, happy day

The most hardcore fi ghting 
series in existence fi nally 
make its return, with 
amazing faux-2D graphics 
and enough aerial combos 
and super moves to melt off 
your face. We’re just a little 
excited about this one!

WHAT MAKES THIS 
GAME GREAT?

READ ME

Gear Xrd trailer it seems that the 
standard is continuing, as series 
staples Sol Badguy (ironically the 
main hero) and Ky Kiske square off. 
They tense, launch at each other, 
clash blades… and then the action 
pauses, as the camera pans a full 
360 degrees around the fi ghters 
and reveals that this is actually all 
three-dimensional. It’s an utterly 
astounding effect and really has to 
be seen to be believed. 

We’ve seen 3D graphics aping 
a two-dimensional style before 
– most recently in the Naruto: 
Ultimate Ninja Storm series – 
but never before has it been this 
convincing. Remarkably clean 
lines and clever shading creates an 
illusion of 2D that is so excellent, 

How the hell are we supposed to pronounce that?

RELEASE DATE: 2014

Guilty Gear 
Xrd -SIGN-

Along with Sol Badguy and Ky Kiske, the end of the trailer offers 
a few very brief glimpses of returning characters: Millia Rage, 
a beautiful assassin who uses her magical hair to attack, and 
Eddie, a demon possessing the corpse of one of Millia’s old 
friends. Sorry, were you expecting realism? Hopefully we’ll see 
plenty more old faces returning in the coming months as more 
information is revealed about the new instalment.

We’ve come a long way from Ken and Ryu
CHOOSE YOUR FIGHTER

  Might want to see a 
doctor about that hand 
being on fi re, pal.

  Ky now sports a fancy 
ponytail. And why not?

  The characters look two-
dimensional, huh? Nope.

  The sheer beauty of this 
game makes us think it could 
be a next-gen affair. 

we have to wonder whether the 
game might be next-gen only. No 
consoles have been announced yet, 
so it’s anyone’s guess, but we’d bet 
on a version appearing on PS4 at 
some point. The game will probably 
hit arcades fi rst before coming to 
consoles, so expect to wait a while. 
But don’t worry – it’ll be totally 
worth it in the long run.

Gameplay looks like classic 
Guilty Gear from what we’ve seen, 
although it’s diffi cult to extrapolate 
too much from only a brief glimpse. 
Air combos, fl ashy moves and even 
a quick shot of Sol’s trademark 
‘dust loop’ make us confi dent that 
old Guilty Gear fans will be plenty at 
home. This is one of our most highly 
anticipated games right now, and 
we can’t wait to learn more. Best 
of all, creator Daisuke Ishiwatari is 
back and will be composing all the 
music, which means more awesome 
power metal cheese! Let’s rock! 
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HOPEFULLY, PLAYING BLACKGATE will affect 
your game of Arkham Origins on PS3 and vice-
versa. We’d love for the games to have some 
exclusive unlockables hidden away, available only 
to Bat-fans who buy both games – Metroid Prime 
did it, so there’s a precedent there. What better way 
to fuel a few Vita sales than by having Blackgate 
unlock  extra characters in Arkham Origins? Or 
better yet, an Adam West Batman skin!

Vital to any utility belt
BAT-VITA

 Are their skeletons 
actually bright red or what?

 Little visual cues will be 
familiar to Arkham fans.

 Softly, sneaky Batman. 
The lasers will hear you!

Quick, come up with 
the best idea for a 
game you can think 

of. If your answer is a handheld 
2D Metroidvania-style Batman 
game, then congratulations. You 
not only have excellent taste, but 
are in for one hell of a treat. As 
it is being released on the same 
day as Batman: Arkham Origins, 
Blackgate may be a tie-in, but that 
doesn’t mean it’s lacking in quality. 
In fact, this may end up being the 
superior of the two. 

Arkham Origins Blackgate is 
being developed by Armature 
Studio, a relatively new developer 
created by former employees of 
Retro Studios. Retro might ring a 
bell, and rightly so, as these are the 
guys who made Metroid Prime. 
That’s right, a 2D Metroid-style 
Batman game made by the people 
who made Metroid Prime.

The game will be set in the 
fi ctional Blackgate Penitentiary, a 
huge high-security prison based 
on a small island in Gotham Bay, 

which houses some of the most 
dangerous supervillains known to 
man. Imagine a super-powered 
Alcatraz and you have the right idea. 

It’s far from an easy task but 
it certainly looks like Armature is 
doing a great job of translating the 
excellent Arkham series gameplay 
onto a 2D handheld format. Classic 
Bat-gadgets like the grapple 
gun and detective vision return, 
as well as little touches like the 
shock marks that appear above 
an enemy’s head as they start to 
attack. It looks and plays like an 
Arkham game, just smaller. 

If you needed another reason to 
buy a Vita, here’s one staring you 
right in the face. Batman: Arkham 
Origins Blackgate has the potential 
to be a real sleeper hit, and perhaps 
one of the best games yet for the 
platform. But will Batman be able 
to turn into a morph ball?

Batman: Arkham Origins Blackgate 
is being developed by Armature Studio. 
Check the website for more details: www.
armature.com/games/bao-blackgate

A handheld 2D 
Metroid-style Batman 
game made by some 
very experienced 
developers, Blackgate 
has the potential to 
be really quite special. 
Vita just keeps 
getting better…

WHAT MAKES THIS 
GAME GREAT?

READ ME

Quite possibly the game of our dreams

RELEASE DATE: 25 OCTOBER

Batman: 
Arkham 
Origins 
Blackgate

VITA

Batman is awesome, and 
now we can be the Caped 
Crusader on the go

It could tie in to the 
console version in some 
novel ways

It’s a Metroidvania-style 
Batman: Arkham game 
by the guys that made 
Metroid Prime. Sold.

Any excuse to bust out the 
Vita is always welcome

METROIDVANIA!
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DEVELOPER: Spark Unlimited
PUBLISHER: Tecmo Koei
ETA: Q1 2014

“It’s just Ninja Gaiden with 
zombies,” we hear you cry. Listen 
to yourselves. Just Ninja Gaiden 

with zombies? What part of that doesn’t 
sound like the best thing since sliced 
werewolves? With a cool new art style and 
Mega Man creator Keiji Inafune on board, 
we can’t help but be really quite excited.

DEVELOPER: Obsidian Entertainment
PUBLISHER: Ubisoft
ETA: Q4 2013

Picked off THQ’s corpse while 
it was still warm, this strangely 
traditional RPG would actually 

pass for an episode of the show if it 
weren’t for the repeated dialogue. Still, 
even with the series’ trademark budget 
production values, it’s amazing to see a 
game some so close to its source material.

DEVELOPER: Warner Bros Montreal
PUBLISHER: Warner Bros
ETA: Q3 2013

There was some concern that an 
untested team wouldn’t be able 
to recapture the Rocksteady 

magic, but we come bearing good news. 
The game feels wonderfully familiar, its 
prequel setting allowing it to reintroduce 
old villains in new ways. The Vita version 
(see previous page) also looks ace.

DEVELOPER: Guerrilla Games
PUBLISHER: Sony
ETA: Q3 2013

Vita is still looking for that killer 
FPS experience. Resistance 
has come closest so far, but 

even after playing just a few minutes of it, 
it’s safe to say that Mercenary is going to 
walk it. It looks awesome on Vita, with new 
cash-fuelled gameplay (you can fi ght for 
the Helghast!) and multiplayer intact. Yes.

DEVELOPER: From Software
PUBLISHER: Namco Bandai
ETA: Q1 2014

The ultimate in hardcore gaming 
is back. While we were initially 
worried that it could be too easy, 

then worried that it could be a little on the 
cheap side, our latest hands-on session 
left us enormously satisfied and a little bit 
more humble about our so-called ‘mad 
skills’. Seriously, it’s proper tough.

DEVELOPER: Ubisoft
PUBLISHER: Ubisoft
ETA: Q3 2013

Rayman Origins is 
easily one of the best 
platform games of this 

generation, so sequel Legends was never 
going to stay a Wii U exclusive for long. The 
Vita version shares Wii U’s touch-screen 
co-op too, but it’s the ingenious musical 
levels that leave us hungry for more.

DEVELOPER: Media Molecule
PUBLISHER: Sony
ETA: Q4 2013

Only a fool would doubt the 
quality of a Media Molecule 
game and while Tearaway may 

not have the creative empowerment 
of LittleBigPlanet, its world is a joy to 
explore all the same. Clever, unobtrusive 
use of all of Vita’s novel hardware 
features make it the perfect demo for 
what the system can do, too.

DEVELOPER: 2K Marin
PUBLISHER: 2K Games
ETA: Q3 2013

This strategy-inspired shooter 
was announced before the actual 
strategy reboot, yet it still hasn’t 

arrived. The reason? It’s been completely 
overhauled and turned into a tactical third-
person game in the same style and setting, a 
shift we can fully get behind having recently 
picked up the controller.

YAIBA: NINJA 
GAIDEN Z

SOUTH PARK: THE 
STICK OF TRUTH

BATMAN: ARKHAM 
ORIGINS

KILLZONE: 
MERCENARY

DARK 
SOULS II

RAYMAN 
LEGENDS

TEARAWAY

THE BUREAU: XCOM 
DECLASSIFIED

PS3

PS3

PS3
PS3

PS3
PS3

E3 ROUNDUP
Yet more games that impressed at this year’s E3 show…

VITA

VITAVITA
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BEST OF THE REST!

DEVELOPER: Grasshopper Manufacture
PUBLISHER: Deep Silver
ETA: Q3 2013

Not long to wait now, but after 
playing Suda 51’s latest insane 
masterpiece at E3, every day 

we don’t have our own copy seems to 
drag. A striking art style and typically 
tight combat saw this soar up our Most 
Wanted list – we just hope it’s a bit longer 
than the brill but brief Lollipop Chainsaw.

DEVELOPER: Mercury Steam
PUBLISHER: Konami
ETA: Q4 2013

Seeing how awesome Gabriel’s 
rebirth as Dracula was, it made 
us kind of wish that Lords Of 

Shadow 2 had made the leap to next-gen, 
That said, we’re still glad to see so much 
support for PS3. If it’s anything like the 
previous PlayStations, there’ll be plenty 
more great games for it in the future.

DEVELOPER: Q Entertainment
PUBLISHER: Sony
ETA: Q3 2013

There wasn’t a great deal of 
exciting Vita news to come out 
of E3 (there are rumblings that 

GamesCom will be much more exciting 
for the handheld) but this free-to-play 
strategy game had a little bit of a buzz 
around it. It’s a card-based RPG thing by 
the Lumines team… where do we sign?

DEVELOPER: Airtight Games
PUBLISHER: Square Enix
ETA: Q1 2014

While Square Enix cancelled a 
bunch of non-triple-A games, 
it’s still working on original 

titles. This curious detective story tasks 
players with investigating a particularly 
challenging murder – their own. It looks 
to be LA Noire with a supernatural twist, 
which certainly sounds interesting. 

DEVELOPER: Quantic Dream
PUBLISHER: Sony
ETA: Q3 2013

Don’t go selling your PS3 just 
yet – Heavy Rain developer 
Quantic Dream is wringing 

more power out of it than we’d ever have 
thought possible. It looks and sounds 
the part thanks to the Hollywood talent 
involved and gameplay is great – only a 
weak story could possibly let this down.

DEVELOPER: Square Enix
PUBLISHER: Square Enix
ETA: Q1 2014

Square’s focus with FFXIII 
seems to be tightening with 
each game – it started with 

a full party, then XIII-2 cut that down to 
just Serah and Noel. And now, it’s just 
Lightning that you control, traditional 
JRPG mechanics exchanged for a far 
more action-heavy experience.

DEVELOPER: SCE Japan Studio
PUBLISHER: Sony
ETA: Q3 2013

A haunting title starring a little 
ghost boy who can only be 
seen when caught in showers, 

this is a stylish downloadable game 
reminiscent of greats like Ico. The best 
part comes when the boy takes shelter 
from the deluge, as his damp footprints 
and interactions with the world are all you 
have to help you guide him. Ingenious.

DEVELOPER: Derek Yu
PUBLISHER: Derek Yu
ETA: Q3 2013

Spelunky coming to 
PS3? That’s good 
news. Spelunky 

coming to Vita? Now that’s great news. 
This hardcore indie platformer features 
random stages that change every time 
you play, lending the game near endless 
replayability for those with the patience 
to endure its many, many deaths.

KILLER 
IS DEAD

CASTLEVANIA: 
LORDS OF SHADOW 2

DESTINY 
OF SPIRITS

MURDERED: 
SOUL SUSPECT

BEYOND: 
TWO SOULS

LIGHTNING 
RETURNS: FFXIII

RAIN SPELUNKY

PS3
PS3

PS3

PS3
PS3 PS3

PS3
VITA

VITA
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FIRST-PERSON SHOOT-OUT!FIRST-PERSON SHOOT-OUT!

VSVS★★ ★★ ★★ ★

Online gaming wasn’t Born 
on the current generation of 

consoles, But it’s certainly 
evolved into something 

that’s far more influential. 
First-person shooters, in 
particular, account for 

Billions of BroadBand hours 
as players alternate Between 

a wide variety of weapons 
on the likes of Call Of Duty 

and Battlefield. Is this trend 
set to continue on the next 

generation? UndouBtedly. But 
which of the two military 

veterans is going to come out 
swinging the hardest? Play’s 

war correspondent Matt 
Edwards investigates

Play#233



  DICE didn’t go into 
specifi cs but it seems 
you can now add more 
attachments to your fi rearms.

  We wouldn’t want to 
mess with a Navy SEAL 
K9 attack dog in real life.

  If this was us playing, 
we’d have nose-dived that 
chopper into the sea by now.

  The APS underwater rifl e was 
developed by the USSR in the 
1970s to counter frogmen attacks.
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FIRST-PERSON SHOOT-OUT!

he fi rst-person shooter has been a mainstay of the 
console market ever since Rare introduced us to 
the bullpup delights of the RCP90 in GoldenEye 
007, but it’s fair to say that the current console 
generation has cemented the genre’s status as the 
most popular application for dual analogue sticks. 

We’ve seen everything from the watery abyss of Rapture 
in BioShock to the tropical expanse of Far Cry 3, all played 
out from a fi rst-person perspective and with a bullet hose 
dangling before our very eyes. And yet, as prominent as the 
FPS undoubtedly is in modern gaming, the top gun spot has 
been contested by just two military-based shooters.

We are, of course, talking about Call Of Duty and 
Battlefi eld, the former of which took the current generation 
by storm with the release of the original Modern Warfare 
while the latter pushed what was technically possible on 
aging hardware with Battlefi eld 3. It’s clear that both these 
series will play a pivotal role on the PlayStation 4 when Call 
Of Duty: Ghosts and Battlefi eld 4 hit later this year. The only 
question is, will it be Infi nity Ward or DICE that makes the 
most of all that extra horsepower? After seeing both games 
in action at this year’s E3, we now have a better idea of which 
studio to bet on.

One thing that was interesting about the competing 
presentations was that DICE put a lot of effort into showing 
the ins and outs of its evolved multiplayer while Infi nity Ward 
focused most of its time on the single-player component. 
Now, we know there are a lot of people who buy these games 
for the single-player campaigns, but when push comes to 
shove, both series have achieved their seismic sales fi gures 
on the back of their competitive multiplayer. It’s pretty 
much a no-brainer. So even though Infi nity Ward has made 
a fairly big song and dance about Oscar winner Stephen 
Gaghan’s involvement with the new storyline, DICE gained 
considerable ground by simply pulling back the curtain on 
what the majority of gamers wanted to see.

Nevertheless, we did get some insight into the single-
player campaigns for both games. Patrick Bach, Battlefi eld 
4’s executive producer, described how his team is aiming 
to make the single-player feel more like the multiplayer. 
Considering how bland Battlefi eld 3’s campaign was, 
this can only be a good thing. We also saw a campaign 
demonstration that took place on a wrecked aircraft carrier 
as the player and their squad used precariously parked 
fi ghter jets to knock enemy soldiers into the stormy sea as 
they battled between indoor and outdoor sections and more 
than a handful of set pieces. On the whole, it looked very 
promising.

The Ghosts demonstration showed a mechanically similar 
and yet thematically different approach to the Call Of Duty 
norm. Instead of placing you in the military boots of ‘Team 
America (the all-powerful overlords)  the player now fi ghts 
for Team America: the superpower that was. In terms of plot 
specifi cs, all we know is that some government-toppling 
calamity befalls the Land of the Free (our money’s on a 
meteorite) and that you play as one of two brothers who 
witnessed this event in their teens. Skip forward ten years 
and these brothers are fi ghting for their decimated country 
against some unknown enemy.

We’ve got to tip our hats to Ghosts on this one, as the 
game hints at something a little bit different, although 
we wouldn’t be surprised if both campaigns boil down to 
little more than ‘stop the terrorist threat!’ Of far greater 
importance is how these games will innovate over their 
respective predecessors. For Call Of Duty, the two most >
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We’ve highlighted 
Modern Warfare 3 over 
Black Ops II on the 
map because it was 
released the same 
year as Battlefi eld 3. 
Even so, the fi gures 
clearly show that Call 
Of Duty currently has 
a two-to-one sales 
lead over Battlefi eld. 
Could we see the gap 
close even tighter with 
the next generation 
of military-based 
shooters? It seems 
likely, and it also 
plays to DICE’s favour 
that Battlefi eld fans 
have been waiting 
longer for the next 
instalment than 
their quick-scoping 
brethren. All we know 
for sure is that the 
battle between the 
PlayStation 4 and 
Xbox One isn’t the only 
titanic clash coming 
this winter…

  The Siege On Shanghai 
map offers a wealth of sniping 
opportunities for those who can 
handle extreme bullet drop.

  Although the US has 
taken a severe hit in Ghosts, 
other parts of the world 
have continued to prosper.

  The reinstated 
Commander Mode will let 
you issue orders and support 
actions from a tablet device.

  Five seconds later a 
kraken emerges from the 
depths and kills everyone.

  We don’t expect Tactical 
Espionage Action, but the 
spectral-themed title hints 
at something stealthier.

signifi cant additions we’ve seen so far are underwater 
combat and the infamous dog. At one stage during the 
game, the brothers have to scuba dive in the depths of the 
Caribbean Sea while using remote-controlled torpedoes to 
cripple enemy ships, all while swimming low enough to avoid 
the enemy’s sonar.

If anything, this section reminded us of the underwater 
scenes in The Spy Who Loved Me, only with less amphibious 
sports cars and harpoon guns and more in the way of 
submarines and assault rifl es that function underwater. 
It was disappointing to see the player being led along by 
their AI teammate rather than discovering the best way 
to proceed through their own initiative. It just felt like 
unnecessary handholding. But while this aquatic showcase 
seemed a bit on the gimmicky side – and is something that 
probably won’t feature in the multiplayer – the new dog 
dynamic felt like a more meaningful addition.

Companion canines in videogames are nothing new. 
Ever since Shadow Dancer introduced us to ninja dogs 
on the Mega Drive, we’ve seen everything from the wolf-
like Shadow in Dead To Rights: Retribution to the faithful 
Dogmeat in Fallout 3. Now we have Riley. This Call Of Duty 
mutt tags alongside the brothers and provides fanged 
support whenever a fi ght breaks out. You can also take 
control of him directly by fl ipping up a PDA-like device 
that activates a camera on Riley’s jacket and sends him 
commands through his vibrating collar. Apparently this is all 
sound technology that exists in real-life. Who knew?

As intriguing as the dog mechanics are, though, it’s hard 
to look at Riley as anything more than a quirky addition. 
He’s a million miles away from the Perk revolution that was 
introduced with the original Modern Warfare, and even if he 
gets sent to the farm during some moment of sacrifi ce that 
makes animal lovers weep, we doubt that Infi nity Ward can 

topple the mighty Team ICO in quite the same way. Call Of Duty 
needs some fresh new ideas and we’re not convinced that 
stealthy dog takedowns are the way to go about it. Cascading 
skyscrapers, on the other hand, carry much more weight.

Out of all the counter melee attacks and fi ve-man fi re 
teams we saw during our time with Battlefi eld 4, the thing 
that stood out the most was the tumbling skyscraper. At 
fi rst it seemed like DICE was going back to the wholesale 
destructibility of Bad Company but, in truth, the skyscraper 
was part of a new ‘Levolution’ system where the layout of a 
map can change either subtly or dramatically as the match 
progresses. It doesn’t change the fact that this sequel 
seems to be eerily similar to its predecessor in both form 
and function but, compared to the canine capers of Ghosts, 
the dynamic maps look like a marked evolution from an 
already accomplished and defi nitive template.

It’s interesting to note that both of these games will have 
PlayStation 3 versions in addition to Sony’s forthcoming 
powerhouse. It seems likely that the builds we saw were 
running on PC hardware, but if this is any kind of refl ection 
of how the fi rst wave of next-generation games will look, 
then the results are a tad underwhelming. Ghosts was 

>
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WARFRAME
FORMAT: PS4  GENRE: Third-person shooter  TROPHIES: TBC

4 
PlayStation 4 is looking like it’ll have enough 
decent free-to-play titles at launch that you 
might not even need to buy a game with the 
hardware. This co-op-focused ninja-’em-up feels 
kinda like playing Borderlands 2 with everyone 
rocking Zer0 – there are ninjas everywhere 

as you battle hordes of nasties in search of epic loot. 
A handy companion app for mobile devices will let you 
manage your character and alert you to special missions 
while you’re not online too, meaning you never need miss 
a chance to earn something awesome. The Dark Sector 
team done good, we reckon.

PLANETSIDE 2
Format: PS4  Genre: MMOFPS  Trophies: TBC

1 
We made a wish on our Facebook page last month and it was 
granted almost overnight with the announcement of a PS4 
version of this massive scale online shooter. The PC version is 
nothing short of exceptional and it stands to be just as good (if 

not better) on Sony’s next-gen hardware. Triple-A shooters will have 
their work cut out with games of this quality available for free, that’s 
for sure. Now if you’ll excuse us, we’re off to Facebook to wish for 
Monster Hunter on PS4…

BLACKLIGHT: 
RETRIBUTION
Format: PS4
Genre: First-person shooter
Trophies: TBC

3 
Already released on PC to 
a fairly mixed reception, 
Zombie Studios’ free FPS 
is getting a complete 

overhaul for its console debut. 
It’s kind of like a sci-fi  Counter-
Strike, with objective-based 
team multiplayer the order of 
the day. You won’t have to dive 
straight in at the deep end – bot 
matches are a great way to 
learn maps, master loadouts 
and get a feel for the mechanics 
before jumping online and 
getting shot in the face in the 
fi rst fi ve seconds. Another day-
one download for PlayStation 4, 
for sure.

GAMES!
TEKKEN 
REVOLUTION
Format: PS3  
Genre: Beat-’em-up 
Trophies: 13

2 No local multiplayer 
means that your disc-
based Tekken has nothing 
to fear, but Revolution 

is an interesting model all the 
same. You get eight characters 
to begin with, plus Arcade and 
online multiplayer options to 
throw them at. Play is restricted 
by in-game Credits that refresh 
over time, effectively meaning 
that you get two runs of Arcade 
and fi ve online fi ghts in one 
sitting before you have to either 
shell out for more Credits or 
wait a few hours. Still, it’s pretty 
good, even though hardcore 
Tekken fans may not take too 
kindly to the leveling system, stat 
upgrades and special moves.

Free-to-play has been huge in mobile gaming 
for a good while now, and it’s clear that Sony 
is making a fi erce push in that direction with 
PlayStation 4 as well. But while you wait for 
those delicious (and free) next-gen titles, 
there are already plenty of freebies available 
and on their way for both PlayStation 3 
and Vita. If you’re saving up for a new game 
but want something else to help pass your 
time, have a look through this list and see if 
anything takes your fancy…

THE BEST PLAYSTATION GAMES 
YOU CAN PLAY WITHOUT SPENDING 

A SINGLE PENNY



25 FREE GAMES!
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SAMURAI 
& DRAGONS
FORMAT: Vita
GENRE: RPG
TROPHIES: 0

8 Another free-to-play 
Vita game from Sega, 
only this one doesn’t 
look like it’ll be coming 

out over here any time soon. 
This is odd, given that it’s 
available in English already. 
You’ll need a second memory 
stick and a Hong Kong SEN 
account to get at it, but it’s 
worth the effort – this action 
RPG with a card-collecting 
twist is great fun once you 
work out what’s going on. It 
can take a while, but you can 
always keep the wiki open in 
a browser window while you 
play thanks to the handheld’s 
multitasking capabilities. 
Good ol’ Vita…

FREE REALMS
FORMAT: PS3
GENRE: MMORPG
TROPHIES: 46

9 Effectively ‘My First 
MMO’, Free Realms is a 
colourful and feature-
packed gateway into 

the genre designed to attract 
younger players but deep 
enough for older ones to 
enjoy as well. There’s loads 
to do and, while the level 
cap is signifi cantly lower 
for free players, there’s 
more than enough content 
available without spending 
a penny that it’s well worth 
a download. If you end up 
loving it then you’ll fi nd 
subscriptions are affordable, 
but it’s the generous lifetime 
sub that works out the best 
value for money.

EVERQUEST NEXT (WORKING TITLE)
FORMAT: PS4  GENRE: MMORPG  TROPHIES: TBC

The only title on this rundown yet to be offi cially confi rmed 
for a console release, although an announcement is 
expected in the next month or so. With all of SOE’s other 
big games already on their way to PlayStation, its fl agship 
franchise is almost guaranteed to follow suit. We’d expect 
the MMO originator to adopt a similar model to DC 
Universe, although it’s likely that this brand new title will 
try to push players a little more towards the subscription 
packages. We’ll fi nd out for sure in August, when the game 
is offi cially revealed.

5

7

PHANTASY STAR ONLINE 2
Format: Vita  Genre: Action-RPG  Trophies: 21

The original PSO on Dreamcast can almost be considered the fi rst 
console MMO, one of the innovators in the online space and the 
grandfather of games like Monster Hunter and Soul Sacrifi ce. Now 
it’s back, Vita the chosen platform to spread the sci-fi  loot grind 
to a whole new generation. Cross-platform play allows Vita and 
PC gamers to play together, while real money purchases aren’t 
obtrusive or necessary. It’s only out in Japan at the moment, but 
Sega apparently intends to bring the game West later in the year.

DESTINY OF SPIRITS
Format: Vita  Genre: Strategy/RPG  Trophies: TBC

6 A card-based RPG from the makers of Lumines? Yeah, we’re 
on board with that. The simplistic look and feel is more than 
made up for by insane depth and customisation, turn-based 
combat the order of the day while doing away with pretty 

much every other aspect of a traditional RPG. Hopefully this won’t 
mean it ends up feeling like a grind with nothing to break up the 
combat, but we’ll fi nd out for sure a little later in the year.
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DUST 514
 Format: PS3  Genre: MMOFPS  Trophies: 0

CCP’s online shooter is fi nally out and, while it’s not the most 
accessible game you’ll ever play, it does at least reward persistence. 
Investing in the real money purchases can give you a bit of a leg-up, 

allowing access to equipment one level earlier than usual. But as long as you’re willing to 
play a lot, there’s no real need to bust out the credit card. By all accounts, it’s not exactly 
a brilliant shooter but it’s free, and EVE Online players will surely dig the way the two 
games are interconnected.

10
DC UNIVERSE ONLINE
FORMAT: PS3/PS4  GENRE: MMORPG  TROPHIES: 72 

11 The comic-based MMO had 
barely been out a year with 
its traditional subscription 
model before Sony saw fi t to 

take it free-to-play, which saw the 
streets of Gotham and Metropolis 
go from deserted to packed almost 
overnight. The limitations on free 

accounts are quite severe but 
spend just $5 on in-game content 
and you’re instantly upgraded to a 
Premium account, which is only just 
shy of what monthly subscribers get. 
It’s quite basic by MMO standards 
but great fun, particularly if you’re a 
fan of the comics.

DRIVECLUB PS+ EDITION
Format: PS4  Genre: Racing  Trophies: TBC

Sony has attracted a little bad press 
with its announcement that online 
multiplayer in most upcoming PS4 
games will require PS+ membership 
but, given the amount of freebies 

you get with the service, we don’t 
know why everyone isn’t signed 
up to it already. Looking forwards, 
a streamlined version of Driveclub 
will be offered to PlayStation Plus 

subscribers, with additional cars and 
tracks available to buy to grow the 
experience. Or you can just upgrade 
to the full game for a discounted 
price. Nice.

13

ECOLIBRIUM
Format: Vita
Genre: Strategy
Trophies: 12

12 Create and manage an entire 
ecosystem on your handheld. 
Sounds like hard work (and it is) but 
it’s rewarding when your food chain 

comes together perfectly. In order to get the 
most out of the game, though, you’ll either 
need to throw a little money at it or encourage 
your friends to play too to take advantage of the 
interesting Near connectivity options. But given 
that it’s a free download, the latter shouldn’t be 
all that tricky to organise… 
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25 FREE GAMES!

TREASURES OF 
MONTEZUMA BLITZ
FORMAT: Vita  GENRE: Puzzle  TROPHIES: 13

17 Puzzle games have been getting cheaper and 
cheaper for years, but they don’t come any more 
affordable than this. A simple match-three puzzle 
game, the twist here comes in the form of a strict 

time limit and frenetic, non-stop gameplay, not unlike 
mobile phenomenon Bejeweled Blitz. Lives limit how much 
you can play in one sitting (which can be frustrating, given 
how horribly addictive it is) but as something to while away 
a quick car or bus ride, it’s pretty much perfect.

ZEN PINBALL 2
FORMAT: PS3/Vita  GENRE: Pinball (duh) 
TROPHIES: 0 (66 with DLC)

18 This generation’s quintessential pinball 
experience brings together the thrill of pinging 
a silver ball around a feature-packed playspace 
and some of the biggest brands in the business, 

with every one of its myriad tables available to try for free. 
From there, you can buy any that you particularly like – 
individually or in packs – to assemble the pinball hall of your 
dreams, and all tables purchased work in both console and 
handheld versions. Score attack addicts will love it.

WAR THUNDER: GROUND FORCES

16 Following success stories like 
World Of Tanks, this ambitious 
MMO encompasses all kinds 
of mechanised warfare. Planes, 

ships, tanks and just about every other form 
of vehicle will be yours to use, with battles 

between hundreds – if not thousands – of 
players at once offering multiplayer war on 
an unbelievable scale. The historical setting 
might not be to everyone’s taste but hey, it’ll 
be free at launch – there’s no reason not to 
at least give it a go.

14

FORMAT: PS4  GENRE: MMO  TROPHIES: TBC

DEAD OR ALIVE 5 ULTIMATE: 
CORE FIGHTERS 
Format: PS3  Genre: Beat-’em-up  Trophies: TBC

Alongside the full retail release of this updated version of the decent fi ghter, we’ll also see this free-
to-play option for those that aren’t quite ready to take the plunge. Four characters will be available 
– Kasumi, Hayate, Ayane and Hayabusa – as well as all stages, with additional buff dudes, half-naked 
ladies and game modes purchasable to allow you to build the fi ghter you want for less than the full price 
game. It’s an interesting model – let’s see if it catches on.

UNCHARTED 3 (MULTIPLAYER)
Format: PS3  Genre: Third-person shooter 
Trophies: 1 (105 with DLC/full game)

15 ‘We don’t need multiplayer in Uncharted,’ we 
thought when Naughty Dog added it to the second 
game. But, as with Assassin’s Creed, online play 
actually turned out to be pretty fun. Sony’s decision 

to let the masses enjoy this component of the latest game for 
nothing is a bold and forward-thinking one, offering players 
a limited taste of the Uncharted MP experience. Purchasing 
DLC or the full game expands the package as much or as little 
as you like, but the core content is free up to level 15.
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NO MAN’S LAND
Format: PS3
Genre: Third-person shooter
Trophies: 0

23
Hidden away in the all-but-
pointless experiment that is 
PlayStation Home, this simple 
squad combat title can boast 

having beaten Killzone and Dust 514 to 
being the fi rst free shooter on PlayStation. 
There are better options available now, 
and ones that don’t require you to have 
PlayStation Home clogging up hard drive 
space, but the war-torn US battlegrounds 
are pretty cool if nothing else. Too bad most 
of the better gear is locked away behind a 
paywall, though.

21 
Like with Uncharted, 
Sony has made 
the multiplayer 
component of one 
of the PS3’s best 

shooters absolutely free to play, 

with this standalone freebie 
even sporting its own Trophy list 
and Platinum to work towards. 
The campaign might have been 
a little on the dry side but this 
is Killzone at its best – team-

based warfare across a bunch 
of excellent maps and modes. 
Unlikely to drag the masses 
away from COD or Battlefi eld, 
sure, but it’s defi nitely a step in 
the right direction. 

RIDGE RACER 
DRIFTOPIA
Format: PS3  Genre: Racing  Trophies: TBC

19 Another classic franchise going down the free-
to-play path. Ridge Racer has some apologising 
to do after the rather stale Unbounded, so 
perhaps this online racer will go some way 

towards making up for it. Driftopia comes from the same 
studio, monetised by additional car packs, XP boosts 
and repair kits for those that want to invest in the game. 
‘Repair kits’ sounds to us like damage will need to be fi xed 
with in-game currency or over time, with cash purchases 
speeding up the process. We’ll see for sure when the game 
launches in a couple of months.

FROBISHER SAYS
Format: Vita  Genre: Mini-games  Trophies: 18

A daft and hilarious showcase of Vita’s many impressive 
hardware features, Frobisher Says is a simple mini-game 
collection in the vein of Nintendo’s WarioWare series. You’ll 
fi nd yourself squashing toffs, delivering puddings and 
shouting at your Vita to get Frobisher’s attention as the 
bonkers mini-games just keep coming, plus you can add 
more with a pair of DLC packs if you feel you’ve had all the 
laughs you’re going to get out of the free version.

21
Like with Uncharted, 
Sony has made 

with this standalone freebie 
even sporting its own Trophy list 

based warfare across a bunch 
of excellent maps and modes. 

POWER PROS STADIUM
Format: Vita  Genre: Sport  Trophies: TBC

22 Konami’s baseball series has been going for years, but we’ve 
yet to see one of the games localised. The odd one has made 
its way to the US, meaning that there’s some hope of us 
getting this latest free edition. If not, you can always create a 

Japanese PSN account on a second memory stick and grab it that way.

20

KILLZONE 3 (MULTIPLAYER)
FORMAT: PS3  GENRE: FPS TROPHIES: 42
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25 FREE GAMES!

25
This online RPG is currently 
only slated for a Japanese 
release, although Capcom 
is apparently looking into 

bringing the game West. Given the 
startling success of the original game, 
we’d be surprised if it didn’t make its 

way to our Vitas – the online-only spin-
off looks pretty cool and stars many of 
the main game’s most familiar faces. 
Hopefully we’ll see the shopkeeper 
join their ranks, once again shouting 
‘Masterworks all, you can’t go wrong!’ 
until the end of time. He’s an odd one.

24
Mech fans will want to set up a 
Japanese PSN account, if they 
haven’t already – this online 
Gundam shooter is free on the 

Japanese marketplace. You can collect all of the 
many Mobile Suits without spending a single 
penny, although unlocking their full potential is 

where the money comes in – you effectively pay 
to up the level cap on weapons and mechs if you 
want to, and each is actually quite reasonable 
if you simply want your favourite MS to be the 
best it can be. You can only play a few matches 
a day though (at least without buying more 
Deployment Credits), sadly.

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM: BATTLE OPERATION
Format: PS3  Genre: Third-person shooter  Trophies: 14

25
This online RPG is currently 
only slated for a Japanese 
release, although Capcom 
is apparently looking into 

bringing the game West. Given the 
startling success of the original game, 
we’d be surprised if it didn’t make its 

way to our Vitas – the online-only spin-
off looks pretty cool and stars many of 
the main game’s most familiar faces. 
Hopefully we’ll see the shopkeeper 
join their ranks, once again shouting 
‘Masterworks all, you can’t go wrong!’ 
until the end of time. He’s an odd one.

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
This wildly popular MOBA (or Multiplayer 
Online Battle Arena) is pretty much the 
most played game in the world right 
now, with millions of active players and 

tournament prize pots that pretty much put all others to shame. 
Guardians Of Middle-Earth has proven that MOBAs can work on 
consoles, and while League Of Legends certainly benefi ts from mouse 
and keyboard control, we’re sure it could be adapted to work on a 
controller as well. Or you could just hook up a Bluetooth mouse/
keyboard and do it properly. We’d be happy with either.

NEVERWINTER
What’s not to like about the idea of a 
true Dungeons & Dragons MMO? This 
action-oriented online RPG just launched 
on PC to a warm reception and, although 

we’ve already got a few great MMOs on the way, we’ll always welcome 
a few more options. It feels like its been ages since the last decent 
Dungeons & Dragons game, so here hoping that Neverwinter a) holds 
up well in the coming months, and b) makes its way onto PlayStation 
4 in the not-so-distant future.

TEAM FORTRESS 2
Sure, Valve’s outstanding team-based 
shooter is already available as part of 
the bargaintastic The Orange Box. But 
anyone who has played the PC version 

will know just how much the experience has grown and evolved while 
the console one has remained the same. There’s so much more to 
it that it’s diffi cult to know where to begin, though Valve’s Steam 
integration with the PS3 version of Portal 2 offers at least a glimmer 
of hope that we’ll see the Heavy, the Spy and the rest of the bunch on 
PS4 some time soon.

WORLD OF WARCRAFT
The Big One. Blizzard has been on-board 
with PlayStation 4 since the console was 
revealed back in February and, while it 
only has Diablo III in the works right now, 

this would be massive. The PC version is free to play up to level 20, 
at which point you can sign up for a subscription if the addiction has 
taken hold. Which it will. It’s a more traditional MMORPG meaning 
that it might not be particularly well suited to controller play, though 
mouse/keyboard support on PS4 is always an option. We both really 
want this to happen and really don’t want it to, if only because we’d 
never get anything done ever again.

WORLD OF TANKS
We don’t really get the appeal of World Of 
Tanks but apparently, millions of people 
do – WarGaming.net sprung out of 
nowhere and is now rolling in cash thanks 

to this tank-based MMO going down a storm in Europe. The developer 
seems to have fallen into bed with Microsoft if E3 is anything to go 
by, though we certainly wouldn’t rule out the idea of multiple console 
versions. We don’t really care either way, but it’d make a lot of people 
happy, and we like the sound of that.

WISHLIST
THE GAMES WE’D LOVE TO 
GIVE NONE OF OUR MONEY

DRAGON’S DOGMA: QUEST
FORMAT: Vita  GENRE: RPG  TROPHIES: TBC
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X-Men Origins: Wolverine Issue 179
Gory, over-the-top and more fun than it has any 
right to be. 71%

Or you 
could try074  |  Play#233 www.imagineshop.co.uk

Deadpool opens with the red-
and-black mercenary sprawled 
out on a tatty chair in a grotty fl at 

similar to what we call home, albeit with less 
empty Pot Noodle tubs. Peter Della Penna, 
the president of High Moon Studios, can 
be heard on the answering machine telling 
Deadpool that the idea for his game sucks. 
This spurs Deadpool onto his feet and you 
can poke and prod around the fl at – calling 
Deadpool’s voice-actor Nolan North so he 
has a conversation with himself, blowing 
up a sex doll, riffi ng on a guitar – and the 
personality of the main character shines 
through as he screeches and screams in 
an endearingly hyperactive way. This, you 
think while clapping your hands together in 
excitement, is going to be a lot of fun.

Then, a few moments later, you’re thrown 
into a bland corridor and told how to do light 
attacks, how to do heavy attacks (they do 
more damage than light attacks, but they’re 
slower!) and how to dodge. Your heart 
instantly sinks to sock level. Those opening 
minutes sum this game up better than our 
clumsy words can – Deadpool is an odd 
mixture of fantastic humour stapled to the 
same old ‘go here, attack that, jump there’ 
gameplay template that’s been rinsed over 
and over again.

And it’s a real shame, because there 
are times when Deadpool is really funny. 
We’re not going to dribble on and on about 
‘breaking the fourth wall’ but there is a sense 

of humour here you simply don’t see in other 
games and it’s often well-timed too. For 
example: Vertigo shows up early on, and just 
as you think her mind-altering powers and 
green costume is a little bit lame, Deadpool 
beats you to the punchline and goes even 
further, poking fun at the game’s budget. 
This is a game where the Platinum trophy is 
called ‘Okay, you can sell the game now’. It’s 
not afraid to poke fun at itself.

It needs that humour because, while the 
actual game side of Deadpool isn’t bad, it’s 
not amazing. It’s just okay. Passable. Decent. 
Sometimes even enjoyable, daring to bring a 
fl icker of originality to proceedings. Mostly, 
you’ll be clearing out rooms of enemies by 
slicing them up with your swords, as buckets 
of blood 
slosh about 
and limbs fl y 
everywhere. 
The hook to 
the combat 
is that you 
have to 
counter attacks from waiting goons nearby, 
a similar system to that used in the Batman: 
Arkham series and Assassin’s Creed. It’s a 
decent way of balancing out the mindless 
button-bashing and keeps you aware of 
what’s going on around you.

There’s the usual progression of ‘pick up 
in game currency to spend on upgrades’ 
so there’s a nice rhythm as you unlock 
further weapons (sai, hammers, bear-
traps) and make Deadpool stronger (health 
upgrades, increased damage, health regen). 
Platforming sections break the rhythm 
of the game up and, while they’re not 
frustrating, they never really provide enough 
of a challenge to engage you either.

What almost sinks the package is the 
gunplay side of Deadpool, which is so awful 
that even trying to recall those moments 
has induced temporary depression. The 
fi rst problem is that the guns have no sense 
of impact, enemies shrugging off your 
shots with mild irritation as though you’ve 

just thrown peanuts at them. The second 
problem is that unless you’re standing still 
and using the extremely generous auto-
aim, it’s almost impossible to hit anything, 
your aiming reticle wildly fl ailing around the 
screen like an empty crisp packet caught in 
a gust of wind. So, just ignore the guns and 
deal with every enemy up close, right? The 
third problem is that, sometimes, gunplay is 
unavoidable, thanks to lethal machine-gun 
goons who retreat while spraying you with 
lead when you try and get close. In a game 
that’s about a wise-cracking mercenary 
who whips about at breakneck pace, it’s 
surprising how often you have to slow down 
for the dull shooting sections.

And yet, Deadpool survives those 
sections, 
because there’s 
the odd spark of 
invention (which 
we won’t ruin for 
you here) and the 
jokes come at an 
endless pace – 

most of them hitting the proverbial mark. 
There are times when it feels like Deadpool 
is bigger than his own game, and High 
Moon Studios can’t quite fi nd a platform 
deserving of such a funny, interesting 
character. Deadpool is a serviceable game 
that provides a few thrills here and there 
and a lot of laughs. But, as the Platinum 
trophy suggests, when you’re done you’ll 
sell the game with few lasting memories of 
the experience.
Ryan King

Deadpool is a serviceable, mid-tier hack-
and-slasher that’s lifted a few notches 
by the brilliance and humour of its main 
character. The gameplay is depressingly 
familiar, but it’s worth preserving purely 
for the endless 
onslaught of gags 
and rare fl ashes of 
innovation on show.

VERDICT

6000

PS3

DETAILS
Publisher 
Activision

Developer 
High Moon Studios

Price 
 £49.99
Players 

1
Genre 
Action

Age Rating
18

Website
 www.deadpoolgame.

com

What’s black and white and red all over?

Deadpool
RELEASE DATE: OUT NOW

“Deadpool is an odd mixture of 
fantastic humour stapled to the 
same old ‘go here, attack that, 
jump there’ gameplay template”

  Nolan North barely stops 
talking. Like, ever.

  There’s no 
shortage of gore.

REVIEWREVIEWS
We play games and give them a score
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A lot was made of the characters who showed 
up in press images before release – Cable! 
Psylocke! – but, the majority of those who 
show their faces in Deadpool’s outings have 
only brief cameos that leave you lusting for 
more. There’s also a lot of C-list cameos. It 
means that Deadpool gets to exercise his sharp 
tongue with a few one-liners but, from a fanboy 
perspective, it’s disappointing.

CABLE AND FRIENDS
The cameos aren’t as good as they 
were advertised to be

Deadpool

  The combat when up close is familiar, with only the 
need to counter stopping you from button-bashing.

  Air guitar: 
still awesome.

  Deadpool’s fl at is pretty nice, 
as you can tell. Costs him £450 a 
month, has a nearby Morrisons.

  Although you start with swords, you can also 
unlock sai and hammers to use throughout.



review

Don’t pick up that phone!

Hotline Miami
Release date: Out NOw
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Are you a psychopath? Do you enjoy 
violence? Hotline Miami doesn’t 
preach, but it will make you ask 

some questions. Players control a nameless 
protagonist who receives anonymous phone 
calls, instructing him to casually murder 
countless mobsters. The questions apply 
to him, but you as the player can’t help but 
wonder for your own sake.

Hotline Miami is what happens when you 
take the Eighties, electronica and slick arcade 
gameplay before filtering it all through the 
mind of a serial killer. Viewed from a top-down 
perspective, players are tasked with working 
their way through tightly designed stages, 
killing everyone in their path before advancing.

Numerous weapons are available across the 
stages and are dropped by enemies, separated 
into melee and firearm categories. One hit 
from any weapon kills a foe, but the same 
goes for you – you’ll die a lot. Respawning and 
trying again is only one button press away, 
and levels become a rhythm of refining your 
strategy as you try to get from start to finish. It 
sounds irritating, but the gameplay is so fluid, 
visually exciting and fun to play that you rarely 
get annoyed.

The purposefully crude retro visuals are a 
wash of neon lights and sickening violence. 

You exit each level in silence after completion, 
walking past your slain foes and really taking it 
all in for the first time.

Hotline Miami also features a brilliant 
soundtrack, a mixture of thumping techno and 
drug-fuelled psychedelica. Combined with the 
visuals, this is a digital chunk of pastel pink 
nostalgia that looks and sounds fantastic.

Our largest concern going into Hotline 
Miami was that it’s a PC port. This was a game 
that relied heavily on precision control – could 
it be accurately recreated on a pad?

For the most part, yes. Aiming with the right 
stick is responsive. Unfortunately, an analog 
stick will never be as precise as a mouse. Dying 
due to a lack of control finesse rather than skill 
is irritating, but it doesn’t happen too much. 
Mainly though, this is an excellent adaptation. 
Sam Smith

Issue 230
“It may take some tweaking, but we are sure the PlayStation versions of 
Hotline Miami will offer the same high-octane action as the PC original.”

Previously… 
in Play 

details
Publisher 

Devolver Digital
Developer 

Dennaton Games
Price 
£7.29

Players 
1

Genre 
Action

Age Rating
 16

Website
 hotlinemiami.com

Twitter
@HotlineMiami 

Facebook
facebook.com/

HotlineMiami
One of last year’s best PC games is now 
one of this year’s best PSN games. Cross-
Buy and cloud saving between PS3 and 
Vita versions further sweeten the deal. 
Aside from some 
control issues, this is 
an essential for the 
adult gamer. 

veRdict

8500

  Taking human shields isn’t as useful as you 
might think, due to everyone being so darn flimsy. 

  This is gonna take 
some cleaning up.

  Score hunters will be replaying 
levels in search of that tricky A+.

  Where did all 
the colour go?

PSN
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Poker Night 2

RELEASE DATE: OUT NOW

Character sheets and D20s sold separately

Dungeons & Dragons: 
Chronicles Of Mystara

Final Fight: Double Impact Issue 193
Another slice of great Capcom brawling from the past, 
again with an HD sheen. 90%

Or you 
could try

Another day, another Capcom 
compilation. This time, it’s the two 
Dungeons & Dragons side-scrolling 

brawlers from the mid-Nineties – games that 
are often heralded as the pinnacle of the genre. 

Players can choose one of four characters in 
Tower Of Doom, later upped to six in Shadow 
Over Mystara, with a pleasing amount of 
variety on show. From the standard Fighter 
and Magic User classes to the more hybridized 
Thief and Cleric, each character has a bunch 
of unique moves and plays differently enough 
to allow for a number of experiences. 

Gameplay is the standard brawling you 
might expect, but the sheer scale of these 

games is surprising. Shadow Over Mystara 
in particular is very long for an arcade game, 
taking over an hour to fi nish. How anyone 
ever completed it in an arcade is beyond us. If 
they even did, without going bankrupt.

Capcom did a great job of imbuing the 
games with an authentic D&D feel, with 
a bunch of loot to grab, spells to cast and 
weapons to upgrade. Characters level up as 
you progress, although there is no option to 
customise their builds, sadly. 

It’s apparent that this was a game created 
for the arcades, as it often seeks to part 
players from their (now virtual) quarters in 
the cheapest ways possible. These games 

are hard – sometimes unfairly so – but with 
unlimited continues, you can brute-force your 
way through if you choose. Both are clearly 
balanced towards having a four-player team, 
and tackling them solo gets very, very tricky.

Both games also have several branching 
paths and players who want to see everything 
will more than get great value. Add in the 
various available challenges, achievements 
and collectibles – staples of an Iron Galaxy 
port – and you get a surprisingly large 
amount of bang for your buck overall.

For fans lucky enough to have experienced 
the games back in the day, this should be a 
no-brainer. But it’s gamers with an interest in 
the past who haven’t played these golden age 
classics that we envy the most – their fi rst 
time will be with the best versions. 

DETAILS
Publisher 

Capcom
Developer 

Iron Galaxy
Price 

£11.99
Players 

 1 -4
Genre 

Beat-’em-up
Age Rating

 16
Website

 www.capcom.com
Twitter

@Capcom_UK
Facebook

facebook.com/
capcomunity

One of the fi nest re-releases yet from Iron 
Galaxy and Capcom, Chronicles Of Mystara 
comprises two of the best brawlers you’ve 
probably never played. 
£12 might seem a tad 
steep, but you get 
plenty for your money.

VERDICT

8000

  Online multiplayer means you 
don’t have to tackle the game alone.

  Magic users die easily but have 
some really impressive spells.

PSN

Sam Smith

  Everything is faithful to the source 
material, and fans will find a lot to enjoy.

  This ‘authentic’ arcade experience is 
amusing, but useless in practice.

  Shadow Over Mystara is the better 
game, but both are well worth your time.
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The concept of Dust 514 is a 
fascinatingly original one. Dust 
takes place in the same universe 

as the popular PC MMO Eve Online, with 
the actions of players in one game affecting 
those in the other. 

Eve takes place in a vast universe where 
players pilot their own spaceship in search 
of wealth, glory or conquest. Dust instead 
casts the player as a mercenary, fighting on 
the surfaces of planets while Eve players offer 
support from space. 

It’s a fantastic idea that unfortunately has 
very little actual effect on gameplay. In truth, 
what Dust 514 ultimately boils down to is an 
unsatisfying free-to-play shooter with a huge 
pay-to-win problem. 

Players create a character that is constant 
across matches before outfitting them with 

a variety of weapon and armour types. It’s 
here that the reliance on real-world money 
becomes apparent. There are two in-game 
currencies: players earn ISP by playing, while 
AU is bought with real money. The default 
gear you start with is free, but practically 
useless against better equipment. You need 
to buy better gear to stand a chance, but 
grinding up enough ISP to create a decent 
load out takes a long, long time. Players 
willing to splash some cash and buy gear 
with AU, on the other hand, will be at a great 
advantage from the get go.

On top of this, while your character is 
permanent, gear is not. Die in a game and 
all the weapons, armour and items you have 
equipped are gone for good. You can either 
stock up on several beforehand or rebuy your 
loadout once you’ve died. But either way, it 
costs money. And it all adds up. 

This all results in a huge grind to stay 
relevant within the game, unless you feel like 
spending real cash. That might not even be 
such an issue if the game itself was enjoyable 
to play but alas, that is rarely the case.

Dust 514 is as mediocre and unremarkable 
as first-person shooters can get. Weapons 
are bland and lack decent feedback, scenery 
is brown and plain and maps are poorly 
designed with none of the careful player 
funneling of Halo or Call Of Duty. You might 
fight across a variety of planets, but they all 
look like the exact same industrial wasteland. 

You never get a sense of place in this vast 
universe, a shame considering it has been so 
well developed in Dust’s sister title. 

If it is consistently updated and supported 
in a similar way to Eve, Dust 514 has the 
potential to grow into something far more 
impressive. But right now, it’s just a bland 
shooter that offers nothing new aside from its 
novel (if underused) metagame concept.

Funny, we don’t remember the first 513 

Release date: Out NOw

A unique concept unfortunately does 
little to set Dust 514 apart in a crowded 
genre, with sub-standard gameplay 
and a massive reliance on real-world 
transactions. Even for 
free, there’s little reason 
to give Dust 514 a look 
right now, sadly. 

veRdict

5100

  If you are sick of grey concrete, 
you might want to avoid this.

 The basic guns you start with won’t do 
much against someone with decent armour.

  Being a knife-wielding ninja doesn’t 
help that much against a tank.

Dust 514

Battlefield 3 Issue 212
Epic online warfare with a huge variety of weapons 
and vehicles. The one to beat in this field. 88%

Or you 
could try

details
Publisher 

CCP Games
Developer 

CCP Shanghai
Price 
Free

Players 
MMO

Genre 
FPS

Age Rating
 16

Website
 www.dust514.com

Twitter
@dust514
Facebook

facebook.com/
Dust514

Sam Smith

PSN
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Some games are simply boring, bland 
and forgettable. Some games are so 
bad as to be entertaining, amusing 

in their ineptitude. Few games are as outright 
terrible as Unearthed. 

Developed by Saudi Arabian studio 
Semaphore, Unearthed is a budget Uncharted 
in every way imaginable. Players control 
treasure hunter Faris Jawad as he and his sister 
follow the trail of the famous Muslim explorer 
Ibn Battuta. Sound familiar?

The press release promises a ‘unique mix of 
platforming, driving, melee fi ghting, shooting 
and stealth gameplay’. Technically, it isn’t 
wrong, but every single one of those elements 
is utterly terrible.

Considering Unearthed is about an hour 
long, the fact it manages to ram in so many 
different types of gameplay is no good thing. 
The majority of that hour is your standard 
action-platformer. Stilted animation makes the 
climbing laughable, and the shooting is some 
of the worst we’ve ever experienced. Guns feel 
like plastic toys with zero recoil, while enemies 
don’t react at all when shot. And to make 
matters worse, sound effects are tinny and 
muffl ed as if they were recorded from miles 
away and played through a set of bad speakers. 

Every now and then, Faris gets into a fi st 
fi ght with a bad guy, and the game transitions 
into what might be the worst thing we’ve ever 
played: a weird Street Fighter pastiche. With 
no way to block, fi ghts amount to mashing the 
buttons and hoping you can down your foe 
before he fi nishes you. It is simply awful.

Then there’s the driving section, which 
begins with instructions to ‘escape the city’ 
while being chased by police cars. Brilliantly, 
this amounts to driving through the same block 
of repeated scenery for fi ve minutes with no 
direction or indication that you are doing the 
right thing until you eventually ‘win’.

Everything about Unearthed is budget, 
from the PSone-era graphics to the terrible 
animation. Faris walks like he has a pointy 
stick where the sun doesn’t shine and blind-
fi res around corners in an amusingly casual 
fashion. Completing the game, meanwhile, 
unlocks a zombie survival mode that 
somehow manages to look and play worse 
than the main story. If that’s even possible.

We’ll be honest, laying into Unearthed 
doesn’t feel good – the game comes from a  
studio with no experience and little funding, 
after all. But a bad game is a bad game. There is 
simply no reason to play Unearthed, and asking 
over £6 for it is, to be blunt, disgusting.
Sam Smith

Unearthed: Trail Of Ibn 
Battuta: Episode 1
Can we bury it again please?

RELEASE DATE: OUT NOW

PSN

DETAILS
Publisher 

Semaphore
Developer 

Semaphore
Price 

£6.49
Players 

1
Genre 
Action

Age Rating
 16

Website
 unearthedgame.com

Twitter
@UnearthedGame

Facebook
facebook.com/

unearthedthegame

We aren’t prone to hyperbole, but 
Unearthed just might be the 
worst game we have ever played. The 
fact that this is the fi rst of several 
planned episodes 
should send a chill 
down your spine. Avoid 
like the Black Death.

VERDICT

0500

  We expect to see this at Evo next year.

  Evil Dead on the PSone called. It said it 
wants its zombies back.

 This entire stage consists of walking 
slowly while a guy talks for ten minutes.

  Interesting parking technique. A good 
way to conserve space, we suppose…

Uncharted 2: Among Thieves Issue 185
The game that Unearthed wishes it could be. 96%

Or you 
could try 
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SBK Generations Issue 220
The latest and best from Milestone’s 
long running SBK series. 54%

Or you 
could try

This year’s MotoGP season has got 
off to a cracking start. Newcomer 
Marc Marquez has shaken up the 

front of the pack with his unrelenting riding 
style, while the best of British, Cal Crutchlow, 
has put in a stellar performance on the 
satellite Yamaha. Last year, we didn’t get a 
MotoGP game after Monumental Games sadly 
closed its studio doors for good, but now that 
Milestone is back on the grid after a few solid 
years making SBK games, we finally have 
a MotoGP racer that does the biking world 
justice. The only downside is that MotoGP 13 is 
lacking the cosmetic polish of its forbear.

Anyone who’s played SBK X, 2011 or 
Generations should have a good idea of  
what to expect. When you first boot up the 
game, you have to select a rider from a  
limited selection of faces and riding styles. 
Following that, you can jump straight into 
Instant Race for some full-fat 1000cc action. 
Alternatively, if you’re after something more 
specific, you can pick between the three 
classes, 18 tracks and full team liveries 
in Grand Prix and Championship modes. 

The returning Career mode has also been 
expanded to include a Social Feed mechanic 
where you can read the comments of your 
growing fan-base.

The comments are no more elaborate  
than “give it your best shot” or “great race 
today”, but the feature is an unobtrusive 
addition at worst. Of far greater importance 
are the riding physics. What Milestone games 
may lack in visual flair is always made up 
for with convincing two-wheeled telemetry 
and the sense that you’re riding a 250bhp 
crotch-rocket that lives on the precipice of 
traction. MotoGP 13 is no exception and even 
if you choose to ride with easy AI, no bike 
damage, automatic tuck-ins and the least 
demanding physics model, each race still 
offers a solid challenge.

Milestone – which handled MotoGP 07 and 
08 – has dabbled with half-hearted arcade 
modes in the past, but now it’s focusing 
squarely on the diehards. If you remove all 

the riding aids and set everything to pro and 
realistic, this game will make Dark Souls look 
like a summer vacation to Disneyland.

The online community is also relatively 
small, but you shouldn’t have any trouble 
finding a game in the workmanlike online 
gameplay modes.

All in all, MotoGP 13 isn’t the flashiest racing 
game you’ll ever play, but if you have any love 
for the sport or the mode of transport itself, 
then this is one ride worth sampling. 
Matt Edwards 

PS3

details
Publisher 

PQube
Developer 
Milestone

Price 
£39.99
Players 

1-12
Genre 

Racing
Age Rating

PEGI 3
Website

motogpvideogame.
com

Twitter
@MilestoneItaly

Facebook
facebook.com/ 

motoGPVideogame

It may not be the best-looking thing on 
two wheels, but MotoGP 13 translates 
the art of motorcycle racing onto the 
humble PlayStation 3 controller. That’s no 
small feat when you 
consider that the real 
thing answers to full 
body movement.

verdict

7400

  Get ready for some highly 
realistic two-wheel racing. It’s 
certainly not easy…

The one with the 
bikes that go real fast

MotoGP 13
release date: OUt NOW

  The Technical Meetings let 
you tweak the bike’s settings 
without needing to understand 
the science behind it.

  The full simulation mode will 
penalise you for every overshot corner 
and motorcycle collision.
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Velocity UltraVelocity Ultra

DETAILS
Publisher 
FuturLab

Developer 
FuturLab

Price 
£6.49

Players 
1

Genre 
Shoot-’em-up

Age Rating
 3+

Website
 www.futurlab.com

Twitter
@futurlab
Facebook

www.facebook.com
/futurlab

Sine Mora Not reviewed
Grasshopper’s diesel-punk shooter is more traditional, 
but every bit as good. N/A

Or you 
could try www.play-mag.co.uk

Genre 
Shoot-’em-up

Age Rating
3+

Website
www.futurlab.com

Twitter
@futurlab
Facebook

www.facebook.com
/futurlab

Sine Mora 
Grasshopper’s diesel-punk shooter is more traditional, 
but every bit as good. 

Or you 
could try 

Or you 
could try 

Or you 

50 of) requires you to fi nish way under par 
with all collectables and a leaderboard-
topping score. All in one run. It’s hard work, 
especially on Critical Urgency missions 
(where you can’t lay off the boosters) but 
boy, is it ever rewarding. Longevity comes 
in the form of trying to hit Perfect on every 
stage, something that only those gifted 
with superb visual memory and lightning 
reactions can ever hope to do.

Persistence is rewarded with all kinds 
of extras, from retro-themed mini-games 
to challenging bonus stages, as well as all 
manner of artwork and documentation 
that fl eshes out what little story there is. 
But none of that really matters in the grand 
scheme of things. It’s all about grabbing 
all the collectables you can with your foot 
to the fl oor, a perfectly smooth run being 
every bit its own reward. You’ll look at the 
last few stages in horror when you fi rst 
reach them but, before too long, you’ll fi nd 

yourself blitzing through them with ease and 
hoping that somebody is watching over your 
shoulder to share in the awesomeness.

Control frustration interrupts the fl ow 
from time to time (especially later on, when 
you need to be doing at least 518 things at 
once) but it’s pretty hard to stay mad for 
long – just take a breath, restart and put 
your experience to work. You’ll get annoyed 
– really annoyed – but it’s worth it. And, as it 
turns out, it’s actually pretty fast after all.
Luke Albigés

It’s not very fast. That’s the fi rst 
thing you’ll notice about Velocity 
– despite its title, it’s actually one 

of the slowest scrolling shooters we’ve ever 
seen. But while you can crawl through the 
fi rst few of its 50 stages, it isn’t long before 
the R button comes into play and the title 
starts to make a lot more sense.

You see, the pedestrian pace of regular 
scrolling goes out the window when you 
reach for the trigger – it’s a startling change 
of pace and, while not WipEout fast, there’s 
so much going on by the tail end that 
the sense of panic can be overwhelming. 
Velocity starts out as a simple shooter, but 
once elements like the teleport and manual 
checkpoints are introduced, layouts grow 
pretty complex and just fi nding all the 
numbered switches can be tricky, never 
mind working out how to hit them in order. 
And if you’re shooting for gold medal time, 
expect to need to run each stage several 
times to commit the whole thing to memory.

You’ll need to do a few passes on most 
levels actually, because getting an elusive 
Perfect rank (which Trophy fi ends will need 

FuturLab’s shooter ain’t so 
mini anymore

Velocity 
Ultra

RELEASE DATE: OUT NOW 

A strong shooter that should last most 
players way longer than the modest price 
point suggests. Nimble fi ngers are required 
– as is a copious amount of patience – but 
success feels so good 
that you’ll forget that 
you were ever furious at 
it in the fi rst place.

VERDICT

8000

VITA

  It’s stylish and detailed, but 
you never get to drink any of 
that in when it’s all whizzing by.

  You don’t need to round up all the 
survivors to clear a stage, but you do 
if you want that lovely Perfect medal.

  The teleport is quick 
and easy to use, but 
aiming it properly under 
stress is a nightmare.
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Brothers: A Tale Of Two SonsBrothers: A Tale Of Two Sons

RELEASE DATE: OUT NOW

A single-player co-op experience

Brothers: A Tale Of Two Sons

Limbo Issue 209
Control a little boy in a melancholic indie 
adventure. Sound familiar? 90%

Or you 
could try

A collaboration between Starbreeze 
Studios and Swedish fi lm director 
Josef Fares, Brothers intends to evoke 

classic fairy tales and Hollywood fantasy fi lms. 
Players control the titular twosome – one big, 
one little – as they set out on a journey to fi nd 
the mystical curative that can save their dying 
father. There is no intelligible speech in Brothers, 
everyone conversing in a suitably whimsical 
fi ctional language. This immediately lends 
proceedings a fairytale feel, and ensures that the 
story is simple. Everything you need to know is 
presented through exaggerated expressions and 
clever visual storytelling, like a vintage cartoon.

The unique feature of Brothers is the control 
scheme, with the left stick controlling the big 
bro and the right his younger sibling. Controlling 
both at once is initially a bit mind-bending, with 
the two careening off in different directions, but 

you soon get the hang of it. Each brother can 
interact with various things in the environment, 
Big with L2 and Little with R2. And that’s it – all 
you ever need are two sticks and two buttons.

The genius of Brothers is that it manages to 
do so much with a simple concept and control 
scheme. Puzzles and obstacles regularly crop 
up, and all require some form of teamwork to get 
past. It’s never too tricky, but a few puzzles will 
require you to think outside of the box enough 
that they feel mighty rewarding once solved. 

Brothers also looks fantastic, making up for 
a lack of raw graphical power with a cartoon art 
style and beautiful environmental design. The 
music and sound also work well, creating a real 
sense of adventure as the duo strike out into 
deserted lands. 

One thing that stands out about Brothers 
is just how sad it is. Death is a big theme in the 

game, the two often having to deal with it in one 
way or another during their journey. Particularly 
weepy gamers are likely to shed a few tears at a 
couple of particularly poignant moments, and 
it’s a testament to the game’s strength that it 
manages to make you care so much with none 
of the characters speaking. 

All of this makes Brothers easy to 
recommend, but for one rather large caveat. 
This is a short game, even by PSN standards. 
We fi nished it in a morning, in no more than 
three hours. With little replay value, Brothers: A 
Tale Of Two Sons is a prime example of quality 
over quantity. While it lasts, it is very good. It 
isn’t exactly an epic, but fans of tightly crafted, 
original experiences will fi nd a lot to like here.
Sam Smith

DETAILS
Publisher 

505 Games
Developer 

Starbreeze Studios
Price 

£11.99
Players 

 1
Genre 

Adventure
Age Rating

 16+
Website

 www.brothersthegame.
com

Twitter
@BrothersTheGame

Facebook
facebook.com/

brothersthegameoffi cial

Brothers is a surprisingly touching 
adventure with innovative single-player 
co-op and beautiful scenery and music. 
If not for the short length, it would be an 
absolute must-buy. As 
it stands, this is still 
a unique treat that 
deserves a look.

VERDICT

8300

 Puzzles start out obvious, 
but later ones require some 
abstract thinking to pass.

 There is no HUD to 
speak of, which helps the 
game’s minimalist feel.

PSN

 The game might be 
short, but the variety of 
locales you visit help it 
feel like an epic journey.

 Sometimes you 
just have to stop 
and smell the roses.
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BORDERLANDS 2 DLC ROUNDUP

AS A WAY to wrap up the Season Pass DLC, Tiny 
Tina’s Assault On Dragon Keep is nothing short 
of inspired. Turns out that  the guys and gals at 
Gearbox are massive geeks like us. Whether you 
love or hate Tiny Tina’s crumpet-loving whimsy 
nonsense, there’s no denying that the set-up 
of characters playing themselves in a fantasy 
game world within their own world of adventure 

is a fascinating one, especially considering that 
Pandora can be a pretty bleak place at times. 

This Dungeons & Dragons... sorry, Bunkers 
& Badasses storyline gives Gearbox some 
fantastic scope not only to tweak the crazy up to 
a bazillion with this added dimension of magic 
and storytelling, but to work in a smashable clay 
pot’s worth of RPG references. From Dark Souls 

to Tolkien, obligatory fi ery 
dragons to the Unassuming 
Docks Of Potentially 
Little Importance, there’s 
barely a fantasy trope 
left untouched. Assault 
On Dragon Keep is a 
wonderful blend of RPG 
games, fantasy fi ction, and 
Borderlands 2’s own special 
kind of madness. The kind 
that shoots fi rst and asks 
questions... well, never.

Tiny Tina as the manic 
aggressive game host, 
or ‘Bunker Master’, is 
an inspired choice. Her 
unreliable narrator style of 

Bunker Mastering gives what might have been a 
relatively linear storyline, given the theme, an air 
of unpredictability. As she changes her mind or 
makes mistakes, bosses, puzzles and even the 
world itself can change dramatically, and it’s in-
jokes to tabletop gaming like this that mean Tiny 
Tina’s Assault On Dragon Keep is very much one 
for the seasoned RPG player. 

Don’t get us wrong, there’s plenty here if 
you’re looking for an in-depth campaign and 
some badass bosses to take down – seriously, 
some of the game’s most challenging bosses 
are lurking in this quest, with a real sense of 
accomplishment to fi nishing them off. But, to 
fully appreciate the level of love that’s gone into 
this campaign, it wouldn’t hurt to have played 
an hour or a thousand of Skyrim and its ilk. You’ll 
get lost in dwarven caverns, roll twenty-sided 
dice for loot chests, and battle all manner of 
creatures from evil ents and rock golems to 
spindly spiders and reanimated skeletons, all in 
your epic quest to rescue the Queen. Whether 
you’re into RPGs or not, this foray into fantasy 
territory fi ts surprisingly well into Borderlands 
2’s main questline, and is by far the stand-out 
DLC campaign.

Tiny Tina’s Assault 
On Dragon Keep

With games like 
BioShock Infi nite doing 

little to cement the 
Season Pass DLC model 

as a good thing, it’s 
easy to forget just how 

awesome it can be when 
done properly. So with 

Borderlands 2’s fi nal 
piece of Season Pass 

DLC fresh on the virtual 
shelves, we decided to 

round up the whole lot in 
celebration of DLC done 
oh-so-right. Here’s what 

your £20 gets you

A game within a game? How very meta…

DETAILS
Publisher 

2K Games
Developer 

Gearbox Software
Price 

£7.99 (free with 
Season Pass)

Players 
1-4

Genre 
RPG

Age Rating
 18

Website
 www.borderlands2.

com
Twitter

@DuvalMagic
Facebook

facebook.com/
GearboxSoftware



And The Rest...

Krieg the Psycho Bandit
YOU LOVE SETTING yourself on fi re then 
running around a battlefi eld with a buzz saw, 
right? Well, that’s convenient, because that is 
exactly what Krieg is all about. Once a bandit, now 
tortured almost to the point of complete insanity, 
Krieg’s style is close-range melee damage and 
explosions. Dude likes to hit stuff, basically.

Ultimate Vault 
Hunter Pack
ULTIMATE VAULT HUNTER isn’t a new character 
or campaign, but an upgrade that ups your level 
cap to 61. Ordinarily, that might not be much to get 
excited about. But in Borderlands 2, it means you 
can reach the best skill on not one, but two skill trees.

Borderlands 2 Season 
Pass: The Verdict
THE SEASON PASS gets you all four campaigns 
and the Ultimate Vault Hunter upgrade, but not the 
DLC characters. After several updates to ensure that 
all the DLC loot is balanced, there’s no weak link here. 
This is how DLC should be done – utterly essential.

Gaige the Mechromancer
A CRAZY GENIUS ex-high school student, whose 
robot murdered her science fair rival, Gaige couldn’t 
have been predicted by anyone who had played 
through Borderlands 2. With her D374-TP robot, or 
Deathtrap, Gaige was the first of two playable DLC 
characters, with skill trees built around how much 
you want to be using her kickass robot companion. 
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Borderlands 2 DLC 

THE FIRST PIECE of campaign DLC to be released, Captain Scarlett’s 
Pirate’s Booty showed that Gearbox was going to be just as diligent 
with its Borderlands 2 DLC as it was in support of the original game. 
Arriving at an almost deserted desert town that used to be a seaside 
resort before the sand ate the sea, it’s clear that all is not right. Teaming 
up with the single-minded titular Captain Scarlett herself to look for 
Captain Blade’s Lost Treasure of the Sands, via any means necessary, 
this is very much a traditional ‘fi nd the thing to fi nd the thing to fi nd 
the loot’ quest. Speaking of loot, reach the credits and you’re in for a 
delicious blue/purple treat, as is the case with most of the DLC bar 
Assault On Dragon Keep. We thought long and hard about whether that 
was a spoiler and then remembered it was Borderlands. It would be 
surprising if there weren’t a ridiculous amount of guns as a reward.

ALL THE PLUNDER YE CAN EAT

THINGS THAT MAKE YOU GO BOOM

THE THRILL OF THE CHASE

THOUGH IT MIGHT look a little drab compared to the others, 
there’s actually a cleverly presented story running through 
the heart of this campaign. You head off with Sir Hammerlock 
– gentleman, scholar, adventurer with a penchant for the 
fi ner murders in life – for a jolly good hunting weekend, but 
your bonding/killing session via the loud explodey deaths 
of large beasties keeps being interrupted by a lingering 
Handsome Jack follower who now timidly/aggressively 
regards you as his nemesis. If none of that is making any 
sense, don’t worry. It basically comes down to whether 
you want to go hunting with Hammerlock. Although, if 
you play through the main campaign, you might be a little 
disappointed at the lack of big beasties, but that’s kind of the 
point. Not to worry – there are side-quests aplenty with some 
awesome monsters to get stuck into, and anyone saying that 
this big game hunt is missing the big game part clearly needs 
to look into some of those.

Captain Scarlett And 
Her Pirate’s Booty

Mr Torgue’s Campaign Of Carnage

Sir Hammerlock’s 
Big Game Hunt

EXPLOSIONS! MORE EXPLOSIONS! While Hammerlock’s campaign 
is a rather more sedate and refi ned outing (well, as refi ned as shooting 
things in the face can be), and Captain Scarlett’s is very traditional 
in execution, Mr Torgue’s is a loud, brash, and absolutely hilarious 
affair. That’s almost entirely down to Torgue himself, almost the polar 
opposite of Sir Hammerlock; a distillation of wrestling, monster 
trucks, rock music, and the somewhat excitable ‘Holy shit, look at 
this awesome gun I found!’ aspects of the Borderlands 2 experience. 
With areas like the Badass Crater of Badassitude, and bosses like the 
Badassasaurus, if it’s not awesome, it’s not here. With a simple storyline 
of training yourself up to compete in the Torgue Arena tournament – 
with the help of Moxxi and ‘help’ of Tiny Tina – to see who gets to open 
up the new Vault, the focus here is very much on guns, damage, and 
being a freaking badass. Oh, and explosions.
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The Vita has long been an awesome console 
and, as the amount of games available for it 
grows, more and more people are realising 

this fact. Still, there is always room for 
improvement. Here are ten franchises we would 

love to play on our handhelds 
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MASS EFFECT
The Vita is more than powerful enough to deliver an 
awesome Mass Effect experience similar to what we’ve 
come to expect on PS3. Imagine an episodic, ongoing, 
new Mass Effect story, perhaps with MMO elements, 
taking place in the palm of your hand. You could 
have cool social features like sharing party members 
or teaming up with other players to take on tough 
missions. It’s the kind of game that the Vita was built for, 
but unfortunately doesn’t seem like a priority for EA or 
BioWare. Keep on hoping.

FINAL FANTASY
Sure, you can play old Final Fantasy games on Vita 
through the PS Store and FFX HD is on the way, but we 
want a brand-new, Vita-exclusive FF to show what the 
system can do. Despite recent stumbles, Final Fantasy 
is a still a big deal and remains synonymous with the 
PlayStation brand. We have faith that Square Enix can 
turn the series around, and a stellar handheld instalment 
would go a long way towards making that a reality. An 
exclusive Final Fantasy would be sure to sell a few more 
Vitas thanks to the franchise’s rabid fanbase, kupo!

GRAND THEFT AUTO
This one goes without saying, to be honest. Rockstar 
pumped out two great GTA games for PSP and there 
is no reason why it couldn’t do something similar for 
Vita. The two PSP games were built off of existing 
architecture from previous PS2 entries, and so a Vita 
GTA game with elements cribbed from the upcoming 
Grand Theft Auto V makes a lot of sense to us. We’ve 
had Liberty City and Vice City Stories, so a Los Santos 
Stories isn’t particularly hard to imagine. Even better 
would be a totally new city and story, but hey, we’ll take 
whatever we can get. 

XCOM
We’ve always had a soft spot for turn-based strategy 
on handheld consoles here at Play, such as the 
wonderful Final Fantasy Tactics on PSP and Disgaea 
3 on Vita. It’s a combination of genre and platform 
that just seems to click amazingly and as such, a Vita 
port of last year’s wonderful XCOM: Enemy Unknown 
would make us extremely happy – and then extremely 
sad when our customised super-soldiers bite the dust 
in the face of ruthless and unrelenting alien hordes. 
Rarely has getting utterly destroyed over and over 
again been so much fun.

FRANCHISES 
WE WOULD LIKE
TO SEE ON

VITA
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THE ELDER SCROLLS
Something that would have been impossible on past 
generations of handheld hardware becomes a very real 
possibility with the power of the Vita behind it. What 
better way to pass long train journeys than adventuring 
through the lands of Tamriel? We would be happy to settle 
for a port on this one – imagine an enhanced Vita version 
of Morrowind. We’re starting to salivate. Even better 
would be a brand new, unique Elder Scrolls game created 
specifically for Vita, with shorter missions and such to 
accommodate for a quick play session on the bus. 

DARK SOULS
Don’t act surprised. It is common knowledge that our 
love for the Souls games borders on the unhealthy, and 
a brand new entry on the Vita would destroy what little 
of a social life we still pretend to have. Being able to play 
a new Dark Souls wherever in the world we are (also, 
on the toilet) is as close to heaven on Earth as we can 
realistically imagine. We wouldn’t change much, perhaps 
making the multiplayer features easier to access to 
benefit a type of console people traditionally play for 
shorter amounts of time and that can’t invest hours in it. 
Keep it hard as nails, though.  

METAL GEAR
In the eyes of many, Metal Gear Solid: Peace Walker was 
the best game on PSP, a perfect example of how to take 
an established franchise and remould it to better suit a 
handheld console. They say lightning doesn’t strike in 
the same place twice, but if anyone can do it again, it’s 
Kojima Productions. We know KojiPro is pretty busy at 
the moment with Metal Gear Solid V, but after that, why 
not crack on with a Vita game? How about remakes of the 
original two Metal Gear games, recounting Solid Snake’s 
earliest adventures in shiny new 3D? Yes please. 

MINECRAFT
Minecraft is still a huge deal, and is slowly erecting 
versions of itself across every platform known to man. 
So, where the hell is our Vita version? Putting one of 
the most addictive games ever made on a system we 
can take with us anywhere doesn’t sound like the most 
sensible of ideas, but we are all adults here. We can take 
care of ourselves. Well, sort of. Anyway, this is another 
one that we expect to actually happen at some point. 
Using the lovely Vita OLED touch screen to create 
beautiful works of (cube) art seems like far too good an 
opportunity to pass up, in our opinion.

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
Imagine this – the most played game in the entire world 
on the best handheld console in the world. We aren’t 
too sure how it would work, as the keyboard and mouse 
control would have be translated to a traditional console 
layout, but the touch screen and rear pad would make 
directing spells a breeze. Being able to throw down 
MOBA-style wherever you are would cause even more 
headaches for the unlucky guys who keep the servers 
running. It’s really, really unlikely but boy, would it ever 
be awesome if it happened. Fingers, toes and everything 
else crossed for this one…

10 Franchises We Would Like To See On Vita

MONSTER HUNTER
It’s bizarre that there has yet to be a Monster Hunter 
game on Vita, considering the huge success the 
franchise had on the PSP. In its absence we’ve had 
decent pretenders like Soul Sacrifice, but nothing 
quite compares to the real thing. Monster Hunter 4 is 
currently a Nintendo 3DS exclusive, an odd business 
decision when releasing a Vita version as well would 
only benefit Capcom, at least in Japan. We’d be really 
surprised if we don’t see some form of Monster Hunter 
on Vita at some point… but when? 
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DOUBLE UP ON 
PLATINUM TROPHIES

27 Platinums from just nine games – it might seem like witchcraft but, in a lot of cases, it’s actually easier than you might think. 
With the help of PS Vita and some imported PS3 games (or both), you can give your Trophy level a signifi cant boost for very little 
extra effort. Take a look at these few useful starters and see if there are any that take your fancy…
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SEGA MEGA DRIVE ULTIMATE COLLECTION
■ NUMBER OF PLATINUMS: 2
This retro compilation is one of the easiest Platinum Trophies out there, or at least it 
is once you know that you can just use cheats in most of the 16-bit classics to easily 
get many of the Trophies. It was released in the US under the title Sonic’s Ultimate 
Genesis Collection, meaning a whole new set of simple Trophies and a second 
Platinum for those that really love the great games of yesteryear. And Vectorman.

RAYMAN ORIGINS
■ NUMBER OF PLATINUMS: 4
Ubisoft’s delightful platformer isn’t a particularly tricky Platinum in the fi rst place, 
so it’s great news that both Vita and imported versions have separate Trophy lists. 
Specifi cally, it’s the Japanese and Russian PS3 releases that stack on top of the EU 
PS3 and Vita versions – you’ll have to fi nish each one individually but, once you know 
what you’re doing, it’s pretty easy to breeze straight through to another Platinum in 
about ten hours. Anyone out there love Rayman enough to do this four times?

DEAD OR ALIVE 5
■ NUMBER OF PLATINUMS: 3
Not all of these are going to be 
quite as easy as doing things once 
and getting rewarded twice. Here, 
for instance, you’ll notice that the 
PS3 and Vita versions have slightly 
different Trophy lists. And while you 
can transfer unlocked costumes from 
PS3 to Vita, you’ll still have to unlock 
them properly on the handheld too, 
along with all the Trophies. Thankfully, 
some of the tricky Tag match Trophies 
are absent in the Vita version (they’re 
rather tough) and the extra touch-
based ones are generally pretty easy. 
The combo challenge ones, though? 
Yeah, not so much. And by the time 
you’ve got both Platinums, the console 
version of Ultimate will be out too. 
Time to do it all again…

Play ExtraPlay Extra

DOUBLE UP ON 
PLATINUM TROPHIES

27 Platinums from just nine games – it might seem like witchcraft but, in a lot of cases, it’s actually easier than you might think. 
With the help of PS Vita and some imported PS3 games (or both), you can give your Trophy level a signifi cant boost for very little 
extra effort. Take a look at these few useful starters and see if there are any that take your fancy…
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Double Up On Platinum Trophies
ULTIMATE MARVEL 
VS CAPCOM 3
■ NUMBER OF PLATINUMS: 3
A handheld isn’t the best platform to enjoy as frenetic a 
fi ghter as MVC3 and, while a good port, the Vita version 
requires some real fi nger gymnastics to get the Platinum. 
Again, the PS3 and Vita versions have different lists, plus 
you can run vanilla MVC too, if you’re willing to go through 
the hell of the combo challenges three times.

MOTORSTORM RC
■ NUMBER OF PLATINUMS: 2
Another easy one. Just apply the Sound Shapes 
method – fi nish game, copy save to cloud, load game 
and enjoy double Trophies. It’s unlikely that future 
games will make the lives of Trophy hunters this 
easy, so make the most of it while you can. The total 
time Trophies can be a pain, but at least by using 
this method they count double once you copy your 
completed save from Vita/PS3 to the other system and 
get a second set of Trophies absolutely free…

SLY COOPER: 
THIEVES IN TIME
■ NUMBER OF PLATINUMS: 2
The Cross-Play incentive has 
given us some incredibly easy 
Platinums and, while we’re likely 
to see more games using a unifi ed 
Trophy list like PlayStation All-
Stars Battle Royale in the future, 
we can still make the most of 
these more generous games. 
Sly’s not a tricky Platinum, and 
you only need to ace it once to get 
both Platinums – as with Sound 
Shapes, you can then simply 
transfer your save from PS3 to 
Vita (or vice versa, depending on 
which version you’ve played) and 
all of the Trophies will pop up at 
once. Lovely.

SOUND 
SHAPES
■ NUMBER OF PLATINUMS: 2
Most Trophies are held back 
for the super-tough Death 
mode and Beat School. Pick 
either PS3 or Vita and persist 
long enough and the random 
spawning of collectibles will 
(eventually) go in your favour. 
Then, when the Platinum pops 
up, simply save your game and 
perform a Cloud sync from 
the options menu. Boot up the 
game on the other platform, 
import your save and watch the 
free Trophies come fl ying in!

DISGAEA 3: 
ABSENCE 
OF JUSTICE/
DETENTION
■ NUMBER OF PLATINUMS: 6
There are three versions of both 
the PS3 game and the Vita port 
(EU, US and Japanese) and each 
has its own Trophy list. It’s a tough 
Platinum to get just once, so six 
times isn’t the most effi cient 
use of your Trophy-hunting time. 
Still, nothing says ‘I love strategy 
RPGs’ quite like having six 
Disgaea Platinums.

DEMON’S SOULS
■ NUMBER OF PLATINUMS: 3
Guess you thought only the hardcore 
elite had a Platinum on Demon’s Souls, 
right? Think again – super-hardcore 
gamers have not one but THREE 
Demon’s Souls Platinums. The EU, US 
and Asian releases all have their own 
(identical) Trophy lists, meaning that 
those who can’t get enough of dying 
can ace the game three times for a 
trio of hardcore honour badges. If you 
think you’re up to the challenge, bear 
in mind that it’s the Asian version – not 
the Japanese one – that has English 
language support. Then again, if you’re 
crazy enough to do this three times, 
maybe the challenge of doing it all in a 
foreign language is one you’ll relish.
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007 Legends  225 44%
3D Collection 195 75%
3D Dot Game Heroes 192 87%
50 Cent: Blood On The Sand  177 70%
Ace Combat: Assault Horizon  211  78%
The Adventures Of Tintin 212  58%
Afro Samurai  177 61%
Agarest: Generations Of War 187 78%
Agarest: Generations Of War 2  223 43%
Agarest: Generations Of War Zero 209  52%
Air Conflicts: Secret Wars  208 58%
Alice: Madness Returns  207 57%
Aliens: Colonial Marines    230 45%
Aliens vs Predator 189 79%
Alone In The Dark  173 70%
Alpha Protocol 193 83%
Ape Escape  208 55%
Arcana Heart 3  207 79%
Armored Core For Answer  173 65%
Armored Core 4  153 67%
Armored Core V  217 60%
 Army Of Two  164 80%
Army Of Two: The 40th Day 188 65%
Army Of Two: The Devil’s Cartel   231 44%
Ar Tonelico Qoga: Knell Of Ar Ciel 203 27%
Ashes Cricket 2009 183 30%
Assassin’s Creed  161 58%
Assassin’s Creed II 186 89%
Assassin’s Creed III  225 78%
Assassin’s Creed: Brotherhood 199 91%

More than enough additions to take the 
Assassin’s Creed formula into modern 
classic territory.

Assassin’s Creed Revelations 212  75%
Asura’s Wrath  216 67%
Atelier Rorona: The Alchemist Of Arland 198 77%
Backbreaker 193 70%
Band Hero 187 68%
Batman: Arkham Asylum 183 85%
Batman: Arkham City  211  94%

Rocksteady’s sequel to the excellent 
Arkham Asylum is a serious contender for 
game of the year.

Battle Fantasia  176 67%
Battlefield: Bad Company  168 78%
Battlefield: Bad Company 2 190 93%

Battlefield 3 212 88%
Battleship  219 44%
Bayonetta* 187 93%

The Beatles: Rock Band 184 96%

Beijing 2008  168 54%
Beowulf  161 61%
Binary Domain  216 70%
Bionic Commando 179 82%
BioShock  172 93%

BioShock 2 189 88%
BioShock Infinite 230 97%

It’s so rare to play something and know that it 
will be considered an all-time great. A wonderful 
FPS with deep, tactical combat. Essential.

Birds Of Steel  217 55%
BlackSite  163 43%
Bladestorm: The Hundred Years’ War  160 58%
BlazBlue: Calamity Trigger 190 85%
BlazBlue: Continuum Shift  198 94%

Blazing Angels 151 54%
Bleach: Soul Resurrección 209 63%
Blitz: The League II 172 67%
Blur  193 86%
Bodycount  210  54%
Borderlands 185 80%

Borderlands 2  223 90%

Borderlands 2 is an excellent lesson in 
sequel-making and is easily one of 2012’s 
best games.

The Bourne Conspiracy 168 72%
Brink  206 67%
Brothers In Arms: Hell’s Highway 171 75%
Brütal Legend 185 79%
Bulletstorm 203 86%
  Burnout Paradise  162 74%
Buzz!: Quiz TV 168 82%
Buzz! Quiz World 185 70%
Call Of Duty 3 151 77%
Call Of Duty: World At War 173 68%
Call Of Duty 4: Modern Warfare 160 88%
Call Of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 186 94%

Call Of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 212  88%
Call Of Duty: Black Ops 199 94%

Treyarch’s first genuinely brilliant entry to the 
series and a standard-bearer for fast-paced 
online shooters.

Call Of Duty: Black Ops II  226 80%
Call Of Juarez: Bound In Blood 181 85%
Call Of Juarez: The Cartel  208 30%
Captain America: Super Soldier  208 70%
Castlevania: Lords Of Shadow 197 85%
Carnival Island 213 53%
Cars 2  208 68%
Catherine  215 61%
Champion Jockey  210  50%
Chronicles Of Riddick: Assault On Dark Athena 178 87%
Child Of Eden  211  80%
Civilization Revolution  168 90%

Clash Of The Titans 193 65%
Clive Barker’s Jericho 159 84%
The Club 163 80%
Colin McRae: DiRT   158 91%

Colin McRae: DiRT 2 184 87%
Command & Conquer: Red Alert 3 178 65%
Conan 160 71%
Condemned 2 165 78%
Conflict: Denied Ops 164 50%
Crash Time 4: The Syndicate  218 37%
Create 199 71%
Cross Edge 182 59%
Crysis 2  204  72%
Crysis 3   230 61%
The Cursed Crusade  211  40%
Damnation 181 38%
Damage Inc: Pacific Squadron WWII  223 37%
Dance Dance Revolution 201 52%
Dante’s Inferno 189 80%
The Darkness 154 91%

The Darkness II  215 76%

Dark Sector 165 62%
Dark Souls  211  90%

Sequel to one of the hardest games in recent 
times, Dark Souls is another superb release 
from developer From Software.

Dark Void 188 81%
Darksiders 188 83%
Darksiders II  221 86%
DC Universe Online  202 80%
de Blob 2 203 65%
Dead Or Alive 5  223 78%
Dead Island   210  79%
Dead Island: Riptide   231 65%
Dead Rising 2 197 78%
Dead Rising 2: Off The Record  211  61%
Dead Space 172 87%
Dead Space 2 201 92%

Dead Space 3  228 70%

Dead To Rights: Retribution 192 68%
Deadly Premonition: The Director’s Cut  231 82%

  Def Jam: Icon 151 79%

Def Jam Rapstar 199 72%

Defiance   231 50%
Demon’s Souls 193 92%

Destroy All Humans!: Path Of The Furon 178 29%

Deus Ex: Human Revolution 209  91%

Devil May Cry 4 163 89%
Devil May Cry HD Collection  217 80%
DiRT 3  206 85%
DiRT Showdown  219 84%
Disgaea 3: Absence Of Justice 175 81%
Dishonored  224 92%

Stealth has never been so satisfying as it is 
in Dishonored. One of 2012’s finest. Do the 
game a favour and play it sneaky.

DJ Hero 186 91%

DJ Hero 2 198 88%

Doctor Who: The Eternity Clock  220 32%

Doom 3: BFG Edition  225 69%
DmC Devil May Cry  227 93%

DmC injects new life into one of the best genres 
in all of gaming, and does so with a style and 
confidence that elevates it beyond its roots.

Dragon Age: Origins 186 82%

Dragon Age II 203 86%

Dragon Ball: Raging Blast 186 40%

Dragon Ball Z: Burst Limit 168 61%

Dragon’s Dogma  218 48%

Driver: San Francisco 209 68%

Duke Nukem Forever  207 33%

Dungeon Siege III  206 80%

Dynasty Warriors: Gundam 160 40%

Dynasty Warriors: Gundam 2 176 43%

Dynasty Warriors: Gundam 3  208 56%

Dynasty Warriors: Strikeforce 189 37%

Dynasty Warriors 6 164 30%

Dynasty Warriors 6: Empires 181 44%

Dynasty Warriors 7  204  32%

Dynasty Warriors 7: Empires   230 40% 

EA Sports Active 2 200 81%

EA Sports Grand Slam Tennis  215 75% 

EA Sports MMA 198 89%

Eat Lead 178 38%

EDF: Insect Armageddon  208 64%
The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion 152 91%

The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim 212  93%

WARNING: The latest addition to Bethesda’s 
superb franchise will seriously damage your 
social life.

El Shaddai: Ascension Of The Metatron  208 77%

Enchanted Arms  152 69%

Enemy Territory: Quake Wars  168 60%

Enslaved: Odyssey To The West  197 83%

Epic Mickey 2: The Power Of Two  226 55%

Eternal Sonata  176 87%

Everybody’s Golf 5*  158 88%
Everybody’s Golf: World Tour   165 91%

Eye Of Judgment  159 65%
EyePet 185 83%
EyePet: Move 197 84%
F1 2010 197 86%
F1 2011  211  71%
F1 2012  223 79%
F1 Race Stars  226 61%
FaceBreaker  170 55%
Fairytale Fights 186 51%
Fallout 3   173 97%

Fallout: New Vegas 198 88%
Family Guy: Back To The Multiverse  227 40%
Fantastic Four: Rise Of The Silver Surfer  155 39%
 Far Cry 2  172 74%
Far Cry 3  226 88%
F.E.A.R. 151 81%
F.E.A.R. 2: Project Origin 176 87%
F.E.A.R. 3  208 60%
FIFA 08  159 84%
FIFA 09  171 87%
FIFA 10  184 90%

FIFA 11 197 91%

FIFA 12  210  86%
FIFA 13  223 82%
FIFA Street (2012) 217 74%
FIFA Street 3 163 66%
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TEAM PICKS 
WE’VE 

MOSTLY BEEN  
PLAYING...

top f ive
SAM SMITH

Persona 4 Arena 

Terraria

The Last Of Us

Dynasty Warriors: Gundam 3

SoulCalibur V

top f ive
ANDY SALTER

The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim

Zen Pinball 2

God Of War III

Naughty Bear

The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion

top f ive
LUKE ALBIGÉS

Resident Evil: Revelations

Deadpool

Sound Shapes

Rayman Origins

Borderlands 2

top f ive
REBECCA RICHARDS

Borderlands 2 

Super Stardust Delta

Persona 4 Golden

Terraria

Pure



game issue scoregame issue score game issue score

FIFA World Cup 2010 192 70%
The Fight 199 42%
Fight Night Champion 203 88%
Fight Night Round 3 151 87%
Fight Night Round 4  181 84%
Final Fantasy XIII 190 85%
Final Fantasy XIII-2  214 80%
Fist Of The North Star: Ken’s Rage 198 51%
Fist Of The North Star: Ken’s Rage 2   230 58%
Folklore  158 66%
Formula One Championship Edition 151 72%
Fracture 171 72%
Front Mission Evolved 198 52%
Fuel 180 49%
Full Auto 2: Battlelines 151 69%
Fuse  232 73%
G-Force 183 59%
Game Of Thrones  220 39%
Genji: Days Of The Blade 151 38%
Ghost Recon Advanced Warfighter 2  157 83%
Ghost Recon Future Soldier  219 60%
Ghostbusters: The Videogame 180 80%
GI Joe 183 22%
The Godfather 151 37%
The Godfather II 178 38%
God Of War III  190  88%
God Of War: Ascension  230 90%

With brilliantly reworked combat mechanics 
and stunning graphics, Ascension is a 
gloriously violent prequel to the series. 

God Of War Collection* 188 93%

God Of War Collection: Volume II  210  70%
The Golden Compass 162 32%
GoldenEye 007: Reloaded 213 63%
Gran Turismo 5 200 85%
Gran Turismo 5 Prologue 165 75%
Grand Theft Auto IV 166 98%

Grid 2  232 79%
Green Day: Rock Band 194 77%
GTA: Episodes From Liberty City  191 94%

Guitar Hero III 160 90%

Guitar Hero 5 184 81%
Guitar Hero: Aerosmith 168 63%
Guitar Hero Greatest Hits 182 76%
Guitar Hero Metallica 179 88%
Guitar Hero: Van Halen 189 65%
Guitar Hero: Warriors Of Rock 197 71%
Guitar Hero World Tour   173 95%

Harry Potter And The Deathly Hallows: Part 1 200 21%

Harry Potter And The Deathly Hallows: Part 2 208 37%
Harry Potter And The Half-Blood Prince 182 60%

Harry Potter And The Order Of The Phoenix 155 32%
Haze 167 64%

Heavenly Sword  157 71%
Heavy Rain 189 94%

Heavy Rain: Move Edition 198 70%

Heroes Over Europe 184 48%
Hitman: Absolution  225 93%

It’s still a bit rough around some edges, but 
there’s no denying the scope, intelligence and 
passion poured into Hitman: Absolution.

Hitman HD Trilogy   230 75%
Homefront 203 69%
The House Of The Dead: Overkill 212  75%
Hunted: The Demon’s Forge  207 59%
Hyperdimension Neptunia  202 21%
Ice Age 3: Dawn Of The Dinosaurs 182 47%
Ice Age 4: Continental Drift:  Artic Games  222 40%
Ico & Shadow Of The Colossus Classics HD 210 94%

IL-2 Sturmovik: Birds Of Prey 183 72%
The Incredible Hulk 168 52%
inFamous 180 81%
inFamous 2  207 83%
Injustice: Gods Among Us   231 80%
International Cricket 2010 194 61%
Inversion  220 49%
Iron Man  166 58%
Iron Man 2 193 50%
The Jak And Daxter Trilogy  216 82%

Jak And Daxter: The Lost Frontier 187 59%
James Bond 007: Blood Stone 199 63%
James Cameron’s Avatar: The Game 187 64%
JASF: Jane’s Advanced Strike Fighters  217 30%
John Daly’s ProStroke Golf 197 70%
Juiced 2: Hot Import Nights 159 78%
Just Cause 2 190 87%
Kane & Lynch: Dead Men   160 73%
Kane & Lynch 2: Dog Days 196 71%
Katamari Forever 184 88%
Killzone 2   176 93%

Killzone 3 202 80%
Kingdoms Of Amalur: Reckoning  215 70%
The King Of Fighters XII 182 82%
The King Of Fighters XIII 213 76%
Knights Contract  202 53%
Kung Fu Panda 2  207 20%
Kung Fu Rider 196 65%
Lair   158 52%
LA Noire  206 91%

Last Rebellion 191 42%
Legend Of Spyro: Dawn Of The Dragon   174 54%
Legendary   173 62%
Lego Batman   173 65%
Lego Batman 2  221 80%
Lego Harry Potter: Years 1-4 194 79%
Lego Harry Potter: Years 5-7 213 67%
Lego Indiana Jones: The Original Adventures   167 73%
Lego Indiana Jones 2: The Adventure Continues  187  71%
Lego Pirates Of The Caribbean  206 76%
Lego Rock Band 187 75%
Lego Star Wars: The Complete Saga   160 76%
Lego Star Wars III: The Clone Wars  204  79%
Lego: The Lord Of The Rings  227 85%
Leisure Suit Larry: Box Office Bust 180 24%
LittleBigPlanet   172 94%

LittleBigPlanet 2 201 96%

LittleBigPlanet: Karting  225 85%
Lollipop Chainsaw  221 72%
London 2012  221 45%
The Lord Of The Rings: Aragorn’s Quest 199 60%
The Lord Of The Rings: Conquest  175 52%
The Lord Of The Rings: War In The North 213 42%
Lost Planet 2 192 75%
Lost Planet: Extreme Condition  163 69%
Lost: The Video Game  164 38%
Madagascar 3  224 39%
Madden NFL 07 151 82%
Madden NFL 08  157 82%
Madden NFL 09  170 83%
Madden NFL 10 184 82%
Madden NFL 11 196 84%
Madden NFL 12 209 85%
Madden NFL 13  223 86%
Mafia II 196 81%
MAG 189 68%
Majin And The Forsaken Kingdom 199 72%
Marvel vs Capcom 3  202 88%
Marvel Ultimate Alliance 151 64%
Marvel Ultimate Alliance 2 185 57%
Max Anarchy*  223 70%
Max Payne 3  219 77%
Mass Effect 2 201 97%

Mass Effect 3 216 93%

Medal Of Honor 198 86%
Medal Of Honor Airborne  161 85%
Medal Of Honor: Warfighter  225 72%
Medieval Moves 213 47%
Mercenaries 2: World In Flames  171 78%
Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance  228 91%

Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance is another 
world-class entry in gaming’s most 
fundamentally playable genre.

Metal Gear Solid 4 167 92%

Metal Gear Solid HD Collection  214 91%

Metro: Last Light  231 60%
Mobile Suit Gundam: Crossfire 151 37%
Michael Jackson: The Experience  205  58%
Midnight Club: Los Angeles 173 84%

 Mindjack  202 38%
Mini Ninjas 184 80%
Mirror’s Edge 173 71%
ModNation Racers 192 90%

Monster Madness 170 78%

Mortal Kombat  205  81%

Mortal Kombat vs DC Universe 173 68%

MotoGP 08 172 65%

MotoGP 09/10 190 77%

MotoGP 10/11  204  64%
MotorStorm 151 92%

MotorStorm: Apocalypse 203 76%
MotorStorm: Pacific Rift 172 93%

Mud: FIM Motocross Championship  217 50%
MX vs ATV: Alive  206 42%
MX vs ATV Reflex 189 68%
MX vs ATV Untamed  164 58%
 nail’d 201 61%
Naruto: Ultimate Ninja Storm   174 59%
Naruto Shippuden: UNS Generations  217 53%
Naruto Shippuden: UNS 3   230 85%
NASCAR 08  157 38%
Naughty Bear 195 64%
NBA 07  153 33%
NBA 2K7  151 76%
NBA 2K8  172 71%
NBA 2K10 186 79%
NBA 2K11 199 82%
NBA 2K12  211  88%
NBA 2K13  224 88%
NBA Jam 200 68%
NBA Live 08  158 59%
NBA Live 09  170 81%
NBA Street: Homecourt  151 68%
Need For Speed Carbon 151 76%
Need For Speed: Hot Pursuit 199 91%

Need For Speed: Most Wanted  225 95%

Need For Speed: Most Wanted is easily the 
best arcade racer of this generation. We 
absolutely love it.

Need For Speed ProStreet 161 86%
Need For Speed Shift 184 81%
Need For Speed: The Run 213 63%
Need For Speed Undercover 173 75%
NeverDead  215 39%
Nier 192 54%
Ni No Kuni: Wrath Of The White Witch  227 85%
NHL 2K7 151 80%
NHL 2K9 172 67%
NHL 2K10 186 70%
NHL 09 170 88%
  NHL 10 184 85%
NHL 11 198 89%
NHL 12  210  78%
NHL 13  223 74%
Ninja Gaiden Sigma 154 88%
  Ninja Gaiden Sigma 2 184 82%
Ninja Gaiden 3  217 63%
Ninja Gaiden 3: Razor’s Edge   231 80%
No More Heroes: Heroes’ Paradise  206 89%
One Piece: Pirate Warriors  224 69%
Operation Flashpoint: Dragon Rising 185 78%
Operation Flashpoint: Red River  205  75%
The Orange Box 161 93%

Overlord: Raising Hell  167 65%
Overlord II 181 68%
Pain 183 69%
Persona 4 Arena   231 91%

Essential for both Persona fans and fighting 
game enthusiasts, Persona 4 Arena is an 
absolute joy to play. 

PES 2008  159 70%
PES 2009  172 80%
PES 2010 185 72%
PES 2011 197 73%
PES 2012  210  74%
Phineas & Ferb: Across The 2nd Dimension 211  66%
PixelJunk Racers  160 74%
PlayStation All-Stars Battle Royale  225 80%

*denotes import review

This 
month’s 

new entries
The newest games, 

freshly squeezed 
among all your 

old favourites
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The Last Of Us PS3 94%

Remember Me PS3 61%

Fuse PS3 73%

Grid 2 PS3 79%

Resident Evil: Revelations PS3 71%

Soul Sacrifice PSV 85%

Poker Night 2 PSN 55%

Terraria PSN 85%

Call Of Juarez: Gunslinger PSN 80%

LittleBigPlanet
2

Virtue’s Last Reward
5

WipEout 2048
6

Gravity Rush
7

Super Stardust Delta

10

TOP TEN 
VITA GAMES

3
Uncharted: Golden Abyss

9
Rayman Origins

8
BlazBlue: Continuum Shift 
Extend

Earth Defence Force 2017 
Portable

4

Persona 4 Golden
1



PlayList // PS3/PSV/PSN/PSP
game issue scoregame issue score game issue score

Sly Cooper: Thieves In Time   230 60%
Sniper Elite V2  218 52%
Sniper: Ghost Warrior  206 45%
Sniper Ghost Warrior 2   230 55%
SOCOM: Special Forces  205  63%
Sonic & Sega All-Stars Racing 190 78%
Sonic & All-Stars Racing Transformed  227 88%
Sonic Generations 212  70%
Sonic The Hedgehog 151 52%
Sonic Unleashed 175 48%
Sorcery  219 76%
SoulCalibur IV 169 94%

SoulCalibur V  214 80%
  Spec Ops: The Line  220 59%
Spider-Man 3 155 33%
Spider-Man: Edge Of Time 212  38%
  Spider-Man: Shattered Dimensions 197 69%
Spider-Man: Web Of Shadows 173 55%
Splatterhouse 200 58%
Splinter Cell Double Agent  153 79%
Split/Second: Velocity 192 90%

Sports Champions 196 83%
Sports Champions 2  225 65%
SSX  216 45%
Starhawk  219 81%
Star Ocean: The Last Hope International 190 63%
Star Trek   231 52%
Star Wars: The Force Unleashed  171 65%
Star Wars: The Force Unleashed II 199 61%
Start The Party! 196 72%
Stormrise  178 51%
Stranglehold   159 65%
Street Fighter IV 176 95%

Street Fighter X Tekken  217 83%
Super Street Fighter IV: Arcade Edition   207 88%
Stuntman: Ignition   157 82%
SuperCar Challenge 183 66%
Superstars V8: Next Challenge 190 55%
Superstars V8 Racing 181 63%
Super Street Fighter IV  191 90%

Supremacy MMA  211  40%
Syndicate  216 78%
Tales Of Graces f  222 77%
Tekken 6 184 94%

Tekken Hybrid 213 79%

Tekken Tag Tournament 2  223 90%

Test Drive Ferrari Racing Legends  221 60%
Test Drive Unlimited 2 203 62%
The Amazing Spider-Man  221 61%

The Last Of Us  233 94%

When The Last Of Us is good (winter), it’s 
better than anything else this gen – we do not 
say that lightly.

The Testament Of Sherlock Holmes  224  55%
The Walking Dead   231 92%

The Walking Dead should be required playing 
for anyone who considers themselves a fan of 
our favourite medium.

The Walking Dead: Survival Instinct   231 20%
Thor: God Of Thunder  206 38%
Tiger Woods PGA Tour 07 151 88%
Tiger Woods PGA Tour 08   158 73%
Tiger Woods PGA Tour 09  171 86%
Tiger Woods PGA Tour 10 181 69%
Tiger Woods PGA Tour 11 194 60%
Tiger Woods PGA 12: The Masters  204  65%
Tiger Woods PGA Tour 13  217 70%
Tiger Woods PGA Tour 14   231 61%
Time Crisis 4   166 69%
Time Crisis: Razing Storm 199 58%
TimeShift   162 72%
TNA Impact!   171 71%
Tom Clancy’s EndWar 173 80%
Tom Clancy’s H.A.W.X. 177 75%
Tom Clancy’s H.A.W.X. 2 196 69%
Tom Clancy’s Splinter Cell Trilogy HD  210  78%
Tomb Raider  230 90%

Lara returns in this excellent reboot, but she 
doesn't have a very nice time. Her survivalist 
origin story is grim, daring, and brilliant. 

Tomb Raider Trilogy  204  86%
 Tomb Raider: Underworld 173 83%
Tony Hawk’s Project 8 151 85%
Tony Hawk’s Proving Ground 160 72%
Tony Hawk: Ride 188 52%
Top Gun: Hard Lock  218 45%
Top Spin 3 168 71%
Top Spin 4 203 60%

PlayStation Move Heroes  204  54%
POTC: At World’s End 154 48%
Port Royale 3: Pirates & Merchants  224  54%
Portal 2  205  95%

Prince Of Persia 174 83%
Prince Of Persia: The Forgotten Sands 193 68%
Prince Of Persia Trilogy 200 88%
Prison Break: The Conspiracy 191 40%
Prototype 181 76%
Prototype 2  219 75%
Puma After Hours Athletes  214 58%
Pure  171 80%
Pure Football 194 69%
Quantum Of Solace  175 57%
Quantum Theory 197 29%
Race Driver: GRID  167 85%
Rachet & Clank: Q-Force  227 52%
Racket Sports 198 37%
Rage 211  60%
Rainbow Six Vegas  155 88%
Rainbow Six Vegas 2  164 78%
Rango 203 54%
Ratchet & Clank: A Crack In Time 186 82%
Ratchet & Clank: All 4 One 211  68%
Ratchet & Clank: Tools Of Destruction  160 72%
Ratchet & Clank Trilogy HD  221 88%
Rayman Origins 212  80%
Red Dead Redemption 193 92%

Red Dead Redemption: Undead Nightmare 199 87%
Red Faction: Armageddon  207 62%
Red Faction: Guerrilla 180 80%
Remember Me  232 61%
Resident Evil: Operation Raccoon City  217 33%
Resident Evil: Revelations HD  232 71%
Resident Evil 5  177 86%
Resident Evil 5: Gold Edition 190 86%
Resident Evil 6  223 88%
Resistance: Fall Of Man 151 83%
Resistance 2 173 90%

Resistance 3  210  88%
Resonance Of Fate 191 79%
Ridge Racer 7 151 75%
Ridge Racer Unbounded  217 67%
Rise Of The Argonauts 176 58%
Risen 2: Dark Waters  222 64%
Rock Band 169 94%

Rock Band 2 179 96%

Rock Band 3 199 84%
Rocksmith  223 78%
Rogue Warrior 188 09%
Rugby World Cup 2011 209 49%
Rune Factory Oceans 220 51%
R.U.S.E. 197 82%
The Saboteur 187 67%
Sacred 2: Fallen Angel 180 76%
Saints Row 2 172 79%
Saints Row: The Third  211  88%
SBK Generations  220 51%
Saint Seiya: Sanctuary Battle  216 52%
Saw 186 52%
Saw II: Flesh & Blood 198 36%
Sega Mega Drive Ultimate Collection 177 85%
SBK 08 172 55%
SBK 2011  206 70%
SBK Generations  220 54%
SBK X: Superbike World Championship 193 67%
Sega Rally 158 92%

Sengoku Basara: Samurai Heroes 198 76%
Shadows Of The Damned  207 79%
Shaun White Skateboarding 198 70%
Shaun White Snowboarding 173 72%
Shellshock 2: Blood Trails 177 32%
Shift 2: Unleashed  204  66%
The Shoot 199 76%
Silent Hill: Downpour  217 81%
Silent Hill HD Collection  217 76%
Silent Hill: Homecoming 174 64%
The Simpsons Game 160 82%
The Sims 3 199 87%
The Sims 3: Pets 212  70%
SingStar 159 80%
SingStar Guitar 199 70%
SingStar Pop Edition 179 81%
Singularity 195 80%
Skate 159 86%
Skate 2 175 82%
Skate 3 192 86%
Sleeping Dogs  222 80%
The Sly Collection 200 84%

Tornado Outbreak 186 56%
Toy Story 3 195 82%
Transformers: Dark Of The Moon  208 64%
Transformers: Fall Of Cybertron  223 73%
Transformers: Revenge Of The Fallen 182 41%
Transformers: The Game  156  34%
Transformers: War For Cybertron 194 80%
Trinity: Souls Of Zill O’ll  202 56%
Trinity Universe 194 61%
Tron Evolution 200 17%
Turning Point: Fall Of Liberty 165 40%
Turok 163 46%
TV Superstars 199 53%
Twisted Metal  216 68%
Two Worlds II 203 64%
UEFA Euro 2008 165 62%
UFC Undisputed 2009  180 90%

UFC Undisputed 2010 193 88%
UFC Undisputed 3  215 82%
Ultimate Marvel vs Capcom 3 212  78%
Uncharted: Drake’s Fortune 161 87%
Uncharted 2: Among Thieves 185 96%

Uncharted 3: Drake’s Deception 212  90%

Fans of the series won’t be disappointed as 
Drake returns with some exceptional set 
pieces and superb action.

Unreal Tournament III  162 88%
Untold Legends: Dark Kingdom 151 54%
Valkyria Chronicles  173 82%
Vancouver 2010 189 76%
Vanquish 197 93%

A brilliant surprise from the developer of 
Bayonetta and easily one of the best (and 
toughest) games we’ve played.

Viking: Battle For Asgard  165 74%
Virtua Fighter 5 151 83%
Virtua Tennis 2009 180 80%
Virtua Tennis 3 150 91%

Virtua Tennis 4  205  79%
Wanted: Weapons Of Fate 179 63%
Warhammer 40,000: Space Marine  210  51%
Warhawk  157 84%
Warriors: Legends Of Troy 202 14%
Warriors Orochi 3  217 59%
Watchmen: The End Is Nigh 183 55%
Way Of The Samurai 3 190 16%
Wet 184 41%
Wheelman  178 72%
Where The Wild Things Are 188 56%
White Knight Chronicles 190 55%
White Knight Chronicles II  207 49%
Wolfenstein 183 72%
Wonderbook: Book Of Spells  226 80%
World Snooker Championship 2007 151 56%
Worms Collection  224 85%
WRC: FIA World Rally Championship 197 76%
WRC 2: FIA World Rally Championship  211  63%
WRC 3 FIA World Rally Championship  225 75%
WSC REAL 09: World Snooker Championship  177 67%
WSC Real 11  204  69%
WWE All Stars 204 82%
WWE Legends Of WrestleMania  178 80%
WWE SmackDown vs Raw 2008 159 88%
WWE SmackDown vs Raw 2009 173 74%
WWE SmackDown vs Raw 2010 185 77%
WWE SmackDown vs Raw 2011 199 63%
WWE ’12 212  50%
WWE 13  225 55%
X-Blades 178 54%
XCOM: Enemy Unknown  224 94%

Thinking, planning, failing and dying is back in 
fashion: XCOM is a phenomenal reimagining of a 
classic title and an instant classic in its own right.

X-Men Destiny  211  35%
X-Men Origins: Wolverine 179 71%
Yakuza: Dead Souls  216 60%
Yakuza 3 191 80%
Yakuza 4 203 79%
Yoostar 2: In The Movies  204  60%
Zone Of The Enders HD Collection  226 81%

PS VITA 
LISTING

A-Men  217 70%
Army Corps Of Hell  217 64%
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CHAMPION JOCKEY
In honour of Call Of Duty: 
Ghosts and its new canine hero, 
who we have affectionately 
named Captain Beef 
Wellington, let’s go through 
some other game animals. First 
up: Champion Jockey! It’s a 
game about horse racing, and 
has horses in. Makes sense.

SLEEPING DOGS
Sleepy Dog is about a 
narcoleptic pooch that can’t 
help but fall into a deep 
slumber at the worst times! 
Our canine companion will be 
playing one second, only to 
be fast asleep the next… wait, 
what? We might have made a 
mistake on this one. 

TUROK
Dinosaurs are animals, or 
they were at one point before 
they all got hit by a really large 
space rock. If for some reason 
you are feeling cruel enough 
to want to torture these poor 
creatures all over again, Turok 
is your game. Your really 
terrible game that should 
never have existed.

ALIENS VS PREDATOR
Just because you are from 
another planet doesn’t make you 
any less of an animal. We’d like 
to see what David Attenborough 
would make of the fascinating 
Xenomorph, although it’s best 
that he do his analysis from 
a distance. And from behind 
several acid-proof barriers. 

RED DEAD REDEMPTION
Another game with horses 
in, although used for 
slightly different purposes – 
shootouts, train robbing and 
general murder while riding 
the open plains and marvelling 
at the beauty of it all. We loved 
our horse in RDR, until we 
accidentally ran it off a cliff 
and broke all its legs. 

GAMES WITH 
ANIMALS 
IN THEM



Your guide to every PlayStation 3, PS Vita, PS Store and PSP game out there
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Heavy Weapon 187 75%
High Velocity Bowling  163 50%
Hi-Octane  178 64%
The House Of The Dead 4  218 82% 
Hustle Kings 190 87%
Hyperballoid HD 188 70%
I Am Alive  217 64%
inFamous Collection  224  85%
inFamous: Festival Of Blood 212 76%
Inferno Pool 181 81%
International Track & Field  171 80%
Interpol: The Trail Of Doctor Chaos 185 48%
Invincible Tiger: The Legend Of Han Tao 185 70%
Jet Rider 2  176 71%
Joe Danger  194 96%

Journey  216 87%
Judge Dredd 18 19%
Jumping Flash 172 55%
Jurassic Park: The Game  214 32% 
Kick-Ass The Game 194 60%
KIllzone HD  225 65%
Kula World 172 71%
Kung-Fu Live 201 42%
Landit Bandit 195 66%
Lara Croft And The Guardian Of Light 198 90%
The Last Guy 171 91%

Lead & Gold: Gangs Of The Wild West 193 65%
Lemmings 151 79%
Limbo 209 90%

Linger In Shadows 173 69%
LocoRoco Cocoreccho!   159 80%
Lumines Supernova 178 90%

Madden NFL Arcade 188 58%
Mad Riders  220 70%
Magic Carpet 179 65%

Magic: The Gathering: Duels Of The Planeswalkers  202 84%
Magic: The Gathering: Duels Of 
The Planeswalkers 2012  208 70%
Marvel vs Capcom 2 182 90%

Matt Hazard: Blood Bath And Beyond 189 69%
Medal Of Honor: Frontline  210  52%
MediEvil 173 45%
Mega Man 9 172 75%
Mega Man 10 192 82%
Metal Gear Solid 187 93%

Metal Gear Solid Online 175 45%
Microbot  202 51%
Monkey Island 2: Special Edition 195 94%

Motorhead 173 60%
Namco Museum Essentials 193 60%
Naruto Shippuden: Kizuna Drive  205  42%
NBA Jam: On Fire Edition 212 64%
Nights Into Dreams…   224  75%
Noby Noby Boy 177 85%
  Nucleus  155 82%
Numblast 183 60% 
N20 37 70%
Oddworld: Stranger’s Wrath HD  214  86%
Okami HD  225 90%

Okami  is lovely, just as we remember it, and has 
been given a treatment that takes it far beyond 
the muffled visual quality of the PS2 original.

Outland  207 72%
OutRun Online Arcade 180 80%
Pac-Man Championship Edition DX 201 91%

Payday: The Heist 213 88%
Pain 183 69%
Peggle 189 94%

Pinballistik  215 75% 
PixelJunk 4am 220 40% 
PixelJunk Eden 169 67%

PixelJunk Monsters 163 94%

PixelJunk Shooter 187 93%

PixelJunk Shooter 2  204  90%

PixelJunk SideScroller 213 77%
Piyotama  162 62%
Planet Minigolf 196 58%
Poker Night 2  232 55%
Polar Panic 190 65%
Populous: The Beginning 46 70%
Prince Of Persia Classic 173 67%
Puddle  216 76%
The Punisher: No Mercy 182 49%
Puzzle Chronicles 194 70%
Puzzle Dimension  208 81%
Puzzle Quest Galactrix 181 68%
Q*bert 58 53%
Quantum Conundrum  221 90%

The Cave   230 77%
Calling All Cars 155 81%
Call Of Juares: Gunslinger  232 80%
Castle Crashers 200 88%
Castlevania: Harmony Of Despair 212 67%
Catan 195 85% 
Chime Super Deluxe 203 80%
Comet Crash 186 84%
Comix Zone  210  62%
Command & Conquer: Red Alert  16 79%
Command & Conquer Red Alert: Retaliation  176 55%
Command & Conquer: Red Alert 3  168 70%
Commander’s Challenge 185 68%
Command & Conquer  175 44%
Cool Boarders  173 57%
Cool Boarders 2 175 31%
Costume Quest 199 70%
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive  223 89%
Crash Bandicoot  172 77%
Crash Bandicoot 3: Warped 174 82%
Crash Commando 174 80%
Crash Team Racing 170 79%
Crazy Machines Elements  210  71%
Crazy Taxi 200 80%
Crescent Pale Mist 200 70%
Critter Crunch 188 91%

Crystal Defenders 184 48%
Cubixx HD  207 76%
Dark Mist 164 53%
Darkstalkers Resurrection   230 82%
Dead Nation 201 86%
Dead Space: Extraction 203 88%
Dead Space: Ignition 199 47%
DeathSpank 195 83%
Derrick The Deathfin  227 79%
Destruction Derby 01 80%
.detuned 186 50%
Deus Ex  219 83% 
Digger HD 186 52%
Diner Dash 190 66%
Double Dragon Neon  224  37%
Driver 171 90%

Droplitz 184 91%

Earthworm Jim HD 196 89%
Eat Them!  202 60%
echochrome 169 85%
echochrome II  202 83%
Elefunk 170 45%
Eufloria 212 85%
Explodemon 203 70%
Far Cry 3: Blood Dragon   231 85%
Fat Princess  183 65%
Fatal Inertia EX  168 65%
FIFA 09 Ultimate Team  178 61%
Final Fight: Double Impact 193 90%

Final Fantasy VII 181 96%

Final Fantasy VIII 190 90%

Final Fantasy IX 195 90%

Flight Control HD 198 85%

Flock! 179 70%
flOw 151 90%

Flower 176 85%
Frogger: Hyper Arcade Edition  221 55%
Frogger Returns 190 35%
From Dust  211 82%
Funky Lab Rat 201 70%
G-Police 27 84%
Galaxy Fight  215 27%
Gatling Gears  207 62%
Geon 175 71%
Go! Puzzle  152 58%
God Hand  216 83%
Gotham City Impostors  216 78%
Grand Theft Auto III  224  90&

GTA III shuffles onto the slowly growing list of 
PSN classics, and still illustrates why Rockstar’s 
original 3D take on the series was so influential.

Gran Turismo HD 150 75%
Gravity Crash 187 85%
Greed Corp 191 75% 
Greg Hastings Paintball 2  219 22% 
GTI Club+ 174 72%
Guardians Of Middle-Earth  227 71%
Gundemonium Collection 197 80% 
Gunstar Heroes 181 85%
Hamsterball 194 72%
Hardcore 4x4 15 81%
Hasbro Family Game Night 187 60%

Assassin’s Creed III: Liberation  225 76%
Everybody’s Golf  215 86%

BlazBlue: Continuum Shift Extend  216 85%
Call Of Duty: Black Ops Declassified  227 18%

Dokuro   230 71%

Earth Defense Force 2017 Portable   230 82%

Escape Plan  216 81%

FIFA Football  216 80%

Gravity Rush  219 86%

Hustle Kings  216 81%
LittleBigPlanet  223 93%

Little Deviants  215 69%
Lumines Electric Symphony  216 85%
MGS HD Collection  221 70%
ModNation Racers: Road Trip  215 59%
Mortal Kombat  219 83%
MotorStorm RC  217 81%
New Little King’s Story  224 70%
Ninja Gaiden Sigma Plus  217 72%
Ninja Gaiden Sigma 2 Plus   230 60%
Orgarhythm   230 55%
PlayStation All-Stars Battle Royale  225 80%
Persona 4: Golden  228 94%

Persona 4: Golden is one of the best RPGs 
around, with great characterisation, a gripping 
story and smart combat mechanics.

Puddle  222 82%
Rayman Origins  216 84%
Reality Fighters  215 52% 
Resistance: Burning Skies  219 54%
Ridge Racer  216 48%
Silent Hill: Book Of Memories  225 32%
Soul Sacrifice  232 85%
Sound Shapes  223 88%
Super Monkey Ball: Banana Splitz  224 78%
Sumioni: Demon Arts   230 46%
Super Stardust Delta  216 84%
Touch My Katamari  216 83%
Ultimate Marvel vs Capcom 3  216 80%
Uncharted: Golden Abyss  215 83%
Unit 13  216 67%
Virtua Tennis 4: World Tour Edition  215 81%
Virtue’s Last Reward  227 84%
WipEout 2048  215 87%

PS STORE
LISTING

215 87%

1942: Joint Strike 170 74%

3-On-3 NHL Arcade  177 62%
After Burner Climax 193 91%

Age Of Booty 172 81%
Alien Breed: Impact 196 80%
Alien Breed 2: Assault 201 82%
Alien Breed 3: Descent  204  61%
All Zombies Must Die!  214 64%
Amy  215 19%
Anarchy: Rush Hour 194 73%
Aqua Panic 193 68%
Arc The Lad  215 79%
Armageddon Riders  207 65% 
Atelier Meruru: The Apprentice Of Arland  221 35%
Atelier Ayesha: The Alchemist Of Dust   230 60%
Back To The Future: It’s About Time  204  71%
The Baconing  210  72%
Battlefield 1943 182 89%
Beat Hazard Ultra 213 79%
Beat Sketcher  201 85%
Beyond Good & Evil HD  207 86%
Bishi Bashi Special! 175 61%
Bionic Commando Rearmed 169 88%
Bionic Commando Rearmed 2 203 61%
Blacklight: Tango Down 200 64%
Blade Kitten 197 72%
Blast Factor  152 72%
Blokus   202 54%
BloodRayne: Betrayal  211 62%
Blue Toad Murder Files: The Mysteries 
Of Little Riddle Episode I 188 65%
Blue Toad Murder Files: The Mysteries 
Of Little Riddle Episode II 188 61%
Blue Toad Murder Files Episodes 4/5/6 193 70%
Bomberman Ultra 185 82% 
Braid 188 93%

Burn Zombie Burn  178 85%

Burnout Crash  211 79%
Call Of Duty Classic 188 90%
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Boxing is awesome. Two big 
athletes punching each other 
in the face – what more could 
anyone want? Turns out we 
don’t actually like getting hit 
much ourselves though, which 
is where the vicarious glory of 
videogames comes in. 

EA’s Fight Night series 
has gone from strength to 
strength with each instalment, 
forgoing the yearly model 
of stuff like FIFA and instead 
coming out with a brand new 
game every few years. 

The unique stick-tilting punch 
control has been refi ned 
to a sweet spot between 
complexity and ease of use, 
and busting out some bone-
crunching combinations has 
never been easier or more 
precise. You’ll be throwing out 
one-twos like a pro in no time.

It looks absolutely 
phenomenal, and few games 
have managed to surpass it 
graphically. When you punch 
Mike Tyson’s jawbone off, it 
looks really painful. When you 
have three ribs broken with 
a brutal kidney punch, you 
feel every crack. Boxing: the 
gentleman’s sport. 

Between an entertaining story 
mode and a huge career mode 
there’s plenty to do, and skilled 
pugilists can take the fi ght 
online and attempt to become 
a (digital) world champion. We 
can’t wait to see what EA can 
do on PlayStation 4…

PS3’S BEST 
GAMES 

FIGHT NIGHT 
CHAMPION
88%, PLAY 203



PlayList // PS3/PSV/PSN/PSP
game issue scoregame issue score game issue score
Warhawk  225 48%
Warhawk: Operation Fallen Star 171 80%
Watchmen: The End Is Nigh 183 55%
Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?  214 79% 
WipEout 01 89%
WipEout HD 172 84%
Wizorb  222 78%
Wolfenstein 181 70%
Wonder Boy In Monster Land  220 50%
Worms 179 91%
Worms 2: Armageddon 198 87%
Worms Battle Islands 201 80%
Worms Crazy Golf 213 82%
Worms: Ultimate Mayhem  217 80%
X-Men Arcade 203 60%
Yars’ Revenge  206 57%
Zack Zero  215 73%
Zen Pinball 2  224  90%

Zombie Apocalypse: Never Die Alone 213 69%
Zuma 182 78%

PSP 
LISTING

The 3rd Birthday 203 80%
300: March To Glory 152 59%
Ace Combat X 147 72%
Ace Combat: Joint Assault 194 79%
After Burner: Black Falcon 152 82%
Ape Academy 2 145 52%
Ape Escape P 140 37%
Army Of Two: The 40th Day 190 45%
Assassin’s Creed: Bloodlines 187 77%
Astonishia Story 142 68%
Beaterator 186 72%
Blade Dancer: Lineage Of Light 145 45%
BlazBlue: Calamity Trigger Portable 194 84%
Blood Bowl 184 53%
Bomberman 150 83%
Boulder Dash: Rocks! 165 69%
Breath Of Fire III 138 82%
Brothers In Arms: D-Day 149 69%
Burnout Dominator  153 65%
Burnout Legends 134 94%
Buzz! Brain Bender 175 68%
Capcom Classics Collection Reloaded 147 80%
Capcom Classics Collection Remixed 141 72%
Cars  143 60%
Castlevania: The Dracula X Chronicles  163 78%
Championship Manager  137 65%
Championship Manager 2006 140 32%
Cid The Dummy 180 32%
Coded Arms 134 53%
Call Of Duty: Roads To Victory  153 69%
Colin McRae Rally 2005 Plus 134 84%
The Con  153 59%
Corpse Party: Book Of Shadows   230 54%
 Crisis Core: Final Fantasy VII 167 87%
Crush 154 80%
The Cube  153 64%
Dante’s Inferno 191 76%
Dead Or Alive: Paradise 192 56%
Disgaea: Afternoon Of Darkness 161 92%

Dissidia: Final Fantasy 184 60%

Dissidia 012 Final Fantasy 203 79%

Disgaea 2: Dark Hero Days 190 87%

Dragon Ball Z: Shin Budokai 2 154 50%

Driver 76 154 68%

Dungeons & Dragons: Tactics  159 55%

Dungeon Siege: Throne Of Agony  148 85%

                       Dynasty Warriors: Strikeforce 179 69%

EA Replay 147 74%

                      echochrome 169 85%

echoshift 191 73%

Everybody’s Golf 2 167 86%

Everybody’s Tennis 195 88%

Every Extend Extra 145 84%

Exit 138 65%

The Eye Of Judgment: Legends 191 57%

EyePet 199 77%

F1 2009 187 66%

Fate/Extra  219 60%

Field Commander 145 83%

FIFA 06 136 43%

FIFA 07 147 81%

FIFA 11 198 69%

FIFA World Cup 2010 193 65%

Rag Doll Kung Fu: Fists Of Plastic 179 83%
Rampage: World Tour 29 77%
Rainbow Moon  221 68%
Ratchet & Clank: Quest For Booty 170 69%
Rayman 01 76%
Rayman 3 HD  217 77%
Renegade Ops  211 78%
Resident Evil 4 HD 210 93%

Resident Evil Code Veronica X  211 72%
Resident Evil Chronicles HD Collection  221 82%
Retro City Rampage  228 78%
Revenge Of The Wounded Dragons 191 60%
Riff: Everyday Shooter 162 86%
Risk: Factions  202 80%
Rock Band Blitz  223 80%
Rocketbirds: Hardboiled Chicken 212 82%
Rocket Knight 194 74%
Rocketmen: Axis Of Evil 165 63%
Sam & Max: The Devil’s Playhouse Episode 1  194 90%

Sam & Max: The Devil’s Playhouse Episode 2  194 92%

Sega Rally Online Arcade  208 74%
Savage Moon 175 87%
Scott Pilgrim vs The World 197 77%
The Secret Of Monkey Island SE 195 92%
Section 8  193 78%
Section 8: Prejudice 209  80%
Shank 197 86%
Shatter 183 91%
Sheep 171 78%
Shoot Many Robots  217 81%
The Simpsons: Arcade Game  216 54%
Siren Blood Curse 170 62%
Skullgirls  218 88%
Skyrim: Dawnguard   230 70%
Skyrim: Dragonborn   230 84%
Smash Cars 184 50%
SOCOM Confrontation 178 55%
Soldner-X 2: Final Prototype 195 70%
Sonic Adventure 198 63%
Sonic Adventure 2  225 69%
Sonic CD  214 82%
Sonic The Hedgehog 4: Episode I 199 82% 
Sonic The Hedgehog 4: Episode II  220 40%
Spin Jam 174 32%
  Snakeball 176 92%
Stacking 203 88%
Star Trek: D-A-C 189 57%
Star Wars Pinball   230 79%
Street Fighter Alpha: Warrior’s Dream 159 57%
Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike Online Edition 209 92%

Street Skater 2 178 40%
  Super Puzzle Fighter II HD Turbo Remix 168 78%
Super Rub-A-Dub 151 83%
Supersonic Acrobatic Rocket-Powered Battle-Cars 177 65%
Super Stardust HD 155 74%
Super Street Fighter II Turbo HD Remix 176 72%
Switchball 191 75%
Swords And Soldiers 199 88%
Syphon Filter 48 93%

Syphon Filter 3 170 80%
Tales Of Monkey Island 196 91%
Tank Battles 186 68%
Tekken HD 150 80%
Tekken 5: Dark Resurrection Online 161 87%
Tetris  202 84%
Terraria  232 85%
Theme Hospital 32 80%
Theme Park 174 80%
TMNT: Turtles in Time Re-shelled 186 57%
Tokyo Jungle  223 81%
Tom Clancy’s Rainbow Six 54 34%
Tony Hawk's Pro Skater HD  223 73%
Top Darts  202 71%
Top Gun 198 53%
Topotai: Spinning Through The Worlds 183 61%
ToyHome 162 31%
Trash Panic 181 79%
Trials Of Topaq 159 50%
Trine 184 85%
Tumble 198 70%
Uncharted: Fight For Fortune  227 83%
Under Siege  207 71%
The Unfinished Swan  225 78%
Uno 189 85%
Vagrant Story 189 82%
Vandal Hearts: Flames Of Judgment 192 87%
Virtua Fighter 5: Final Showdown  220 90%
The Walking Dead: Episode 1  219 89%
The Walking Dead Episode 2  221 90%
The Walking Dead: Episode 3  223 86% 
Wakeboarding HD 192 65%

Fired Up 134 60%

Final Fantasy  164 63%

Final Fantasy III  224   44%

Final Fantasy IV: The Complete Collection 204 80%

Final Fantasy Tactics 159 86%

FlatOut: Head On 164 79%

Football Manager 2007 147 62%

Football Manager Handheld 2008 161 49%

Football Manager Handheld 2010 187 60%

Formula One 06  143 78%

Frantix 136 36%

Gangs Of London 144 65%

Ghost Recon Advanced Warfighter 2  157 42%

Ghost Recon Predator 200 60%

Ghostbusters: The Video Game 188 55%

Ghostbusters: Sanctum Of Slime  204  51%

Gitaroo Man Lives! 144 79%

Gladiator Begins 206 52%

Go! Sudoku  137 45%

The Godfather: Mob Wars 136 66%

Gods Eater Burst 202 88%

God Of War: Chains Of Olympus  165 84%

God Of War: Ghost Of Sparta 199 79%

Gradius Collection 144  80% 

Gran Turismo 184 85%
Grand Theft Auto: Chinatown Wars 185 95%

GTA: Liberty City Stories 135 95%

GTA: Vice City Stories 147 96%
Half-Minute Hero 191 87%
Hard Corps: Uprising  204  78%
Harry Potter And The Goblet Of Fire 136 69%
Hellboy: Science Of Evil 170 60%
Holy Invasion Of Privacy, Badman!
What Did I Do To Deserve This? 186 73% 
Hot Pixel  155 73% 
Indiana Jones And The Staff Of Kings 181 60%
Infected 141 68%
Innocent Life: A Futuristic Harvest Moon 154 70%
International Athletics 170 40%
Invizimals 187 71%
Jak And Daxter: The Lost Frontier 187 59%
Juiced: Eliminator 141 70%
Juiced 2: Hot Import Nights 160 80%
Kao Challengers 137 60%
Killzone: Liberation 146 83%
Kingdom Hearts: Birth By Sleep 196 88%
The Legend Of Heroes: Trails In The Sky  214 75%
Lemmings 138 63%
LittleBigPlanet 186 90%

LocoRoco 143 94%

LocoRoco 2 173 82%
LocoRoco Midnight Carnival 186 81%
Lord Of Arcana  202 65% 
The Lord Of The Rings: Tactics 136 66%
Lumines II 137 74% 
Madden NFL 06 137 74%
Marvel Trading Cards  155 38%
Me And My Katamari 138 86%
Medal Of Honor Heroes 147 72%
MediEvil: Resurrection 134 53%
Mercury Meltdown 145 66%
Metal Slug Anthology 150 91%

Metal Gear Ac!d 2 138 92%

Metal Gear Solid: Peace Walker 193 92%

Metal Gear Solid: Portable Ops 150 91%
Miami Vice 144 82%
Micro Machines V4 142 71%
Might & Magic: Clash Of Heroes  205  84%
ModNation Racers 193 70%
Monster Hunter Freedom 140 81%
Monster Hunter Freedom 2   157 59%
Monster Hunter Freedom Unite 181 77%
Moon Diver  205  46%
MotoGP 146 75%
Motorstorm: Arctic Edge 184 72%
Mytran Wars 179 85%
Namco Museum Battle Collection 136 68%
Naruto Shippuden Legends 185 46%
Naruto Ultimate Ninja Heroes 2 169 46%
NBA Ballers: Rebound 139 61%
Need For Speed Undercover 175 57%
No Heroes Allowed 199 69%
OutRun 2006: Coast 2 Coast 139 93%

PaRappa The Rapper   155 88%
Patapon   163 86%
Patapon 2  177 87%
Patapon 3  205  81%
Patchwork Heroes 192 85%
Persona 2: Innocent Sin  214 65%

*denotes import review
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DOWNLOAD THESE 
Mega Drive 

eDition

COMIX ZONE
62%, Play 210
Rock-hard action on the inside 
of a comic book, few games 
have managed to capture the 
look and feel of the funny pages. 
Still great fun to this day, but 
beware – it’s really bloody hard. 

SONIC CD
82%, Play 214
An obscure and dated entry in 
the Sonic franchise, Sonic CD 
takes the classic 2D gameplay 
the series was once famous for 
and makes it way more complex 
and weird. Give it a crack.

EARTHWORM JIM HD
89%, Play 196
An HD remake of the classic 
platformer, full of the same 
bizarre humour and challenging 
action we loved many years ago. 
With assorted characters such 
as Queen Slug-For-A-Butt and 
the slightly insane Peter Puppy, 
it’s as mental as trousers.

GUNSTAR HEROES
85%, Play 181
Treasure’s first game is still 
one of its best, with crazy 
side-scrolling blasting through 
a variety of stages. It’s still 
wonderfully playable even today, 
with controls that put many 
modern games to shame. 

TMNT: TURTLES IN TIME 
RE-SHELLED
57%, Play 186
Another HD remake, this time 
of the best entry in the TMNT 
games franchise. It’s not a great 
adaptation, but there's still 
plenty of radical fun to be had 
picking your favourite shell-head 
and kicking historical butt.
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Boxing kangaroos
Play: Tekken Tag 
TournamenT 2
Not just a boxing kangaroo, but 
one with a baby boxing kangaroo 
in its pouch. Double win. Roger 
Jr is actually one of the more 
realistic characters on the 
Tekken roster when you consider 
fighters like Jack and Ogre…

Vin Diesel 
Play: ChroniCles of 
riddiCk: assaulT on dark 
aThena
We love Vin Diesel, partially 
because he’s all buff and 
manly, but also because he 
is a massive nerd. He has 
the name of his Dungeons & 
Dragons character tattooed on 
his chest. It doesn’t get much 
more nerdcore than that.

Pain
Play: skaTe 3
The Skate series are excellent 
games in their own right, but 
the ‘hall of meat’ mode, where 
the aim is to bail and cause as 
much damage to your skater 
as possible, is endlessly sick 
fun. Crunch!

Kicking science in the nuts
Play: JusT Cause 2
What’s the best way to survive 
a fall? Easy: zip-line into the 
ground, increasing your speed 
even further and ensuring 
you somehow take no falling 
damage. Now go buy a fighter 
jet and do it all over again. 

Yelling for hours on end
Play: dragon Ball Z: 
BursT limiT
Previously on Dragon Ball Z: 
Goku screamed for half an 
hour. Next episode, he’ll start 
charging a laser attack. He 
might even fire it in the next 
year or so. Can’t wait.

Play’s BEsT 
GaMEs 

IF YOU LIKE…

Pirates Of The Caribbean  143 52%

PixelJunk monster deluxe 185 86%

Pro Evolution Soccer 2008 163 77%

Pocket racers 144 49%

PoPoLoCRoIS 142 71%

Power stone Collection 145 88%

PQ – Practical Intelligence Quotient 141 52%

Prince of Persia revelations 138 69%

Prince Of Persia: The Forgotten Sands 194 52%

Prinny: Can i really Be The hero? 181 80%

PSN Collection: Power Pack 173 70%

Psn Collection: Puzzle Pack 173 54% 

Pursuit Force 134 83%

Pursuit force: extreme Justice  159 76%

Puzzle Chronicles 190 61%

Puzzle Quest  153 66%

R-Type Tactics  170 74%

rainbow six Vegas   156 78%

Ratchet & Clank: Size Matters 154  78%

red faction: Battlegrounds  205  78%

Rengoku 2 144 72%

resistance: retribution 177 76%

Ridge Racer 2 145 78%
ridge racer 132 91%

rock Band unplugged 181 92%
rocky Balboa 150 68%
Secret Agent Clank 169 79%
sega mega drive Collection 177 79%
sega rally  158 90%
shin megami Tensei: Persona 3 Portable  206 78%
Shinobido: Tales Of The Ninja 150 60%
silent hill origins  160 87%
Silent Hill: Shattered Memories 190 52%
The sims 2  137 71%
Slam Bolt Scrappers  204  73%
smash Court Tennis 154 58%
SOCOM Fire Team 2 154 70%
soCom: fireteam Bravo 3 190 71%
SOCOM: Tactical Strike 160 85%
soCom: us navy seals fireteam Bravo 140 69%
Sonic Rivals 147 70%
sonic rivals 2 162 35%
soulCalibur: Broken destiny 183 92%
spider-man 3 162 32%
Spinout 149 81%
splinter Cell: essentials 139 71%
Split/Second: Velocity 200 71%
ssX on Tour 138 76%
Star Ocean: Second Evolution 178 78%
star Trek: Tactical assault 148 59%
Star Wars Battlefront II 137 74%
star Wars Battlefront: elite squadron 187 65%
Star Wars: Lethal Alliance 148 69%
star Wars: renegade squadron 160 78%
Street Fighter Alpha 3 Max 138 70%
street riders 140 29% 
Super Monkey Ball Adventure 142 54%
swarm  204  78%
syphon filter: dark mirror 140 90%

Tekken 6 187 90%

Tekken: dark resurrection 143 92%

Tactics ogre: let us Cling Together  202 81%
Tenchu: Shadow Assassins 179 71%
Tenchu: Time of The assassins 146 51%
TNA Impact! Cross The Line 189 58%
ToCa 3  152 70%
Tokobot 140 79%
Tomb raider: anniversary  156 81%
Tomb Raider: Legend 140 72%
Twisted metal head-on 134 54%
UFC Undisputed 2010 197 80%
ultimate ghosts ’n goblins 145 88%
Undead Knights 189 46%
untold legends: The Warrior’s Code 140 59%
Valhalla Knights   158 49%
Valkyria Chronicles 2 196 87%
Valkyrie Profile: Lenneth 153 78%
Viewtiful Joe: red hot rumble 140 82%
Virtua Tennis 3 152 88%
Warhammer 40,000: squad Command 161  70%
What Did I Do To Deserve This My Lord!? 2 192 78%
Wipeout Pulse 159 86%

Wipeout Pure  138 91%

World Of Pool  156 43%
World Tour Poker 141 67%
World Tour Soccer 2 142 40%
Worms: open Warfare 2  157 80%
WWE SmackDown! vs Raw 2006 137 84%
WWe smackdown! vs raw 2007 147 80%
World Rally Championship 134 67%

game issue score

While i rememBer getting quite 
wrapped up in boosting my Xbox 360 

Gamerscore back in the day, I never really 
took to Trophies in quite the same way. Hell, I 
apparently traded in Ratchet & Clank: A Crack 
In Time when I was just one away from the 
Platinum. I’ve fixed that now, you’ll be glad 
to hear, and having come to my senses my 
collection of Platinum Trophies is starting 
to come along quite nicely. Next up: Velocity 
Ultra, Soul Sacrifice and Resident Evil: 
Revelations. Must. Get. More. Trophies.

Luke ALbigés

sound shApes
I suddenly care about Trophies
WhY (was it chosen?):

WhAT (have they been playing?):

sAm smiTh

personA 4 ArenA
It’s my perfect game
WhY (was it chosen?):

WhAT (have they been playing?):

i’Ve long loVed the Persona series, 
and fighting games have always been my 

genre of choice. As such, when I first read the 
announcement of Persona 4 Arena, I had to 
pinch myself to make sure I wasn’t dreaming. I 
then had to wait the best part of a year because 
Atlus apparently hates Europe, but finally the 
game is here and I’m making up for lost time by 
playing it a lot. It’s a wonderful return to a world 
I love and an excellent fighting game too. Buy it. 

PLAYING THE PLAYLIST
We do actually get some free time, you know. 
Here’s what we’ve been doing with it…
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